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A bstract

Rotor blade flows occur in numerous physical systems from  helicopters to fans, 

and from  propellers to food mixers. M any previous studies have concentrated 

on the laminar flow generated by a set o f rotors but in many practical cases 

the flow is turbulent, a setting in which previous research appears to be mainly 

experimental or purely numerical. The thesis examines turbulent rotor flow  

as its prime feature, before moving on to the impact o f the ground and side 

structures on the flow. Whilst there exists a wide variety of rotor blade flows 

in industry, the present research is motivated by the application to helicopters. 

Using asymptotic analysis and computational methods the thesis first exam

ines the turbulent boundary layer on a fla t plate with a moving surface and, 

second, a rotating disc. Analytical and numerical predictions are then derived 

and compared with previous results. Asym m etry about the axis of rotation is 

introduced next and the problem of a rotating cut-disc is studied as an approxi

mation to a set o f rotors. A numerical solution is obtained and is supported by 

analytical results. Blade inclination and thickness are then incorporated into 

the three-dimensional case, with asymmetric blade shape being analyzed as i f  in 

two dimensions only. The influence of ground effect is examined firstly through 

the use of an image potential in the two-dimensional asymmetric blade shape 

problem and secondly in the axisymmetric case of flow between a stationary 

and a rotating disc. A numerical solution is determined and compared with 

existing research, whilst an analytical solution is produced for large radii. The 

flow  between a stationary disc and a rotating cut disc is then briefly discussed 

before, finally, the possible extension of this thesis to the problem of turbulent 

je ts  is examined.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Rotating machinery and the resultant fluid flows they induce form an integral 

part of our lives. Personally my room is often cooled by a desk-top fan whilst 

a CD plays in the background and the news regularly features incidents in

volving the use of helicopters in m ilitary manoeuvres. These three examples 

are just the tip  of the iceberg and there are many more related occurrences 

such as with food mixers, lawn mowers, sycamore seeds and propeller blades. 

Of these, the chief motivation here is the application to helicopter dynamics. 

Even in this one particular context the range of practical uses is impressive. 

Perhaps the most obvious of these, especially in light of recent world events, 

is the m ilitary helicopter but this is by no means the only regular use of the 

technology. Coastal search-and-rescue, police emergency response teams and 

air-ambulance services all involve helicopters and are an essential component 

of national emergency services. Less urgent, although nonetheless im portant, 

alternative uses range from passenger transport to tourism and even traffic 

reporting. This variety of applications emphasizes why our interest in rotary 

flows is focussed on the application to helicopter dynamics since such usage
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pervades much of our lives. This interest is mirrored in industrial research, as 

evidenced by the support and sponsorship of this research by QinetiQ.

In all the different capacities mentioned above, helicopters are chosen for 

their very special abilities. These include being able to land and take-off in 

compact locations (as well as to take-off and land vertically), the ability to 

hover and the general manoeuvrability of helicopters when compared to other 

aircraft. Unfortunately all these advantages come at a price: the typical fluid 

flow generated by a helicopter is incredibly complicated. This leads to the dual 

problem th a t helicopters are both very difficult to fly and to model.

The complexity inherent in flying a helicopter requires an array of control 

features to ensure successful flight (Gent et al32). These include continuously 

varying blade inclination as the rotor spins in order th a t the lift generated 

by each blade remains approximately constant regardless of whether it is ad

vancing (travelling in the same direction as the helicopter itself) or receding 

(travelling in the direction opposite to th a t of the helicopter motion). The 

variation in the lift produced by advancing and receding blades arises due to 

the different relative velocities of each blade and so blade inclination is used 

to adjust for these changes.

Another complication is th a t the inclination of a blade to the horizontal is 

not even constant for a given blade at any time. This is due to ’blade tw ist’ 

and is an im portant design feature of modern helicopters. It is used to improve 

the distribution of lift generation along the radius of the blade as an untwisted 

blade would generate an increasing amount of lift as the radius increased up 

to the tip, where there is a rapid reduction in lift. This would create strain on 

the rotors so a twist is introduced to even out the lift distribution.

A further feature is rotor tilt, where the '* ■ rotor can be tilted
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relative to the helicopter body. These aspects of helicopter design also help 

explain the second problem of helicopter dynamics, namely th a t the modelling 

of the resultant fluid flow is also very difficult, and not just for the reasons 

mentioned above. Now blade-wake interaction, and the influence of the fuse

lage and (where appropriate) a tail rotor, a second v r  /  rotors, the ground 

and side structures on the flow can be involved. Moreover, based on typical 

tip velocities, turbulence is an aspect of helicopter dynamics which cannot 

necessarily be ignored.

The problem of helicopter aerodynamics has been the subject of a large 

body of literature including Bramwell8, Conlisk19, Riley k  Brotherhood60, 

Seddon65 and Stepniewski k  Keys73, and the scope of investigation includes 

empirical, experimental, numerical and analytical work. Each of these ap

proaches has its own advantages and disadvantages. Empirical methods, such 

as prescribed wake models (where the unknown wake between two blades is 

estim ated from existing data), can be accurate and efficient but require knowl

edge of the flow (or a t least similar ones) beforehand. Experimental techniques 

can also be reliable but tend to be very expensive and may not highlight all 

aspects of the flow. Numerical and analytical models are useful but often 

involve significant simplifications being assumed to enable a solution to be de

termined. Often this means tha t simple models or approximations are used to 

enable certain aspects of the flow, such as turbulence or ground effect, to be 

focussed on.

In the case of turbulence one such model is to introduce the concept of 

turbulent stress (known as Reynolds stress) and prescribe the additional stress 

terms using a simple model based on the viscosity and involving a new term - 

the effective viscosity. This approach has been used by a range of authors and
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for a variety of different flow problems, including Bayley & Owen3, Cebeci &

Sm ith13, Cooper20, Neish & Smith50 and Wilson80. An im portant feature of 

turbulence which is particularly relevant in the current context of helicopter 

dynamics arises in rotating turbulent flows. In such systems, at radii 

typical flow speeds are low (at least relative to the tip velocity) and so the flows 

are laminar a t sufficiently low radii. Moving further away from the centre, 

the blade speed, and hence that of the fluid also, increases and eventually 

turbulence occurs. This ’transition’ to turbulence occurs over some radial 

range although for the purposes of a solution certain authors take transition 

to occur a t a particular point. The work of Cooper20 for a free rotating disc 

is an example of this approach. In the present thesis only the turbulent flow 

region of rotating flows will be considered. Turbulence will be deemed to occur 

for all radii beyond a transition radius, and no consideration will be given to 

the flow at lower radii.

A related problem is tha t of turbulent intermittency. This is where the 

fluid is not always turbulent at a given radius and instead ’pockets’ of lam inar 

flow may occur. For the present purposes it is assumed tha t all the systems 

considered are ’fully turbulent’, meaning th a t such intermittency does not 

feature.

Turbulent flows are extremely complex and the aspects mentioned above 

are by no means the only ones which occur. O ther im portant contributions to 

turbulent modelling, for example adverse pressure gradients and separation, 

include the work of P randtl56, Bradshaw, Ferriss & Atwell7, Durbin28 and A l l ^ ^ s  

Spalart71 however it is not deemed necessary for these particular aspects to be 

considered here.

The influence of ground effect has also been considered with respect to
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helicopter dynamics. This aspect is im portant as not only is it a phenomenon 

which occurs widely, it can also have a dram atic effect on the performance of 

the helicopter. In particular a helicopter hovering close to the ground requires 

less power to m aintain its state than the same craft out of ground effect. This 

is discussed by amongst others Bramwell8 and Seddon65, while Purvis58 has 

considered the impact of the ground on rotating laminar flow regimes.

Vertical blade asymmetry is another crucial facet of helicopter design and 

one which is essential in producing lift. W hilst this is far from straightforward 

to model, it is possible to consider a variety of more basic flows, each of which 

incorporates some aspect of the asymmetric case. Such features include inter

action of the upper and lower halves of the flow (i.e. some of the flow over one 

blade may become part of the flow beneath the next one), variable pressure in 

the outer inviscid region, and lift generation.

In the present work use is made of the b o u n d a ry  lay e r approximation to 

simplify the governing equations for the central problems. This enables ground 

effect to be modelled in two ways. Firstly in 2 D the fluid region outside the 

boundary layer is taken to be inviscid (potential) flow. Here ground effect can 

be incorporated into the system by an image potential; this leads to qualitative 

agreement with Bramwell8 and Seddon65 th a t the close presence of the ground 

increases lift. A ttention is then turned to a simple system where the boundary 

layer directly interacts with the ground (or indeed any flat co-axial impervious 

body).

The boundary layer on a * i rotor . has been examined by Smith &; 

Timoshin68. Here the Prandtl shift was employed to reduce the flow to th a t on 

a cut-disc which is taken to be a body of infinitesimal thickness made up of al

ternating surfaces and wakes. As a simplification the blade surfaces were taken

i . , -i. -■ <y > - - u- ' OctiA &
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to be radial, so tha t a similarity solution can be applied. Smith h  Timoshin68 

then showed th a t for laminar flow this was a reasonable approximation to non- 

radial blades as the far-field behaviour of both cases is similar. Understanding 

the boundary layer on a i : rotors is im portant but does not allow for the 

determ ination of im portant aspects of the flow such as the pressure exerted on 

the blades and the wake shape. As such, Smith &; Timoshin69 then proceeded 

to consider the flow system outside the boundary layer. In the case of symmet

ric blades the system is reasonably straightforward and can be determined. In 

the case of asymmetric blade shape however they then show tha t the inviscid 

flow problem, and in particular the pressure outside the boundary layer, cannot 

be solved without knowledge of the wake shape and boundary layer thickness. 

Unfortunately, in turn  these cannot be specified without information about 

the pressure. This is v isco u s-in v isc id  in te ra c t io n  and couples the flows in 

the two regions of concern. This viscous-inviscid interaction is overcome in 

the 2D problem through an iterative numerical procedure. Purvis58 then takes 

this work further by considering ground effect.

This thesis now extends the approach of, amongst others, Bowles & Smith, 

Smith &: Timoshin, Jones and Purvis, by examining the effects of turbulence 

on rotor blade dynamics. This involves the investigation of a range of turbulent 

flows which can be classified in the following way:

1 . Simple flows. Initially some simple two and three-dimensional flow prob

lems are examined in Chapters 2  and 3 in order to understand the ele

mentary principals of rotor blade flow;

2. Non-axisymmetry. Vertically symmetric 3D rotating flows without sym

metry about the axis of rotation are then considered in Chapters 4 and

5;
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3. Blade shape. Various practical aspects of rotor blade flow, in particular 

blade shape and thickness, are analyzed in Chapters 5, 6  and 7;

4. Ground effect. Finally ground effect is examined on an inviscid length 

scale at the end of Chapter 7 and on a viscous length scale in Chapter 8 .

As the flows modelled here are ones which either occur widely in practi

cal applications or have relevance to more complicated rotor blade flows, it 

is of course im portant to make comparisons with existing research and the 

predictions and data  of other authors. This is especially true when models for 

the turbulent stress or boundary layer structure are used. Hence, where pos

sible, qualitative and quantitative direct comparisons are made between the 

current work and earlier studies. Often such comparisons will be illustrated 

or tabulated as appropriate, subject to the lim itations discussed in subsequent 

chapters.

In Chapter 2 , in an initial a ttem pt to understand a relevant turbulent 

boundary layer (and as a direct precursor to the analysis of Chapter 3 in fact), 

the case of a 2D finite stationary flat plate with a moving surface travelling at 

a constant velocity is considered. This problem is similar to tha t examined by 

Afzal2, Sakiadis6 1 ,6 2  and Tsou, Sparrow & Goldstein77. A particular turbulence 

model is specified here, namely the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity model (see 

Cebeci & Sm ith13). The appropriate boundary layer structure and scalings 

are determined and reveal tha t the boundary layer is thicker than might have 

been anticipated. In particular it is thicker than that on a flat plate in a 

moving free stream (or, equivalently, tha t on a flat plate moving at constant 

speed through a fluid otherwise at rest). The boundary layer structure and the 

asymptotic behaviour of the flow lead onto an analytical solution for the skin 

friction on the surface; this is found to be in good agreement with existing
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predictions and measurements. A numerical scheme is then proposed and 

used to  determine the velocity within the turbulent boundary layer and the 

displacement thickness. As with skin friction, it is found th a t both of these 

quantities are in good agreement with earlier work. This healthy correlation 

with other authors’ findings supports both our use of the Cebeci-Smith eddy 

viscosity and the taking of the boundary layer thickness to be relatively large.

Chapter 3 is concerned with the flow generated by a rotating disc (with 

constant rotation velocity) in an unbounded fluid. This problem has been 

studied by a range of authors, in particular Cebeci &: A bbott11 and Cooper20. 

Both these studies derived a numerical solution using a Cebeci-Smith eddy 

viscosity model. Symmetry about the axis of rotation allows this problem to 

be treated as a quasi-2D system and the same boundary layer structure as 

used in Chapter 2  is applied along with the Cebeci-Smith model. The use of 

a similarity variable then simplifies the flow problem further and leads to an 

analytical description of the skin friction equivalent to tha t of the flat plate 

flow considered in the previous chapter. Again this turns out to be in rea

sonable agreement with earlier results (both experimental and numerical). A 

similar numerical investigation to th a t in Chapter 2  is performed and yields 

velocity profiles in the turbulent boundary layer which are in close correlation 

with existing data. Predictions for the displacement thickness of the boundary 

layer are also possible, although these differ numerically from the work of von 

K arm an79 and Cooper. This may be due to the assumption of a similarity solu

tion which necessitates a linear growth in the displacement thickness, a growth 

which is not noted by other authors (they tend to find tha t the displacement 

thickness grows less rapidly).

Attention is then switched to the m atter of a rotating body which does not
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have symmetry about its axis of rotation (non-axisymmetry) and this is exam

ined in Chapter 4. A new boundary layer structure is required for such flows. 

The one used here is based on the axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer used 

in C hapter 3 and the work of Neish & Sm ith50 for the uniform stream past a 

flat plate and subsequent wake. A similarity variable is then introduced and 

the problem is thereby reduced to a quasi-2D flow. An im portant param eter 

which arises here and in subsequent chapters is the disc (or surface) solidity. 

This is defined as the ratio of the to tal surface area of the body to the total 

area of the surface and wakes. W ith this definition a rotating disc has unit 

solidity. Velocity profiles are derived for a region of the boundary layer where 

exact details of the rotating body are not required (only specification of the 

disc solidity is necessary). Those parts of the boundary layer which are depen

dent on the precise nature of the non-axisymmetric surface are considered in 

the next chapter when a particular body-type is used.

Chapter 5 then examines the flow generated by a rotating cut-disc, fo

cussing particularly on the main region (a sublayer) of the boundary layer to 

have azimuthal dependence. The velocity in this area is determined for a va

riety of cut-disc configurations, although for ease of analysis only ones with 

evenly spaced identical blades are considered here. The problem is then ex

tended to incorporate blade inclination by assuming tha t each blade is inclined 

at a fixed angle to the horizontal. The precise details of the wake are not of 

concern here and instead results are produced for different values of the wake 

shift, which is defined as the vertical distance from the leading edge of one 

blade to the wake centre line of the preceding blade. This enables us to con

sider an im portant aspect of rotor blade dynamics, namely the interaction of 

the flow above and below the blades, without having to undertake the more
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difficult problem of determining the wake shape. Finally in this chapter the 

lim it as the disc solidity decreases to zero is dealt with, particularly to see if the 

flow approaches th a t of an isolated blade. Here analytical approximations are 

possible and are contrasted with the earlier numerical findings of this chapter.

Another im portant aspect of rotor blade flow is then considered in Chapters 

6  and 7: blade shape. In Chapter 6  the cut-disc model of the previous chapter 

is extended to include vertically symmetric blade thickness. The Prandtl shift 

(or transposition) is then invoked to reduce the boundary layer to th a t on a 

cut-disc so th a t the results of Chapter 5 now apply here in terms of the P randtl 

co-ordinates. The flow in the inviscid region outside the boundary layer is then 

examined so as to determine the pressure exerted on the blades. In practice 

this requires the solution of Laplace’s equation for the pressure, subject to a 

boundary condition at the bottom  of the inviscid region which is based on the 

blade shape and the boundary layer thickness. Here the latter is taken to be 

negligible in comparison to the blade shape and so the outer pressure problem 

can be divorced from the boundary layer calculations. As an illustration, a 

solution is derived for a highly simplified configuration and particular blade 

shape.

In Chapter 7 an essential aspect of helicopter dynamics is addressed: verti

cally asymmetric blade shape. As in the symmetric case examined in Chapter 

6 , the boundary layer is initially reduced to th a t on a cut-disc and the flow in 

the inviscid region is then considered. As a simplification, and encouraged by 

the low solidity extreme considered in Chapter 5, the flow past a succession 

of 2D asymmetric blades is investigated. This is an extension of the work of 

Smith &: Timoshin69 who studied the flow past thin multi-blade configurations. 

Again the boundary layer thicknesses are taken to be insignificant when com
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pared to the blade shapes. Accordingly the fluid downwash across the wakes 

and the pressure difference on the blades can be determined without resorting 

to the boundary layer part of the problem. The results of Smith &: Timoshin 

are then used directly to derive solutions on a local and a global length scale 

in the limit as the surface solidity decreases to zero. These solutions show th a t 

the flow on a local scale is approximately tha t of an isolated blade whilst, in 

the case of an infinite number of identical blades, the flow is periodic on a 

global scale. In particular the global solution can then be used to determine 

a complex potential for the flow on th a t length scale. This is combined with 

an image potential to incorporate ground effect into the model on an inviscid 

length scale. The model yields qualitative agreement with Bramwell and Sed

don as to the effect of the ground on the power required to sustain a helicopter 

in hover.

Ground effect is then considered in Chapter 8  on a viscous scale by exam

ining the flow between two discs, one rotating and the other stationary. The 

problem here is one which has been subject to many previous investigations, 

largely through experiments and numerical techniques. Of these, the most 

relevant to the current work is th a t of Cooper &; Reshotko22 who considered 

the boundary layers on each disc and used the Cebeci-Smith model to solve 

for the turbulent flow in the gap between the two discs. Unfortunately Cooper 

& Reshotko’s work is restricted to a finite radial range and hence the appro

priate form of the Cebeci-Smith model to use for this flow is only defined for 

a limited range of values of the Reynolds number. In particular, we examine 

the flow at large radii where the boundary layers are deemed to have merged 

and where the flow can be taken to be approximately antisymmetric about 

the gap centre line. This leads to analytical and numerical solutions to the
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velocity profiles and an analytical prediction for the skin friction. Significant 

differences exist between our results and those of Cooper &: Reshotko although 

reasonable agreement does exist between our analytical work and the compa

rable numerical results of Cooper &: Reshotko. The present work also seems 

to agree well with Afzal1 for turbulent Couette flow.

Finally, in Chapter 9 the conclusions of our research are presented and 

summarized, and possible extensions to the current work are proposed and 

discussed. This includes the brief examination of an alternative occurrence of 

turbulent flow: 2D turbulent jets and the possible relevance of the earlier work 

of this thesis to this type of flow.



Chapter 2

Flat Plate with a Moving Surface

2.1 Introduction

Initially we examine the flow generated by a flat plate with a fixed leading 

edge, the surface of which is moving with constant velocity U through a fluid 

a t rest. Although we consider this flow to be something of a model problem 

which is not directly related to the flow induced by a A ro tor', nonetheless 

the present problem is sufficiently significant to warrant investigation in its 

own right and in detail it turns out to have a solution structure similar in 

parts to the rotor case.

Flows past moving surfaces occur widely in engineering applications and 

the present problem is physically similar to tha t of the flow past a moving 

belt, such as a conveyor belt or any mechanism with a belt-drive, such as the 

fan belt in a motor. In addition to the practical applications of the flow, and 

the inherent value of understanding any physical problem, the flow also has 

relevance to the flow due to a rotating disc, which we shall examine later, as 

a rotating disc can also be considered to be a stationary body which is fixed
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in space but has a moving surface. Thus we might anticipate th a t the present 

flow shares several features with the rotating disc flow whilst the advantage in 

considering the current problem is tha t, being essentially two-dimensional, it 

is much simpler to solve.

To understand this problem we consider the two-dimensional turbulent 

boundary layer (2DTBL). The boundary layer on a stationary flat plate with 

a moving surface differs from the physically similar problem of the boundary 

layer on a flat plate moving with a constant velocity, and the equivalent case 

of the boundary layer on a stationary flat plate in a uniform stream. The most 

obvious difference is the relative thicknesses of the two boundary layers, as is 

seen in this present problem and again later when we examine the problem of 

the rotating disc; the 2DTBL here is larger than for a flat plate moving a t a 

constant speed through a stationary fluid. In fact the height of the 2DTBL 

is found to be to be 0 ( k \ ), where k\ is the von Karman constant, and it is 

assumed that k\  is sufficiently small for the boundary layer equations to hold. 

Another advantage of the present problem is th a t it serves as a good test of 

the validity of this ’A;2 assum ption’ as there exists a variety of relevant studies 

with which we can compare our predictions.

The flow examined here, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, is similar to the flow on 

a continuous flat plate with a moving surface as studied by Afzal2, Sakiadis61 ,62  

and Tsou, Sparrow h  Goldstein77. In particular, Afzal also examined the 

2DTBL. The main difference between the present problem and the work of 

those authors named above is th a t the continuous flat plate is semi-infinite 

and not finite as is the case for the current flow.

Our approach takes the following form. Firstly we compose the relevant 

governing equation for the 2DTBL - the Reynolds equation - then proceed
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ud , vd ^  1

outer, inviscid region

turbulent boundary layer

Figure 2.1: Diagram of a flat plate with a moving surface, xp  measures dis

tance along the plate and yo measures distance normal to the surface. The 

upper dotted lines represent the edge of the boundary layer, outside of which 

the velocity is negligible.

to model the boundary layer as being composed of two distinct regions, one 

where viscosity is negligible and one where turbulence effects are comparable 

to viscous effects. This is the same approach as Afzal except that we are 

concerned with a finite plate instead of the continuous one which Afzal ex

amined. Further, Afzal makes no predictions for the displacement thickness. 

This approach is contrasted with that of Sakiadis who assumed a one-seventh 

power law for the velocity profile to determine predictions for, amongst others, 

the displacement thickness and skin friction coefficient, and Tsou et aUwho 

combined analytical results with direct experimental data.

Throughout, comparisons are made between the results of the authors 

named above and our own predictions. In such comparisons we will include 

our own results, usually graphically, and present other author’s work as lying 

within a range of possible values to illustrate how our predictions compare 

with existing work. This is because most of these authors also present their
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work in the form of graphs and hence it is a little difficult to determine the 

exact values of their data. In such cases the range of values chosen will be the 

smallest range we can reliably determine from the graph in question. Where 

appropriate we include these ranges as error bars on the graphs of our own 

work as well as through tabulation. This approach has been chosen for sev

eral reasons. Importantly, many of our references are quite old and hence it 

would seem unlikely th a t we would be able to obtain the exact numerical re

sults from which to recreate these authors’ work, and where different authors 

have produced predictions for the same quantities, such as skin friction or the 

velocity profile, their results often differ from one another, albeit only within 

a small range of values. As such, we might also anticipate th a t our results too 

may differ, but hopefully not by much, from those of other authors; thus it is 

im portant tha t our results follow the same trends as previous results, and not 

necessarily match the exact same figures. Finally, the original results of those 

authors referenced are available within the references quoted.

In the present chapter the appropriate governing equation (the Reynolds 

equation) for this flat plate flow is derived in §2 . 2  before discussing a particu

lar method of modelling turbulence, namely the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity 

(§2.3). Then the Reynolds equation is non-dimensionalized (§2.4) and a struc

ture for the boundary layer described in §2.5. Analytical and numerical solu

tions to different regions of the boundary layer are produced in §2.6 and §2.7 

respectively. Finally an analytical prediction for the skin friction is derived in 

§2 .8 .
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2.2 The Reynolds Equation

We take the two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer on a flat surface, where 

x p  and yp  are Cartesian co-ordinates with yp  being normal to and x p  mea

suring distance along the surface. If u and v are the velocities in the x p  and 

yp  directions respectively then the appropriate boundary layer equation is

du _  du _ du d2u
dt  +  Ud x D +  V dyD Vdy2D

For completeness the time-derivative is included here although the flows which 

are examined herein are steady and so subsequently when the Reynolds equa

tions are used the time-derivatives are omitted. Note also tha t since there is 

negligible flow outside the boundary layer, and negligible variation in pressure 

across the boundary layer, the pressure is constant within the 2DTBL and can 

be taken to be zero w ithout loss of generality.

Now the velocities are considered to be composed of a time-averaged mean 

part and a turbulent fluctuating part and so the following substitutions are 

introduced,

u =  up  + u *, (2.2)

v = vp + v*, (2.3)

where up  and vp  are the mean velocities and u* and v* are the turbulent

fluctuations from the mean velocities in the x p  and yp  directions. Now if the

time average over a sufficiently large time interval is taken, the equation of 

motion (after some rearrangement) is

duD duD d u D d2up  d  „ *
+  “ O F "  +  ~ 5 — (< u v >)- (2-4)dt d x p  dyD dyD dyp

where < s > denotes the time average of the quantity s and v  is the kinematic
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viscosity of the fluid. This equation is the two-dimensional Reynolds equation 

and a full derivation is contained in Smith k  Cebeci66.

2.3 Eddy Viscosity

The term < u*v* > is the Reynolds stress and is an unknown which needs 

to be modelled. Herein we adopt a particular model for the turbulent stress 

which involves the use of an eddy viscosity, as in Bush k  Fendell9. The present 

approach regards the turbulent term as being similar to viscous stress and so 

proposes the relation

< u *v* > =  (2.5)
oVd

where vtD 1S known as the eddy viscosity, which is also unknown and so needs 

to be modelled in some way. This is done by invoking the Cebeci-Smith model. 

The origins of the Cebeci-Smith model lie in the work of Prandtl, specifically 

P rand tl’s two mixing-length hypotheses, but this is not of primary concern here 

since a more detailed description of the motivation for this particular choice 

for the eddy viscosity can be found in, amongst others, Smith & Cebeci66, 

Schlichting64 and Wilson80. Rather, this particular choice of eddy viscosity 

has been chosen as it has been used successfully in the examination of various 

different earlier investigations, including Neish & Smith50 for the flow past 

a flat plate, Cebeci & A bbott11 and Cooper20 for the flow past a rotating 

disc, and Wilson80 for the flow through a curved duct. The Cebeci-Smith 

model is also a particularly simple form for the eddy viscosity which, combined 

with its apparent effectiveness, makes it a suitable choice for a mathematical 

examination of the turbulent boundary layer.

The exact form of the Cebeci-Smith model varies between papers but the
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essential features remain present. Most notable is the two-tier form th a t it 

takes. For the purposes of the current problem we use the following form:

k2US’D for yD > yDk,

„ k \ y 2D[ \ - e x p ( - * i ^ ) ] 2| | ^ |  i o i y D < y Dk.
\

Here y p k IS known as the critical value of yp  and is definecTby

VtD -  \

where

(2 .6 )

sb = C ° j r dyD< (2.8)

U r D  =  ( —  )*, (2.9)
P

, d u n . . .
T W D  = p ( -Q ^ ) y D=0, (2.10)

which are the dimensional displacement thickness, friction velocity and shear 

stress on the plate respectively. Also, k\ and k,2 are constants and p, p and v 

are the viscosity, density and kinematic viscosity of the fluid respectively. For

the purposes of this study it is assumed th a t y p k = 0 (k \ ) .

2.4 Problem Formulation

As discussed previously the relevant equation of motion is the two-dimensional

Reynolds equation taken with the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity model; thus

dup dup d2up
u p -  1- u p ——  =  v —— - +

oyp dyD

in fr»r H r ,  >  H r , .

(2 . 11 )
k?U5bU%  for yD > yDk

9yo  I * ? l^ [l -  e x p ( - ^ ) ] 2| § ^ | | £  for yD < yDk

with continuity equation

d x D dyD
^  =  0 , (2 .12)
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and the unknown junction position yok determined by continuity of eddy vis

cosity at the junction. The constants k\ and k2 are 0.4 and 0.0168 respectively 

and the boundary conditions for this system are up  = U a t yo = 0  and u p —► 0  

as y o ~ >oo. Since up  =  U on the plate but is zero outside the boundary layer 

we will assume th a t ud decays monotonically and hence Taking

ud = Uu , vd = k \U v , x o  =  lx  and yo = k \ l y , where I is the plate length we 

have the following non-dimensional form of the problem,

du du 1 d2u d  f for y > y k
u —— v —— =  — —- r  +  —  < (2-13)

dx dy R  d y2 9y  |  V [ 1  _  exp for „  <

and

dx ' dy

Vk

du dv
SZ + ST. =  0 (2-14)

where

R  = = k\Re ,  (2.15)

Re  =  (2.16)

«T D = ( ^ ^ ) 5  =  k jU u T, (2.17)
p

. du  n . ,
TWD = v(-Q— )yD=o, (2.18)

<5* J udy,  (2.19)

=  £ |  =  0.105, (2.20)k l

with the boundarv conditions
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In the condition of continuity of eddy viscosity at yk , (2.23), we have om it

ted the exponential term in the lower tier of (2.13) since we shall take the 

junction position yk to  be 0 (1 ), so th a t with R  »  1 the exponential term  is 

negligible. Note also th a t the non-dimensionalization above absorbs the factor 

k\  for convenience and it also confirms th a t the ratio of the yo -scale to the 

x^-scale is proportional to k\  which is taken to be small. This corresponds 

to the notion which is described subsequently th a t the height of the boundary 

layer is 0{k \) .

2.5 Boundary Layer Structure

Since we are interested in the boundary layer on a flat plate the flow is taken to 

be composed of a thin boundary layer attached to the surface of the plate and a 

larger inviscid region where there is negligible variation from the free stream  if 

one is present. Thus for the purposes of this problem we are only interested in 

the 2DTBL which is taken to consist of two coupled layers. This model has the 

same two layer structure as that of Bush & Fendell9 and Mellor46 who describe 

the 2DTBL in terms of an outer defect layer and a thinner, inner wall layer 

but now the outer layer is nonlinear and not linear as in both Bush &: Fendell 

and Mellor. The im portant physical properties of these two layers are tha t in 

the defect layer the velocity differs from the free stream (which is zero here) 

only by a small perturbation and th a t this layer is characterized by a balance 

between the inertial and turbulent terms, whilst in the wall layer we have a 

balance between the viscous and turbulent stresses, and the velocity is given 

by the velocity of the surface (non-zero in this case) plus a small perturbation 

which we take to be of the same order as th a t in the defect layer.

For this particular problem such a description of the turbulent boundary
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layer is sufficient for our purposes, but a more complicated structure is needed 

in Chapters 4 and 5 in order to understand the three-dimensional turbulent 

boundary layer (3DTBL) on a rotor . The issue of the appropriate

boundary layer structure for other flows is addressed later but for now it can 

be assumed th a t the 2DTBL has the two-layer structure outlined above - a 

small inner layer where viscous stresses are im portant and a large inertial- 

turbulent balance layer. In reality there exists a thin transitional layer sharing 

the characteristics of these two main parts of the boundary layer and which 

exists between them. We regard this layer as an overlap region where the 

asymptotic expansions for the two main layers, which are derive herein, are 

matched to each other using logarithmic matching. This approach has been 

used by many authors previously, notably by Mellor and Bush & Fendell, but 

also by Afzal and Neish &: Smith, which are of particular interest with regard 

to the present flow on a flat plate.

We now note tha t the turbulent boundary layer is taken to have height 

O(kf),  where k\ is the von Karman constant, as illustrated in Figure 2 .2 . 

This is necessary to ensure the balance of inertial and turbulent terms in 

the outer layer which we shall see later. Also, we call the outer defect layer 

and the inner wall layer, the inertial-turbulent layer and the laminar sublayer 

respectively, to stress the importance of the inertial terms in the outer layer and 

also to later allow for wakes as well as boundary layers. The particular inertial- 

turbulent layer and laminar sublayer for this flow are taken to have heights 

of 0 (1 ) and 0(e  R  ) respectively, relative to the non-dimensional height y , 

and we proceed by examining each of the two layers separately, determining 

the relevant governing equations and solution structure, then matching the 

asymptotic forms of the solution to produce a coupled system. This coupled

1
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problem is calculated numerically by solving for the inertial-turbulent layer 

only, then using our results to establish predictions for the skin friction, velocity 

profiles and displacement thickness.
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u, v 1

0 ( k \ )inertial-turbulent layer

laminar sublayer 0 (k \e ~ l R ~ l )

Figure 2 .2 : Diagram of the turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate with a mov

ing surface. Note that for clarity we have drawn the two layers as comparable in 

height, whereas in truth the inertial-turbulent layer comprises almost all of the 

total boundary layer. The height scales are given relative to the (dimensional) 

height yo-
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2.5.1 Inertial-Turbulent Layer

In the inertial-turbulent layer (ITL) we have x  = 0 (1 ) and since we guess 

th a t the velocity here is the same as the free stream (zero here) plus a small 

perturbation, u =  O(e) where e =  (In i?)-1 , as in Neish & Smith50. In this 

problem the ITL must be taken to be considerably thicker than might be 

expected for the following reason.

Supposing that, as in Neish & Smith, the boundary layer height is also 

O(e) and hence v = 0 (e 2). Examining the limit as R  = »oo leads to

and the scaling of the normal velocity is determined by the continuity equa

tion which implies tha t v = 0(uy) .  However, this choice of scaling leaves no 

terms to balance the turbulent stresses. Thus we could just have the following 

solution for iq,

3/i2 [1  -  exp ( - i! i^ 2 2 :) ] 2 ( ^ - ) 2 for y1 < y lk

for y i > y i h
(2.24)

where

u

V

eui -I- . . . ,

e2vi +  . . . ,

(2.25)

(2.26) 

(2.27)

ui = ayi  +  (3 (2.28)

for y\ > y\k and for some constants a  and (3, and

tii =  7 -I- <51n?/i (2.29)

for y\ < y\k ignoring the exponential term  in (2.24), with constants 7  and

S. This solution is incorrect as it does not satisfy the boundary condition
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th a t U\ —► 0 as ,j\i —► oo, unless a  — /3 = 0  and hence u\ =  0; but this 

solution then means we cannot have continuity of and hence stress, at

the junction position, unless 7  =  8 =  0 also. This then means tha t there is a

zero flow in the ITL, which cannot match with the 0 (1 ) velocity required in 

the laminar sublayer (see below). Thus the following scalings for the ITL are 

instead proposed

u = eui +  ..., (2.30)

v = ev\ +  ..., (2.31)

y = y  1 +  ..., (2.32)

which lead to the following equations for the ITL,

2 dui t 2 dui e d2ui 2 d , duu
12331

and
du\ dv\
* + s r - ° -  ( 2 3 4 )

Since R  »  1, in the ITL the viscous term  can be neglected and we are 

left with the nonlinear system

dui dui d  d u u
u ^ + v ^ r w l {Unw ? -  ( 2 3 5 )

Also now
k3&\ for yi > y lk

V t \  = \  (2.36)
—y?[l -  e x p t - 2̂ ) ] 2! ^  fo rin < y n

where

<5; =  f  u ,d y {. (2.37)
Jo

This is similar to the system which Afzal has for his outer wake layer with 

nonlinear inertial terms and negligible viscosity. In fact, Afzal’s governing
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equation for the outer wake layer reduces to a form equivalent to the equation 

which is subsequently derived for the ITL if only the upper tier of the Cebeci- 

Smith model is used. To solve (2.35) and (2.36) we try the similarity solution

«i =  (2.38)x n

which, from the continuity equation and defining / ( 0 ) =  0 , leads to the fol

lowing form for the normal velocity v\,

v\ =  x m+n~1( n z f  — ( m - 1- n ) f )  (2.39)

where z = Subsequently (2.35) and (2.36) become

om-i,  9 , x,,//x d  I h fo o f "  for z > Zk,
x  ( m f  — (m +  n ) f f )  =  x  —  { (2.40)

—z 2f " 2 for z < Zk,

where ' denotes differentiation with respect to z. The exponential term in the 

lower form of the eddy viscosity is negligibly small and so has been omitted.

By comparison of both sides, and to balance the momentum and Reynolds 

terms, as is characteristic of the ITL, n = 1 is taken, while from consideration 

of the necessary matching with the laminar sublayer which follows later, m  = 

0. Thus the governing equation for the ITL is now the nonlinear ordinary 

differential equation

d  I fe /oo /" f°r 2  ^  Zki 
f f "  = ~  (2.41)

- z 2 / " 2 for z < z k,

with

/(0 )  =  0, (2.42)

/ '(0 )  =  1, (2.43)

/ ' ( oo) =  0, (2.44)
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while the non-dimensional normal velocity is now given by

v\ = z f  -  f . (2.45)

Now we have the junction position Zk constant as (2.35) is reduced to a first- 

order equation. This implies th a t the actual junction position yk is propor

tional to x. Finally we note th a t in his outer wake layer Afzal has

which is equivalent to the upper form of our system.

2.5.2 Laminar Sublayer and M atching

In the laminar sublayer (LS) we again have x  = 0 (1 ) and in order to match 

with the perturbation in the ITL we take the perturbation of u from the 

unit velocity of the moving surface to be O(e) also. Since in this layer a 

balance between the laminar and turbulent terms is expected, this dictates 

th a t y = 0 (e - 1  R ~ l ), as in Neish & Smith, so that

h'" +  hh" = 0 (2.46)

subject to

h( 0) =  0, 

h'( 0) =  1, 

h'(oo) = 0,

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

u — 1 +  eu2 +  ...,

V  =  R ~ l V  2 + . . . ,

y = e~l R ~ 'y 2 + ...,

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)
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where y2, u 2 and v2 are 0 (1 ). Substituting these into (2.13) obtains

du2 9 du2 9 du2
+ e +  €■2v27- 1  2.53ox ox oy2

Thus in the LS the inertial terms can be neglected and there is the linear 

system
d2u2 5  . , y2ur .,0,d u 2 . 9 ,
a i ?  -  -  “ P < - < S '  > -  (2 54»

Integrating (2.54):

| f - , I [ l - e x p ( - ^ ) P ( g r  =  - C ?, (2.55)

where C\ is a constant suggesting th a t u 2 ~  C\ \ny2 as y2 —j► oo. We now have

the solutions, in structured form, to the present flow in the two main regions

of the boundary layer and these now need to be matched where the regions 

merge. This is done by means of a logarithmic matching procedure.

We need

1 +  eu2(x ,y 2-^oc) = exmf ' ( z —>0). (2.56)

Seeking logarithmic behaviour in this matching region, as implied by (2.55), 

the following asymptotes are assumed

u2(x, y2 ^oo) =  u (x ,y 2) \ n y 2, (2.57)

f ' ( z->  0) =  f ( z ) \ n z ,  (2.58)

which when matched imply

1 +  eu(x , y2) In y2 = ex7nf ( z )  In 2 , (2.59)

as y2 —>► oo and 2  —► 0. Here we are taking u\ = x mf ' ( z )  where m  is no longer 

necessarily zero as stated previously. Thus,

1 +  eu(x, y2)(lny  +  In R  +  lne) =  exmf ( z ) ( \ n y  — lnx). (2.60)
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Remembering th a t e = (In R )~x and th a t as 2  <  1 we have y  <C x, we can take 

| In ?/| | lnx | and neglect the term  in In x  as being relatively small. Thus it

is found tha t u  =  —1 , /  =  —1 and m  = 0 as assumed earlier. This shows tha t

C\ =  — 1. Hence, as 2/1—>0 0 ,

u = 1 +  eu2 ~  1 — e In 2/2 (2.61)

while as z—► 0,

u =  ef '( z)  ~  — e In 2 . (2.62)

Therefore in the ITL the solution is

u

Ui

z

u\(z  —> 0)

and for the LS

u = 1 +  eu2(x ,y2), (2.67)

2/2 =  Rey, (2.68)

u(x,  2/2 —>> 0 0 ) ~  1 -  e In 2/2 - (2.69)

Although we have only considered the logarithmic behaviour of the asymp

totes, more completely we have

f ' ( z )  ~  d - l n z  (2.70)

U2 ( x ,y 2) ~  c2 — In 2/2 (2.71)

as z —* 0 and y2 —+ 0 0  respectively, where c\ and C2 are constants. We might 

anticipate that the matching of these additional constant terms would lead to

=  eu 1,

=  f ( z ) ,

~  — I n  2 ,

(2.64)

(2.65)

(2 .66)
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ci — C2 but this is not necessarily true. In the same way th a t logarithmic 

behaviour of order e balances an 0 (1 ) constant, 0 (e 2) logarithmic terms in 

each region can match with a non-zero difference in the first-order constant 

terms c\ — c2. Hence we proceed assuming tha t c\ and c2 are not necessarily 

equal. The present problem is now in a form suitable for solution, which we 

shall construct in two parts - first a (mainly) analytical solution for the laminar

sublayer, then a numerical solution for the inertial-turbulent layer.

2.6 Analytical Solution in the Laminar Sublayer

In the LS
< ^ 2  2 r -» i 2 / 2 ^ t \ - | 2  /  &U2 \  2  i  / r )  7 C ) \—  - % [ i - e x p ( -  — )] (w ) = - 1 ,  (2.72)

which can be rearranged to

<*2 (2/2 ) -  F (y2)a2{y2) -  F{y2) = 0. (2.73)

Here

<*2 (3/2 ) =  (2-74)

F(yt)  = V22\l ~  exP ( _ ^ 7 ) ] ~ 2’ (2-75^

and uT —  t ~ , the proof of w'hich follows later. The above leads to the following
*1

solution for a 2,

<*2 = \ { F -  V ( F 2 + *F)) (2.76)

where the sign of the square root is chosen to satisfy the condition 0 2 (0 ) =  — 1- 

This condition comes from letting y2 —̂► 0 in (2.72). Thus we can determine 

q 2 and hence analytically but to calculate u 2 we now choose to integrate 

(2.76) numerically. For this we use a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF)
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algorithm, similar to the RKF algorithm presented in Appendix A.

Hence, with u2(0) =  0, we obtain the solution illustrated in Figure 2.3, along 

with a plot of In ?/2 for comparison. The solution suggests the asymptotic form,

1/2

Figure 2.3: Lower curve: Analytical solution f o r u 2 {y2 ) in the laminar sublayer. 

Upper curve: Plot of  In 2/2 -

u2 —> — In 2/2 — 3.001 (2.77)

as 2/2 ~♦ °°, where the constant term in the asymptote comes from examining 

the numerical solution for u2 at large values of 2/2 -

In a similar vein, Afzal proposes the following asymptotic form,

-► 1 -  ekxB  -  e \ n y +, (2.78)

where 2/2 =  y+ and B  is approximately five. Taking B  = 5, in our terminol

ogy (2.78) equates to

u2 —► -  In 2/2 -  2.9, (2.79)

although it should be pointed out tha t Afzal actually uses k\ =  0.41, instead 

of k\ = 0.4 as we have, but to one decimal place this does not affect the value 

of the constant in the asymptotic form.
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2.7 Numerical Solution in the Inertial-Turbulent 

Layer

Since we are unable to progress any further through analytical means, a nu

merical solution is now tried. Here consideration is limited to the ITL, as the 

ITL constitutes most of the boundary layer, and so we can consider the LS 

to be negligible for this purpose. Hence we seek a numerical solution to the 

governing equation for the ITL, which from §2.5.1 is

fafoof" for z >  zk,
(2.80)

_ z 2f / /2  for  2  <  2*..

A solution is attem pted using a shooting method, specifically a Runge- 

Kutta-Fehlberg algorithm, where the scheme used shoots downward, in a man

ner which is explained in more detail later. For convenience the substitutions 

2  =  zkt and f ( z )  = /ooF(t) are introduced into (2.80), which then becomes

k^F" for t > 1,
(2.81) 

■t2F "2 for t <  1,

with the conditions

F ( 0) =  0 , (2.82)

F " ( l) =  -*3 , (2.83)

F(oo) =  1 , (2.84)

F '(oo) =  o, (2.85)

F '( t)  -  C2 -  ~  l n f o c t ) ,
/o o

(2.86)

and

as t —* 0. As can be seen, the substitution for /  has the advantage of yielding 

an extra boundary condition at infinity, at the expense of one at t — 0. This
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means tha t we have one less unknown condition at infinity on which to iterate 

as part of the solution. The transformation 2  =  Zkt is convenient in th a t 

it fixes the junction position at t = 1, although this does not lead to fewer 

variables to iterate on: the junction position now reappears as a param eter 

within the equation. Instead, the main motivation for the substitution is to 

determine 2 * accurately. Since a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) algorithm is 

being employed, the height is discretized and thus Zk can only be determined 

approximately. To produce an accurate value of Zk then requires the use of a 

very small step length, which would obviously impact on the running time and 

efficiency of our m ethod and the earlier substitution allows us to determine Zk 

in a far more efficient manner, as is seen later.

In keeping with the nature of the RKF algorithm being used (2.81) is 

restated as the following three first-order equations by introducing a =  F, b = 

F' and c =  F":

da
dt
db
dt
dc
dt

c,

(Ja  — tc) 
t2

b. (2.87)

(2 .88)

(2.89)

with the relevant boundary conditions ^

a{t0) = 0,

b{to) — —-— In toZk +  C*2 ,
Joe

(2.90)

(2.91)

( 4- \  ^c(«o) = - J T (2.92)
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for the range to < t <  1, with t0 1 and with J  = In addition

da
-  = b, (2.93)

db
-  =  c, (2.94)

= - K a c ,  (2.95)
dt

with the relevant boundary conditions

a(oo) =  1, (2.96)

b( oo) =  0, (2.97)

c(oo) =  C o o ,  (2.98)

for the range t > 1, with K  — j* and Coo to be determined numerically. We

also require continuity of a, b and c at t = 1, as well as

k3 = - c ( l )  (2.99)

which represents continuity of the eddy viscosity at z = Zk- Both of the above 

sets of equations are now in a form suitable for solution by means of an RKF 

algorithm, the details of which are included in Appendix A.

W hilst the problem can be separated into two halves corresponding to 

0 <  t < 1 and 1 <  t < oo, there are insufficient boundary conditions for each 

half to be solved independently. The problem is solved by finding a solution to 

each half such tha t each solution gives the same result at the junction t = 1. 

Hence the RKF algorithm is first applied to (2.93) - (2.98), corresponding to 

t > 1. The algorithm is then run from infinity to t = 1, using the conditions 

at infinity (for practical purposes it is obviously necessary for a finite number 

t ^  to be used instead of infinity) as the initial conditions and varying the 

parameters K  and c^ , until the condition

k3 = —c( 1) (2.100)
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is satisfied to within an acceptable level of accuracy. In this case we stop the 

iteration when

|fc3 +  c (l) | <  1(T6. (2.101)

This approach generates a set of values at t =  1 which are dependent on 

the choice of K  and Coo and these values are then used as the initial conditions 

for (2.87) - (2.92), corresponding to t <  1. The algorithm is then run on 

these equations to calculate the values of a, b and c at the plate. The whole 

process is repeated until a pair of values for K  and Coo are found which give 

a(0) =  0 (in practice we solve for |a(0)| < 10-5 ) and c(l) =  —k$. Once we have 

determined K  we can calculate Zk through the simple relation K  = and then 

use the values generated by the algorithm for b(to) and c(to) to work out the 

values of / »  and C 2 , from (2.91) and (2.92) for some value t0 <C 1. W ith this 

approach, the accuracy with which we can determine Zk is controlled not by 

our step length but by the accuracy to which we can determine the param eter 

K .  Since we calculate K  using an iterative procedure, specifically a Newton 

iteration, we can easily determine K  and hence Zk to a high degree of accuracy.

The numerical method employed here is both fast and reliable and pro

duces the solutions for different values of too, to and step length d illustrated 

in Figure 2.4. The figure shows tha t the choice of step length, once sufficiently 

small to be accurate, and too, once sufficiently large, appear to have no appre

ciable effect on the outcome of the algorithm, so from now on the step length 

is taken to be d = 10-3 and t<*, =  30.

Taking the solution described above we then calculate the unknown pa

rameters for differing values of t0. Table 2.1 illustrates the fact that when f0 is 

sufficiently small the solution is approximately unchanged by taking different 

values of £oo>*o and d. Taking /oo =  0.469 and C2 =  —0.08 we therefore have
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t

t

t

Figure 2.4: Left top: Numerical results for F'(t) with too = 30, 20 and 10. 

Right top: Numerical results for F(t) with step length d = —10-3 , —10-4 and 

—10-5 . Left bottom: Numerical results for F '(t) with step length d = —10~3, 

—10-4 and —10-5 . Right bottom: Numerical results for  F"(t) with step length 

d =  —10~3, —10-4 and —10-5 . In all cases the horizontal axis measures the 

height t and at t = 1 (corresponding to the junction position of the Cebeci- 

Smith eddy viscosity) a change in the behaviour of the numerical results is 

apparent.

the following asymptotic form for F \

F' -> -0 .0 8  -  0.119 In (0.05590 (2 .102)
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t o o to d Zk f o e c2

10 0.001 -0.001 0.05309 0.4483 -0.082
20 0.001 -0.001 0.05584 0.4692 -0.083
30 0.001 -0.001 0.05586 0.4693 -0.077
20 0.0001 -0.0001 0.05584 0.4690 -0.083
20 0.00001 -0.00001 0.05584 0.4690 -0.083
20 0.001 -0.0001 0.05584 0.4692 -0.083
20 0.001 -0.00001 0.05584 0.4692 -0.083

Table 2.1: Value of Flow Parameters for  Varying Values of t ^ ,  to and d.

2.7.1 An A lternative Form ulation for Flat P late Flow

In order to validate the numerical m ethod described (and hence the results 

subsequently presented) we now wish to compare our work with th a t of other 

authors. In particular we will compare our results with those of Afzal, Sakiadis 

and Tsou et al.for a continuous flat plate with a moving surface (since it is 

supposed th a t a t any point on the plate the flow is only affected by upstream 

influences and so at any point the velocity profile, say, should be the same 

regardless of whether the plate is finite or semi-infinite).

For such comparisons to be made one slight difficulty has to be overcome. 

Afzal, Sakiadis and Tsou et al,examined continuous surfaces and so were not 

able to non-dimensionalize their length scales against the plate length (leading 

to the Reynolds number Re = ^ )  as we have. Instead they introduced a 

similarity-type solution immediately (leading to the Reynolds number R x = 

^ f - ) .  Hence the results produced here are given in terms of Re whilst the 

work of those authors with which we seek to compare is given in terms of R x. 

Fortunately these two Reynolds numbers can, in some senses, be treated as 

equivalent. Indeed, if a similarity solution of the type z = ^  is introduced 

initially (i.e. before the Reynolds equations are non-dimensionalized in §2.4)
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then the resultant system of equations would be identical, except th a t they 

would be given in terms of R* rather than Re.

Hence, all the results shown here can be reproduced identically using Rx 

and so a direct comparison with Afzal, Sakiadis and Tsou et al.is then possi

ble. Moreover, since in all our results Re  only appears implicitly through the 

presence of factors of e and

i t  =  0 ( J) (2.103)

then In/?* «  In Re as Re  (and hence Rx) —*■ oo. Thus instead of reworking our 

results in terms of R we are simply able to equate the two different choices 

of Reynolds numbers when making comparisons with other authors.

Since the authors with which we compare our results all use Rx, and as 

some significance has been placed on being able to make such comparisons, 

it is reasonable to wonder why we have chosen to non-dimensionalize this 

problem with respect to the plate length and not just introduce a similarity- 

type solution immediately. The reason for this is two-fold.

First, when examining finite surfaces, it is ’natural’ to non-dimensionalize 

with respect to the surface length and indeed this was how the problem was 

initially solved. It would of course have been easy simply to present the alter

native formulation outlined above instead of our initial approach but then the 

sadder may reasonably ask why did we not non-dimensionalize with respect to 

the plate length since it is, to some extent, the obvious thing to do?

Second, and most importantly, the formulation used here allows us to pose 

the current problem in precisely the same terms as Neish &: Smith for the flow 

of a uniform stream past a stationary flat plate. In particular the param eter 

e is defined in precisely the same way in both contexts (i.e. based on the 

Reynolds number Re = ^ ) .  Crucially this removes any possible ambiguity
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when discussing the boundary layer thickness here and tha t determined by 

Neish & Smith (so when we say th a t an 0(e)  boundary layer thickness is 

not suitable for the current problem, yet does hold for the flow considered 

by Neish & Smith, the fact th a t the param eter e is the same in both cases 

highlights the point tha t the two boundary layer thicknesses are not the same). 

This is im portant as the enhanced boundary layer thickness invoked here is a 

significant finding of this chapter.

Having shown the equivalence of the two formulations we now proceed to 

compare our results with existing research.

2.7.2 Velocity Profiles

It is now possible to convert the earlier numerical results into the actual non- 

dimensional velocity profile for the boundary layer. Initially though, a com

parison is made between our results and those of other authors. Afzal2 and 

Tsou et al77 plot values of U~ruf  against to verify the ’law of the wall’

for the behaviour of the velocity near the plate, so now we calculate u ~u£  at 

varying values of yp“Tg first noting tha t

t f o o F ' j t )

(2.104)
U - u D 1 -

Utq k\€

and

=  h\cRxzkt , (2.105)

where R^ = xR e = Taking Re and R x = 600,000 the above quantities 

are calculated at varying heights t and our predictions for compared

with those of Tsou. The choice of R? = 600,000 is made as Tsou used this 

particular value whilst the choice Re = 600,000 follows from §2.7.1 where we
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showed tha t these two Reynolds numbers can in some sense be taken to be 

equivalent.

U-up 
UT D

Figure 2.5: Velocity profile for the law of the wall compared with Tsou et

aff7. The curve represents the present predictions whilst the error bars are an 

approximate representation of the results of Tsou et al.at various points. "ik«.
^  "TS01A A  oA  • Ciy<r v M a .A c A I JlVy

t Yd Ut D
V

U - U D
U r n

T so u
0.1 22.27 12.84 1 2 - 13
0.2 44.54 14.53 1 3 - 14
0.4 89.07 16.18 1 5 - 16
0.6 133.61 17.13 1 6 - 17
0.8 178.14 17.78 1 7 - 18
1.0 222.68 18.28 1 8 - 19

Table 2.2: Comparison with the ’Law of the Wall’ Profile of Tsou et a f j .

As can be seen from Table 2.2 and Figure 2.5, our results correspond well 

with those of Tsou et al. Next we plot our results for the velocity profile, 

noting that the velocity has the asymptotic form

f  ~  —0.65 — In z, (2.106)

as z —> 0.
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Figure 2.6: Velocity profile for f '{z ) .

Our numerical results can also be used to calculate the normal velocity 

profile, as shown in Figure 2.7.

o

o

0

•0

z

Figure 2.7: Normal velocity profile for V\ = z f  — / .

The present approach has produced numerical results for the velocity profile 

which appear to be in good agreement with previous authors’ work. The 

general agreement seems to vindicate the approach which we have taken here 

and in particular the current assumption that the boundary layer height is 

0 (k \ ) .  Further verification regarding the accuracy of the earlier results is now 

sought by calculating the displacement thickness and skin friction on the plate
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and comparing our predictions with those of other authors. The displacement 

thickness is considered first.

2.7.3 D isplacem ent Thickness

The displacement thickness S*D can be determined from the numerical results 

of §2.7. Since

/
OO

j f d y D, (2.107)

(2.25) and (2.38) gives

S*D = klefooXo, (2.108)

the values for which are shown in Figure 2.8. We also compare the present

0 . 0 1 2

0 . 0 1

0.008

0.006

0.004

0 . 0 0 2

1 - 1 0 7

Re

Figure 2.8: Comparison of our predictions (top curve on right hand side) for  

the displacement thickness with those of Sakiadis62 for a continuous flat plate 

with a moving surface (middle) and a finite plate in a moving stream (bottom).

work with the results of Sakiadis62 for a continuous flat plate with a moving 

surface and a moving finite flat plate where the displacement thicknesses are
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given by

S*D = 0.126i?J, (2.109)

S*D = 0.046RI, (2.110)

respectively, where Rx = ^  as before and again we are taking Re and Rx to 

be equivalent.

R e S ak iad is
500,000 

106 
107

0.008
0.007
0.006

0.009(0.003)
0.008(0.003)
0.005(0.002)

Table 2.3: Comparison of the present prediction for displacement thickness on 

a flat plate with the results of Sakiadis62 for a flat plate with a moving surface 

and (in brackets) those for a flat plate in a uniform stream.

Our results compare well with those for a continuous flat plate with a 

moving surface but are markedly different from those for a finite flat plate 

moving at constant velocity through a fluid at rest. This is consistent with the 

work of Neish & Smith50 for a finite flat plate in a uniform stream, the approach 

of whom has been adopted here. The turbulent boundary layer examined here 

is taken to be significantly larger than the turbulent boundary layer on a finite 

flat plate from Neish & Smith. Thus not only might we expect our results to 

differ but it would seem, since the displacement thickness is a measure of the 

overall boundary layer thickness, tha t our prediction would be greater than 

th a t for a finite flat plate.
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2.8 Skin Friction

67

It is also possible to make analytic predictions for the skin friction. Since 

Ci = —1, (2.55) becomes

d'U'2 2ri ( V^ut \i2/&u 2\2 i— - j / 2[ l - e x p  ( -  —  ) ] (  —  ) = - 1  (2.111)

and so as —* 0

i g — (2 -112)

Now since up  =  U(1 + eu\) and yp  = k\le~l R ~ ly\,

duD Ue2R
dyD k\l

Hence this leads to the following form for the skin friction c/,

(2.113)

cf  = 2 k {e \  (2.114)

as illustrated in Figure 2.9, where the skin friction coefficient is defined as

2T W D  /  n  1 1 r  \
cf  — pjj2 ’ (2.115)

and where the shear stress on the plate row  is defined as

t w d  = v ( if j^ D w -o -  (2116)

In the above derivation of the skin friction twd is defined by (2.116) and 

here the modulus of the shear stress is used. This is not found in all definitions 

of the shear stress (such as Afzal2 and Cooper20) but is necessary here as 

otherwise t\v d would be negative and so the friction velocity utd = ( ^ 22)^ 

would be a meaningless quantity in this context. Hence the shear stress is 

defined so that it is always positive.
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1.5
0 2 - 1 0 7 4-107 7 8 - 1 0 7 1 -10®6 - 1 0

Re

Figure 2.9: Skin friction on a flat plate with a moving surface, based on (2.114).

W ith Cf given as above we can now tabulate predictions for the skin friction 

coefficient against Reynolds number and compare with the work of Afzal2 (as 

read from the graphs in his paper) on a continuous flat plate and the results 

from Tsou et alj7 for a finite flat plate. As can be seen from the table above

R e Cf A fzal T so u
105
106
107
108

0.0052
0.0031
0.0021
0.0015

0.0048 -  0.0050 
0.0031 -  0.0033 
0.0022 -  0.0023 
0.0014 -  0.0016

0.0059 -  0.0061 
0.0033 -  0.0040 
0.0026 -  0.0028 
0.0019 -  0.0021

Table 2.4: Comparison of Skin Friction on a Flat Plate with AfzaP & Tsou et 

a fj .

our present predictions compare well with Afzal’s for a continuous flat plate. 

Tsou’s results for a finite flat plate are included to illustrate the difference 

between the flow examined here (and those of Afzal & Sakiadis) and that of a 

finite flat plate (either stationary in a uniform stream or moving at a constant 

speed in a stationary fluid). Finally it is noted tha t this work leads to the
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following forms for the dimensional and non-dimensional friction velocities as 

claimed earlier,

u t D  =  k \ U e  ( 2 .1 1 7 )

Ur =  ^  (2.118)
M

where

2 _  TW  D / 0 1 i n \
tirjr) (2 .1 1 9 )

-  4

2.9 Summary

Overall it appears then th a t the current approach is successful in determining 

the velocity profile, displacement thickness and skin friction on a flat plate with 

a moving surface. Since the current results emerge with apparent accuracy and 

efficiency it is felt tha t we can, with some confidence, apply the same method 

to more complicated flows.



Chapter 3

Rotating Flat Disc

3.1 Introduction

Having applied the approach outlined in Chapter 2 to the relatively simple 

problem of the 2DTBL, it is now possible to ask whether this technique works 

for more complicated flows, specifically three-dimensional flows with system 

rotation. Hence we now investigate the flow generated by a disc rotating in an 

otherwise stationary and unbounded fluid, as shown in Figure 3.1. Aside from

ud , vd <  1

----------------------------   vD = uirD

Figure 3.1: Diagram of a rotating flat disc and the flow thickness produced.

70
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being an interesting and classical problem, the flow past a rotating disc is one 

which has many industrial and mechanical applications, including industrial 

sanders and chemical centrifuges. It might also be expected tha t the flow past 

a rotating disc would share some characteristics with the flow past a v. of 

r o t o r I n  fact Smith & Timoshin68 have shown th a t for laminar flow the far- 

field fluid response of a slender rotating body, which is finite in radial extent, is 

independent of the actual configuration of th a t body; hence a rotating disc and 

a rotating cut-disc, say, would appear indistinguishable at a sufficient radial 

distance away. This suggests th a t an investigation of the flow past a rotating 

disc may reveal some preliminary insight into th a t past a set of rotors. Indeed 

it is shown later th a t the turbulent boundary layer on a rotating disc is the 

same as a significant portion of the turbulent boundary layer on a cut-disc (the 

latter being related to th a t on a rotor ). Moreover a rotating disc can be 

considered to be a special example of a rotor , namely one consisting of

just one blade and no wakes, or as the limit as the number of blades in a rotor 

configuration increases to the point th a t the wake regions are negligible. Hence 

an examination of this present flow represents a logical stage in the modelling 

of a r iotorr .

The solution of the laminar flow case for a rotating disc has been determined 

by von Karm an79, a description of which is also contained in Schlichting64, and 

Cochran16. O ther authors have contributed further valuable insight into this 

particular problem, in particular Purvis58 who investigated the problem of a 

horizontal rotating disc near the ground. The turbulent case, which is of inter

est here, has also been examined, and, as would be expected of such an obvious 

and practically relevant problem, has been investigated widely, although not 

as comprehensively as in the laminar case. Of particular relevance and interest
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here are the works of, amongst others, Cebeci & A bbott11 and Cooper20, both 

of which produced numerical results using an eddy viscosity model; Cham 

& Head14 who used a momentum-integral method as well as conducting ex

perimental measurements; Erian & Tong29 and Littell & Eaton45, who also 

undertook experimental investigations; and Wu & Squires81 who conducted a 

large-eddy simulation. W hilst these authors’ works are particulaAjpertinent 

to the present investigation - either because they produce results with which 

the present work can be compared or because some aspect of their approach 

is similar to ours - there is also a large amount of research to which we shall 

not refer. This is, in part at least, due to the prohibitively large range of work 

on rotating disc flow. Furthermore, certain aspects of the flow on a rotating 

disc, such as stability (see Lingwood44) and transition to turbulence, will not 

be considered herein.

As with the flow past a flat plate writh a moving surface the approach to 

be used considers the turbulent boundary layer which is again taken to have 

height 0 (k \) .  Our approach to this problem proceeds as follows. The Reynolds 

equations for the 3DTBL are taken as the relevant governing equations (§3.2) 

and the phenomenon of turbulent interm ittency is discussed in §3.3. Next 

a tw'o-layer structure is applied to the boundary layer (§3.4). An analytical 

solution to the LS is then derived in §3.5, followed by a numerical solution to 

the flow in the ITL (including velocity profiles and displacement thickness) in 

§3.6. Finally an analytical prediction for the skin friction is produced (§3.7).
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3.2 Governing Equations and Problem Formu

lation

As in Chapter 2 the Reynolds equations and the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity

model are used. The appropriate Reynolds equations are not derived here

as the derivation is simply an extension of th a t for the 2DTBL case shown

earlier and so instead they are simply quoted. For convenience cylindrical

polar co-ordinates r# , 9 and zd are used, as in Figure 3.1, where ild,vd , and

wd are the velocity components in the radial, azimuthal and normal directions

respectively. Assuming th a t the flow is steady and independent of 9 we then

have the following Reynolds equations

duD v2D duD d2uD d duD
u D-z------------+  —  =  v - — -  -I- - — (i/tD- — ), (3.1)orD rD dzD dzDz dzD dzD

dvD uDvD dvD d2vD d dvD
UD~Z 1----------- 1" WD~x  — ^ o o + o  ----) (3-2)orD rD dzD dzD2 dzD dzD

and continuity equation

1 d(uDrD) + ^ o = 0  (3.3)
To drD dzD 

Now the eddy viscosity is defined as

( k2uJrD6*D for zD > zDk,
, (3-4)

k \ z 2D\l -  e x p ( - ^ ; | 3 ^ 5 ) ] 2| | ^  +  §S£| for zD < zDk,

where uj is the angular velocity at which the disc rotates, the constants k\

and k2 are the same as in Chapter 2, namely 0.4 and 0.0168 respectively, the

displacement thickness S*D is

Sb = r — dzD, (3.5)
J o  u r D

and the shear stress on the disc, twl^ is given by

tw d  = o- (3.6)
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The boundary conditions are up  = 0, Vo = at zd =  0 (due to the disc 

rotation) and ud , vp -^0  as zd—* oo (due to the far-held fluid being at rest). The 

current problem is approached in a way similar to th a t for the hat plate how of 

the previous chapter by treating the boundary layer being as comprised of 

two coupled layers linked through logarithmic matching, and then proceeding 

to generate results for the skin friction, velocity prohles and displacement 

thickness. First a similarity solution for the whole of the turbulent boundary 

layer is sought by introducing the substitutions

uD = wrDu = u;rDf { - j ^ ) ,  (3.7)

vD = u>rDv  =  u r Dg ' ( - ^ - ) ,  (3.8)
k xrD

which, from the continuity equation, lead to the following form for the normal 

velocity wp

wD = -ujk\[(n  +  2) r £ /  -  nr^rjf']. (3.9)

Here /(0 ) =  #(0) =  0 can be taken without loss of generality. As with the how 

on a hat plate the factor k\  is absorbed in the transformation. This highlights 

the notion tha t the ratio of the 2 jr>-scale to the r^-scale is proportional to k\  

and thus small. One might suppose that, as in Chapter 2, we could try  a 

similarity substitution

u D = ^ r ’S u  = u r ’S f ( ^ r ), (3.10)
K l r D

vD =  uir’£ v  = wr'Sg,( - j ^ ) ,  (3.11)
k\ td

where u and v are the non-dimensional radial and azimuthal velocities, but, 

as was found in the previous chapter, the value of m  is determined by the 

necessary matching with the velocity of the surface, which requires in this case
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m =  1. Upon substitution of (3.7) and (3.8) into (3.1) - (3.4) we have

uj v
J r DU a  -  (n +  2 ) / / "  -  s '2) =  

d
uj2rD2- n-r  < 

or)
k3g ^ f "

=T f  + (3.12)

for r) > r)k

 ̂ t]2[ 1 -  exp ( - ^ M r c ) ] 2! / ”2 +  5"2)5 /"  for T) < r)k

and

u 2rD{2f'g' -  (n +  2 )/s" )  =  ^ n - i fl + (3.13)

ui2r o 2~n
d

dr)
h9oo9" for V > Vk

 ̂ t)2[1 -  exp ( - % ^ U t d ) ] 2( / //2 +  g//2) V '  for r) < rjk 

where rj = t ^ t  and ' denotes differentiation with respect to rj. Since the1 rD
system has now been reduced to a pair of ordinary differential equations the 

transformed junction position r)k must be constant and thus the real junction 

position Zk grows proportionally with radius. In order to balance the inertial 

terms and Reynolds stresses we must take n = 1; thus the equations become

1

and

/ ' 2 -  3 / / "  -  g'2 = y "  +

d  J fagocf" for j) >  T)k

d9 \  r,2{l -  exp ( - ^ u r )]2( r 2 + g p ) h f"  for r, <  %

2 /V  -  3 /s "  =  i s ' "  +

(3.14)

(3.15)

d_
dr\

fagoog" for r) > r)k

r)2[ 1 -  exp ( - ^ f uT)]2( f" 2 +  g"2)^g" for rj < rjk

where

utd — k2U!T[}U

R  = k\Rr,

Rr =
u r 2D

V

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)
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Here R  a n d i^  are the normalized rotational and the rotational Reynolds num

bers respectively. We also have

(3 -19)

where w is the non-dimensional normal velocity component.

Note th a t when the powers of r#  are balanced in (3.13) and (3.14) the 

power of r£> in the viscous term does not balance those in the inertial and 

turbulent terms but instead a factor r 2D is absorbed into the Reynolds number.

3.3 Intermittency

In their respective studies of the flow generated by a rotating disc Cebeci & 

A bbott11 and Cooper 20 include an interm ittency factor 7 (zd) as an additional 

multiplicative factor in the upper tier form of the eddy viscosity. The form for 

7 (zd ) used by Cooper is

7  (zD) =  ( 1  +  5.5( (3.20)
° D  0.995

where ^ 0 .9 9 5 represents the value of zp  a t which vp = 0.005u;r£). However this 

factor is not found universally within studies using the Cebeci-Smith model. 

For instance it is not used for instance by Afzal2 and Neish & Smith50, al

though it is included by Smith h  Cebeci66. Cooper & Reshotko22 also use 

an intermittency factor in their investigation of the flow between a rotating 

and a stationary disc but note that where it is used it does not affect the re

sults significantly. Further, in some of the calculations of Cooper & Reshotko, 

7 (zd ) is only negligibly different from unity and hence is neglected altogether. 

The intermittency factor is used to account for regions of laminar flow (and 

transition from laminar to turbulent motion) which exist within the turbulent
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boundary layer and which arise due to the inherent uncertainty of turbulent 

flow. We simply assume th a t the turbulent boundary layer is fully turbulent 

and so these regions do not occur. Therefore it is not necessary to include 

an intermittency factor here or dwell on the increased complexity th a t arises 

from the inclusion of 7 (z). It is worth noting nonetheless that the eddy viscos

ity model used by Cebeci & A bbott is a modified Cebeci-Smith model which 

is further designed to encompass intermittency, although these modifications 

are again om itted from the current work for the same reasons as apply to the 

intermittency factor.

3.4 Boundary Layer Structure

In essence the appropriate boundary layer structure applicable to the 3DTBL 

on a rotating disc is the same as th a t for the 2DTBL on a flat plate with a 

moving surface. Thus it is taken to consist of an inertial-turbulent layer (ITL) 

and a laminar sublayer (LS). This is true when the boundary layer is turbulent, 

although an im portant characteristic of the boundary layer on a rotating disc 

is that at low radii the flow is laminar. Turbulence is generally taken to 

set in when the Reynolds number Rr >  105 (Cooper) and, since Rr ~  r2D, at 

sufficiently low radii Rr lies below 105 and hence the flow is laminar. Therefore 

there exists a radial structure to the boundary layer where essentially there is 

laminar flow up to some radius, then turbulent flow at all larger radii. In reality 

this transition to turbulence does not take place abruptly at a particular radius 

but is spread over a radial range. The problem of transition from laminar to 

turbulent flow in this context has been considered, by amongst others, Cooper 

who takes the flow to be laminar up to a specified radius then uses the laminar 

velocity profile as a starting condition for the turbulent flow region holding at
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all radii greater than the transition radius. For the purposes of the present 

study we are only concerned with the three-dimensional turbulent boundary 

layer (3DTBL) and thus the laminar and transitional regions are not considered 

(see also §3.3). This is in part due to the fact that the laminar flow case is 

already well understood and in part to pose a basic simple problem first. It 

is supposed then th a t our work only applies to the flow at radii beyond a 

transition radius, which Cooper takes to correspond to Rr = 304,000. Again 

the turbulent boundary layer is regarded as being composed of two distinct 

parts - the ITL and the LS - with heights 0 (1 ) and 0 (e~ 1R ~1) respectively, 

which are logarithmically matched. Moreover, as the continued use of the 

terms inertial-turbulent layer and laminar sublayer suggests, the ITL involves 

an inertial-turbulent balance where the velocity is given by the free stream plus 

a small perturbation, whilst the LS has a viscous-turbulent balance and the 

velocity scale is given by the velocity of the surface - in this case the rotation 

rate of the disc - plus a small perturbation.

3.4.1 Inertial-Turbulent Layer

In the ITL we take ud , vd , wd to be O(e), where we define e =  ( Ini ? ) - 1  as 

previously, so tha t u = f '  = ef{ + ... and v = g' = eg[ -1- .... As in the previous 

chapter the ITL is larger than might be expected since if we suppose that 

g = egi then the governing equations reduce to

d h g i ^ f x  for r)i > r/u.
(3.21)

and
for 772 > rjlk, 

for r/i < T)lk.
(3.22)
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« ,K < 1

inertial-turbulent layer

laminar sublayer

L0

0 ( 1)

0 (6)

Figure 3.2: Diagram of the structure of the SDTBL on a rotating disc. For 

ease the laminar sublayer and inertial-turbulent layer are not drawn to scale.

This then leads to the same contradiction as before, namely a zero flow in the 

ITL which then cannot match with the velocity in the LS. Instead we take rj 

to be 0 (1 ) which subsequently reduces (3.13) and (3.14) to

f ?  ~  3 / i / r  -  g[2 =a d_
dr)

h g io o f” for 1 > Vic,

V2( f i 2 +  9i2)^f" for i) <  f)k,

and

d

(3.23)

(3.24)
h g \ x g" for V > Vk,

n2(f'i12 + 9 i2) h "  for v < rjk■

The viscous term is now negligible and since rj = 0 (1 ) the exponential term 

in the lower form of the eddy viscosity is sufficiently small to be neglected.
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u,v  C  1

ITL

LS

td

Figure 3.3: Diagram of the radial structure of the 3DTBL on a rotating disc. 

The regions labelled (a), (b) and (c) are respectively the areas where laminar 

flow, transition-to-turbulence and turbulent flow occur. The individual regions 

are drawn schematically and no inference should be drawn from the relative 

extent of each area. The displacement thickness S*D is included as an illustra

tion of the different behaviour which occurs in the laminar and turbulent flow 

regimes.

3.4.2 Laminar Sublayer and M atching

In the LS, v = g' =  1 +  +  ••• match with the ITL and to satisfy the

boundary condition on the surface, while the scaling 77 =  e~1R ~ 1rj2 is required 

to ensure a balance between the viscous and turbulent terms. Finally here we 

take u = f  =  e~2R ~l f 2 +  ... in order to retain an inertial effect in the radial 

momentum balance. This is necessary to avoid a zero radial flow as rj2 —> 0 0  

which cannot match with the radial velocity in the ITL. The above transforms 

(3.13) and (3.14) into

t - AR - 2{ f?  -  Z h i ' i )  -  1 -  2 eg'z -  (3.25)

=  f ?  ~ _  exP ( - ^ uT)]232/2)
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and

2e-2/T '/2  +  2e-lR - 1f'2g'2 -  (3.26)

=  e3Rg2 -  e3R-^-(T)%[ 1 -  exp (“ ^ “ t)]2̂ '2),

Since \g"\ »  |/" |,  assuming monotonic decay in the azimuthal velocity, so tha t 

g" < 0 , enables us to take ( / ,n +  g"2)^ = —g", to leading order.

Neglecting higher order terms thus leads to

- !  =  / "  -  “  exP ( - ^ “’•)]2S2/2) (3.27)

and

0 =  92"~~ ~  e x p 3̂ '28  ̂

Equation (3.28) suggests logarithmic behaviour as rj2 —> oo as with the flat

plate problem of Chapter 2, and again it is necessary to match the solutions

for the ITL and the LS:

u = f{ j l )  = efi(rf 0) ~  eAr){\nri)2, (3.29)

=  e~2R ~ l f 2 (7)2 —> 0 0 ) ~  e~2R ~ 1Br)2, (3.30)

y = 9>(v) = eg'iiv -► 0) ~  eClnr), (3.31)

=  1 +  eg'2(r)2) ~  1 +  eDr)2, (3.32)

where u and v are the non-dimensional radial and azimuthal velocity compo

nents respectively.

Now we consider the magnitude of the term In 77 as 77 —> 0. As the LS is 

approached 77 =  0 (e~ lR ~ l ) and so

In 77 ~  ln(e_ 1 i?_1) (3.33)

^  In ( J T 1) (3.34)

=  - e " 1 (3.35)
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as the flow approaches the laminar sublayer. Hence from (3.29) - (3.32)

eAr)(lnr])2 = e~lArj (3.36)

=  e~2 R ~ l Brj2 (3.37)

=  e~1Br}, (3.38)

eClnr) =  l+ eD \n7)2  (3.39)

=  1 +  eD(\nr) +  Ini? +  lne). (3.40)

By definition of e, equation (3.40) leads then to C = D = — 1, and A = B  

and consideration of (3.23) as 7) —► 0 yields A  = B  = — 1. Thus for the ITL 

we have the solution

« =  ef 'M ),  (3-41)

v = eff'i (»?), (3-42)

=  W o ’ ( 3 ' 4 3 )

/lC7? 0) ~  - t)(\ut))2, (3.44)

p 'ifa - *0) ~  - M ,  (3-45)

and for the LS

u = e~2 R ~ l f 2 (112), (3.46)

v = 1 + eg'2(ri2 ), (3.47)

” =  W o ’ (3 '48)
r]2 = eRr), (3.49)

f 2(r}2 -> 00) ~  - 7)2 , (3.50)

9 2 (7)2 - ^ 0 0 ) ~  — In 772. (3.51)
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The full asymptotic forms here are actually

f i i v  —> 0) ~  C\ — r](\nr])2, (3.52)

PK7? - " 0) ~  C2 - \n r ) ,  (3.53)

f 2{m -+oo) ~  C3 -  r)2 , (3.54)

g'2{V2 ->oc)  ~  G j - l n ^ ,  (3.55)

and tha t as in §2.5.2, it is supposed that the presence of 0 (e 2) logarithmic 

asymptotes means it is not necessary to have C\ =  C3 and C2 = C4.

3 . 5  A n a l y t i c a l  Solution in the Laminar Sublayer

Integrating (3.28), and noting tha t g'2 ~  — Inr}2 as rj2 oo, leads to

- 1  =  92 -  v ll1 -  eXP (3-56)

which is the same as (2.72). Hence there is now the same solution for g'2 as for 

u2 before. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4 and again suggests the asymptotic

Figure 3.4: Lower curve: Analytical solution in the laminar sublayer. Upper 

curve: Plot of In g2. This is essentially a reproduction of Figure 2.3 but is 

included here for the convenience of the reader.

form

g2 ~  — In r]2 — 3.001. (3.57)
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As mentioned previously it is supposed that there exists an 0 (e 2) term in 

the expansion for / '  in the LS and this 0 (e 2) term is likely to dominate the 

radial velocity in the LS, and so it seems unnecessary to determine /<£, which 

is 0 (e~ lR ~ 1). Instead we now proceed to a numerical solution for the ITL.

3.6 Numerical Solution in the Inertial-Turbulent 

Layer

As with the problem of the flat plate, it is possible to numerically solve for the 

velocity components on a rotating disc using a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) 

algorithm. Again the LS is ignored and a numerical solution is only considered 

for the equations valid in the ITL. These are

I f -  3 / ,  A ' - ! - ?  - £  f  k m - ! \  (3-58)

and
d  I for r? >  m

2f[g[ -  3h g ’l  =  £  { 3910091 , ^  (3.59)
977 I g ( fi  +  for r , < g k.

Now we make the substitutions

rj =  T]kt ,  (3.60)

/ i  =  QiooF, (3-61)

9i = 9iooG, (3.62)

and obtain
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and

d  I k3G" for t > 1
r,k(2F'G' -  3FG") =  5 - { ~  (3.64)

dt  I t 2 ( F « 2  +  G"t)?G" for t < 1

with boundary conditions

m = o,
F'(oo) = o,

G(0) =  0,

G( oo) =  1 ,

G'(oo) =  0,

F " ( l ) 2 +  G "(l)2 -  k2

(3.65)

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.69)

(3.70)

ex & ("b 7C2J ii^'> ro.vV l.ihiV £.( vSf ^
and asymptotes

F , _  (371)
Sloo

Q  _> C j ---- —  In (toT)k), (3.72)
^ 1  OO

where to 1- These can be solved using an RKF algorithm. As before, the

substitutions (3.60) - (3.62) are made for convenience, determining an extra

boundary condition at infinity and helping to calculate the junction position 

rjk efficiently and accurately.

Equations (3.63) and (3.64) are rewritten as a set of first-order equations
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by defining

S i  =  F(t),  (3.73)

s2 =  F'(t), (3.74)

s3 =  F"(t),  (3.75)

s4 = G(t), (3.76)

s5 =  G'(t), (3.77)

s6 =  G"{t). (3.78)

The problem then separates into two sets of equations, one set of which corre

sponds to t <  1,

dt

dsi
dt

dss
dt

s2, (3.79)

s3, (3.80)

[(Vkisl -  s i -  3SiS3) -  2t\s3 +  56|s3)(£2(|s3 +  S 6 | ) - 1 S 6  +  (3-81)

^ 2 | s 3  +  S 6 | )  -  ( t 2 ( | 5 3  +  S 6 | ) _ 1 5 3 S 6 ) ( 7 ? f c ( 2 S 2 S 5  -  3 5 i S 6 )  -

2t\s3 +  S6|s6)]/[(£2(|s3 +  56|) ^6  +  £2|s3 +  S61)

(£2( |s3 +  S6|) X53 +  ^2|53 +  S6|) — (^2(|53 +  ^61) ^ S e ) 2],

5 5 ,

56, (3.82)

~TT ~  [(rlk(‘̂ s2s5 ~  35i56) — 2t\s3 +  5e|56)(£2(|53 +  ^61) *53 +  (3.83)at
2̂|53 +  S6|) -  (^ ( |5 3 +  56|)_1S3S6)(77)t(S2 “  S2 -  3SiS3) -  

2 £ | s 3 +  S 6 | 5 3 ) ] / [ ( £ 2 ( | s 3 +  5 6 1) 2 5 g  +  £ 2 | 5 3 +  5 6 1)

(^2 ( |5 3 -b 5 6 1) ^ 3  +  2̂ | s 3 4- 5 6 1) — (£2 ( |5 3 +  5 6 1) ^ S e ) 2],
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with boundary conditions

Si (to) =  o, (3.84)

s2(t 0) =  c r - ^ [ l n ( t 0%)]2. (3.85)
9 lo o

5 3 ( 0̂ ) =  — — [In {t0r)k)]2 -  —  In (toTjk), (3.86)
9 lo o  9 lo o

s4(to) =  0 , (3.87)

Ss(M =  C2 -  —  In (to^fc), (3.88)
^ l o o

so(to) = ------^ r ,  (3.89)
91 0 0H)

where J  = 77* (the use of the notation J  is designed to draw analogy with the 

equivalent numerical method used for the flat plate problem of Chapter 2). 

The second set, corresponding to t > 1, is

ds\
dt 

ds2
dT =  S3' <3-91>

-  4 -  3 s is3), (3.92)

W  (3.93)

f  = -■ <3-94)
ds(\
—  =  K ( 2 s 2s 5 -  3 sis6), (3.95)

d t <3-9°)
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Si(oo) 5looi

s2(oo) =  0 ,

53(00) 53QO,

54(00) =  1,

s5(oo) =  0,

56(oo) 56 001

with boundary conditions

(3.96)

(3.97)

(3.98)

(3.99)

(3.100)

(3.101)

with K  = j£. We also require

^  =  s3(1)2 +  s6(1)2 (3.102)

to satisfy continuity of the eddy viscosity. Note here th a t given K  and se(to) 

we can automatically determine the correct asymptotic value of S3 (to)- Thus 

the condition that

5 3 ( 0̂ ) =  - s 6(to)t0K k 3 In (t0K k 3)(\n (t0K k 3) +  2) (3.103)

must also be applied. The RKF algorithm is then run on the second set of 

equations, (3.79) - (3.89), using the conditions a t infinity as the starting values. 

As before, ’infinity’ is taken to be a suitably large but finite number, t ^ ,  with 

the values of K  and s ioc (where i = 1,3 or 6) varied. This scheme produces a 

set of values at t = 1 which are used as the initial conditions for the first set of 

equations, (3.90) - (3.101). The RKF algorithm then runs on these equations 

to produce a set of values at t0. These values at t0 depend on the values of 

K  and sioo chosen, and so the process can be repeated until a set of values 

for K  and sioo is found which yields Si(to) = s4(to) =  0, S3 ( l)2 +  S6(l)2 =  ^ 3  

and which satisfies (3.103). Here it is assumed that, as si(0) =  5 4 (0 ) =  0, if
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to is sufficiently small then s\(to) «  S4 (to) «  0. In practice these boundary 

conditions are judged to be satisfied when

|Sl(t0)| <  1CT3, (3.104)

|s4 (t0)| < 1CT3, (3.105)

|s3( l)2 +  s6( l)2 -  k l | <  1(T6, (3.106)

l5 3 (^o) +  s^(to)toKk3 In (toKk3 )(lxi (toKks) + 2)| < 10 6. (3.107)

Thus the solutions illustrated in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 are obtained for

different values of too, to and step length d.

As in §2.7 the results are virtually unaffected by changes in t ^ ,  to and step 

length d. These results can now be used to find the unknown parameters as 

shown in Table 3.1.

t o o to d Vk S i o o c; C x c; c2

2 0 1 0 " 3 - 1 0 " 3 0.0271 0.2175 0.1958 1.5722 -0.2165 -1.7384
2 0 1 0 " 4 - 1 0 " 4 0.0271 0.2170 0.1956 1.5671 -0.2194 -1.7576
2 0 1 0 " 5 - 1 0 ~ 5 0.0271 0.2169 0.1957 1.5659 -0.2208 -1.7672
18 1 0 " 3 - 1 0 - 3 0.0271 0.2178 0.1958 1.5740 -0.2155 -1.7320
15 1 0 ~ 3 - 1 0 " 3 0.0269 0.2166 0.1960 1.5799 -0.2133 -1.7189

Table 3.1: Calculation of Flow Parameters.

This problem has proven to be significantly harder to solve numerically than 

the flow past a flat plate, as there are several more variables and unknown 

parameters to contend with. As such the algorithm used is slower

. and the iterations necessary to determine the values of K  and <71^  are 

more c o m p ly W
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t

F"(t)

t

G(t)

t

G”(t) <

Figure 3.5: Numerical results for a rotating disc with step length d =  —0.001, 

d — —0.0001 and d = —0.00001. In all cases the horizontal axis denotes the 

height t. As with the numerical results for the flat plate problem of Chapter 2, 

there is a noticeable change in the behaviour of the results at t = 1.

3.6.1 Velocity Profiles

We now compare the current prediction for the cMal velocity profile with 

that of Erian & Tong29, who plot against zd (^ )^ . Noting that

ud eg i^F 'i t)
u r D

and

=  k^7]k(Rr)H,

(3.108)

(3.109)
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F ( t ) »

t

F"(t) •

t

F'(t)

t

G"(t)

G(t)

t

Figure 3.6: Numerical results for a rotating disc with too = 20, too = 18 and 

too = 15. Again the height t is measured along the horizontal axis throughout.

we tabulate our results for with those of Erian &: Tong for different valuesijJTD °

of t. Table 3.2 and Figure 3.7 dem onstrate that the current results are in 

good agreement with the work of Erian & Tong. Finally Figure 3.8 and 

Figure 3.9 show the non-dimensional velocity profiles, /( , g[ and w\ (where 

w = ewi = — 3e/i +erjf[) which appear to be similar to the results of, amongst 

others, Cooper.
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t zd (^)* _HD_
wrn E rian& T ong

1 4.32 0.112 0.105--0.115
2 8.64 0.086 0.085 -- 0.095
3 12.96 0.062 0.065 -- 0.075
4 17.28 0.043 0.045 -- 0.055
5 21.60 0.029 0.025 -- 0.035

Table 3.2: Comparison of Velocity Profiles with Erian & Tong29.
0 . 1 2

1 2 . 5 2010 1 7 . 5

0 . 0 8

0 . 0 6

0 . 0 4

Figure 3.7: Radial velocity profile on a rotating disc compared with the work 

of Erian & Tong29. The current predictions are shown as a curve whilst the 

results of Erian & Tong at various points are included as error bars, indicating 

the range in which their results lie as accurately as is possible.

3.6.2 Displacem ent Thickness

Using the numerical results of §3.6 it is possible to determine the displacement 

thickness 8*D, which is found to be

8*£) =  egiooklrp = 0.0347ero (3.110)

and is shown in Figure 3.10. Our calculations for the displacement thickness 

can then be compared with Cooper20 for different values of the rotational 

Reynolds number Rr. Cooper’s form for 8*D is actually

8*d = 0.0700( - ) * r£ .  (3.111)
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f l M

9i(v)

1

1 . 2

D.7

0

D. 2

1

Figure 3.8: Top: Radial velocity profile for  Bottom: Azimuthal velocity

profile for g[(r}).

3

Hence Cooper has 8*D ~  whilst our work suggests that sd ~  thus

the current results could never coincide exactly with those of Cooper. This 

discrepancy may arise from the omission of the intermittency factor in the 

present work, else it may be necessary to extend our analysis to include higher 

order terms to derive a more accurate prediction for S*D or it may be the use

of a similarity solution which leads to this discrepancy. Qx

\<, \r\ VW ■> ( imoi  ̂ Vo VLc CC(ac\‘<J
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V

Figure 3.9: Non-dimensional normal velocity, w\ = —3 /i +  r]f[, on a rotating 

disc.

Re Cooper
600,000 

107 
1010

0.0036 r p  

0.0028r£> 
0.0018rD

0.0050r£>
0.0028r£>
0.0007rD

Table 3.3: Comparison of Displacement Thickness with Cooper20.

3.7 Skin Friction

The skin friction on the surface is now sought. For this purpose, from §3.4.2, 

the following equation is used

0 =  g* ~  ~  exp (3.112)

which upon integration yields

- 1  =  g'i -  t?|[1 -  e x p ( - ^ u T)]2g'2 2 (3.113)

since g'2 ~  — In 772 as rj2 —*► 0 0 . Therefore, as 772 —> 0,

92 -  - 1 .  (3.114)
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0 . 0 0 7

0 . 0 0 6

0 . 0 0 5

0 . 0 0 4

0 . 0 0 3

4 • 1 0 7 1710

Rr

Figure 3.10: Comparison of the values predicted for the displacement thickness 

on a rotating disc between the present work (upper curve on right hand side) 

and that of Cooper20 (lower curve on right hand side).

As vd = ur£)(\ +  eg'2) and rj2 =  it follows that as zd —> 0

dvo ujc2R
8 zd k\

The circumferential skin friction coefficient is defined as

where

(3.115)

^  _  2 TW m

c/9 _  p(u>rDy  (3' 116)

rive# = / i ( l ^ l ) 2D=o- (3.117)

Hence

c/e =  2fcfe2, (3.118)

as illustrated in Figure 3.11. This is the same as for the skin friction coefficient 

on a flat plate, and again we can compare with previous work, this time Cebeci 

&: A bbott11.

As can be seen from the Table 3.4, the present results are in good general 

agreement with those of Cebeci h  Abbott, although our results are consistently
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1000c,,

5

3

2

1 . 5

0 2 - 10 7 4 - 1 0 7 6 • 1 0 7 78 1 0 1 - 1 0 '

Rr

Figure 3.11: Skin friction on a rotating disc, from  (3.118).

R e Cf0 C eb e c i& A b b o tt
600,000 
800,000 

1,000,000 
2,000,000

0.0036
0.0032
0.0031
0.0027

0.0037 -  0.0040 
0.0035 -  0.0038 
0.0034 -  0.0037 
0.0030 -  0.0032

Table 3.4: Comparison of Skin Friction on a Rotating Disc with Cebeci & 

Abbott11.

lower. This discrepancy may arise from the slightly different forms of the 

Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity model used. Now we also mention tha t since in 

the LS |p"| |/" |,  to leading order

TWD — TWD0\ (3.119)

hence

uT £) — k\Ue, 

Ut = ~ki

(3.120)

(3.121)
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where

U rl = (3.122)

=  (3.123)

as used earlier.

3.8 Summary

The approach used here has successfully generated predictions for the skin 

friction and velocity profile which are in good broad agreement with, existing 

work on a rotating disc. The results here for the displacement thickness are 

not so good, insofar as they suggest tha t this measure of the boundary layer 

thickness grows more rapidly than is seen by von Karman or Cooper. This 

discrepancy may arise as a result of the similarity solution used here.

Generally speaking, we can conclude tha t the success of the present ap

proach in modelling the flows on a flat plate and a rotating disc demonstrate 

the reasonable overall validity of the model being used and the assumptions 

made, notably that the boundary layer height scales like k\.



Chapter 4

Turbulent Boundary Layers with 

Azimuthal Dependence

4.1 Introduction

One of the major simplifications which arises when examining the flow past 

a rotating disc is that the flow may be symmetric about the axis of rotation 

(axisymmetry). This reduces the complexity of the system greatly, enabling the 

boundary layer to be taken as quasi two-dimensional, in the sense of depending 

only on radius and height: and ultimately allows the rotating disc problem to 

be posed simply in terms of one similarity variable. In the case of a ■ i 

rotor , however, the flow is clearly not axisymmetric (non-axisymmetric) and 

as a result this problem is fully three-dimensional and far more complicated. 

Further, a potentially im portant feature of the flow past a set of rotors is 

that the wake from one rotor can interact with the next oncoming blade (see 

Purvis58 and Smith h  Timoshin68,69). This means that the system cannot 

entirely be treated as a set of isolated blades and wakes (and so the flow on the

98
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blades cannot be taken to be the same as disc flow, although it is subsequently 

shown that there are significant similarities). Instead it is necessary, or at least 

desirable, to model the system in such a way that enables us to deal with both 

blades and wakes, and the interactions VWV arise between them.

The present chapter considers turbulent boundary layers with azimuthal 

dependence, or, as they are subsequently referred, non-axisymmetric turbu

lent boundary layers (NATBL). The aim here is to understand how non- 

axisymmetry influences the turbulent system and then proceed to examine 

flows which do not exhibit axisymmetry. Furthermore, and particularly for 

the case of a set of rotors or, as is examined subsequently, a cut-disc, we also 

need to account for the inherent physical periodicity of the flow.

When considering the problem of the NATBL several key questions come 

to mind. Firstly, what are the appropriate Reynolds equations? Next, can 

the 3DTBL structure applied to the rotating disc be used for the NATBL? 

And finally, if the three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer (3DTBL) struc

ture is unsatisfactory, what is the appropriate structure? W ith respect to the 

Reynolds equations, the author’s background research has failed to reveal any 

previous studies of the NATBL and certainly none have been found which 

use fully 3D Reynolds equations in a non-axisymmetric flow in cylindrical po

lar co-ordinates. Instead then these equations are derived from the boundary 

layer equations, using the principles of Smith & Cebeci66 and following (as 

closely as possible) their derivation of the 2D Reynolds equations in Cartesian 

co-ordinates, as outlined in §2.2.

The requirement of ^-dependency in the NATBL means that the boundary 

layer here clearly cannot be exactly the same as tha t on a rotating disc. We 

also later show that, whilst many similarities exist, some major modifications
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to the boundary layer structure are necessary to examine the flow generated 

by a rotating non-axisymmetric surface. As mentioned above, the lack of 

any earlier related work means tha t (to the author’s knowledge at least) no 

existing structure for the NATBL has been described and so, as with the 

Reynolds equations, one is derived herein. Fortunately it is possible to draw 

upon previous research into flows which, whilst not directly applicable to the 

NATBL, do share some im portant characteristics.

It is worth noting here tha t one of the most basic examples of a non- 

axisymmetric body is th a t of a cut-disc (this is described and illustrated in 

more detail in Chapter 5, but for our purposes it is sufficient to consider a cut 

disc to be a flat disc which has had segments removed - or ’cu t’ - leaving an 

alternate sequence of areas of disc and wakes). Understanding this cut-disc 

flow is our main motivation in investigating the NATBL since this flow can be 

related to that caused by a < r .>f 'otor , as we shall see in more detail later. 

The notion of a cut-disc is used to help determine the flow characteristics of the 

NATBL as intuitively it is expected tha t this flow will have some similarities 

with the flow past a complete rotating disc and with the flow past a flat plate 

in a moving stream, these flows representing two extreme cases of a cut-disc. 

Hence it is anticipated th a t the NATBL is similar to the 2DTBL on a flat plate 

and the 3DTBL on a rotating disc. This turns out to be true but there are 

several difficulties which need to be addressed. Most notably, the 2DTBL on a 

flat plate is much thinner than the 3DTBL on a rotating disc and, in addition 

the displacement thickness on a flat plate grows linearly on the surface and 

remains constant in the wake; if the latter were also true for a cut-disc tha t 

would violate the requirement of periodicity. We are also able to draw guidance 

from the work of Neish h  Smith who, following others, examined the turbulent
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flow past a flat plate and subsequent wake and used a model for the boundary 

layer structure which involved an inertial-turbulent layer for the whole flow, 

and different laminar sublayers for the plate and the wake. This forms the 

basis of our model for the NATBL but with significant modifications to cope 

with the difficulties discussed above, as well as others which arise.

We also mention here th a t although our chief interest is in rotor blade 

flow (and as a precursor, cut-disc flow), the NATBL structure and equations 

used here can be applied to other flows without axisymmetry. Such azimuthal 

variations could include a cut or gap in the body surface or a deformation, such 

as a bump. Indeed it transpires th a t for the greater part of the NATBL the 

exact form of the non-axisymmetric surface is unim portant and instead it is 

the body (or disc) solidity which matters. The solidity is denoted^ throughout 

and is defined as the ratio of the surface area of the body to the total area of 

surfaces and wakes.

Now we proceed to examine turbulent boundary layers with azimuthal de

pendence and for the purposes of understanding the flow produced by a ro ta t

ing body without axisymmetry the following strategy is adopted. The appro

priate Reynolds equations for the flow are determined (§4.2) and the particular 

model used for the NATBL structure is described (§4.3). This description of 

the NATBL is then used to examine those regions which are not dependent 

on the exact non-axisymmetric body involved and these are examined in §4.4 

before (Chapter 5) a specific NATBL is considered, namely the problem of 

a rotating cut-disc. Finally, in §4.5, the nature of the ^-dependency in the 

NATBL is examined.
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4.2 The Non-Axisymmetric Reynolds Equations 

in Cylindrical Polar Co-ordinates

As mentioned in §4.1 the modelling of the turbulent boundary layer on a 

rotoi requires consideration of azimuthal dependence. In order to understand 

such flows we need the Reynolds equations applicable to a non-axisymmetric 

flow and a model for the structure of a non-axisymmetric boundary layer. 

First the Reynolds equations for this current problem are derived in a suitable 

co-ordinate system - namely cylindrical polar co-ordinates. For completeness, 

time-derivatives and pressure gradient terms are retained in this derivation, 

even though the flows to which these equations are applied here are taken to 

be steady and the pressure gradient often zero.

The approach used here will follow th a t of Smith & Cebeci in deriving the 

2D Reynolds equations in cartesian co-ordinates. This involves the following 

key stages:

1. separating the velocity components into mean and turbulent fluctuating 

parts;

2. taking a time-average over a sufficiently large time interval;

3. rewriting the turbulent fluctuation terms so that they are written as the 

derivative of a time-averaged quantity; and

4. the omission of some terms as being negligibly small.

Since this process has been used to determine the appropriate Reynolds equa

tions for a variety of flows previously, and can be found in many references, 

including Smith & Cebeci66, Schlichting64 and Cebeci & A bbott12, the justi
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fication and reasoning for this approach is not included here and instead the 

reader is referred to those authors listed above.

To begin we take the three-dimensional boundary layer equations in cylin

drical polar co-ordinates,

du _  du v 2 v du _  du 1 dp d2u . .
■777 +  u - ------------ -I- — —  +  w - —  =  — —  +  v — y  (4.1)
ut dro td r o d v  dzo p d r d dzAD

and
dv _  dv uv v dv _  dv 1 dp d2v , .

+  u o 1------- 1------------------ —  = ---------------------------------- (4-2)dt drj) rp td dd dzo pro dd dzlD
with continuity equation

1 d(urD) + m = 0  (4 3)
td drD rD dO dzD 

As in §2.2 we separate the velocity components, and now also the pressure, 

into mean and turbulent fluctuating terms and hence introduce the substitu

tions

u = uD + u*, (4.4)

v = vD + v*, (4.5)

w = wd  +  w*, (4-6)

P = Pd +P*- (4.7)

Taking the time-average, where the time-average of a quantity s is denoted

< s >, we obtain

duD duD v2d vD duD duD 1 dpD d2uD
- a r  + u D-~ + ---------------------------------------- +  (4-8)dt dro tq td du dz^  pdrp  dzzD

{1 d(< u*2 >) (<v*2 >) . md u \  1 , md u \  .
+ < (w i z r )  > + —  < (y >1

and

2 dro r dzo rd dO

dvD dvD uDvD vD dvD dvD 1 dp d2vD
- 7 7 -  +  ud ~̂ 1----------- 1------ 7 7 - +  w d ~̂—  —  Yn V~A'Y' (4-9)dt dro td td du dzo pro du dzfj

dv* < (u*v*) > *dv* 1 d (<  (v*2) >)
-  <  u*  —  ) >  +  — i-------- ^— +  <  ( w * — ) >  + -  v '  .

drp td dzD 2 r#  du
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Equations (4.8) and (4.9) can now be rewritten using the continuity equa

tion so that all the terms involving turbulent fluctuations can, where appro

priate, be expressed as derivatives of time-averaged quantities. Hence

duD duD v2d vDduD duD 1 dpD
+   -  +  ^ r + w o - r -  =  — (4.10)

dt drD rp rp dO dzp p d r d

82ud rd(< u*2 >) < (u*2) > < (v*2) >
dz2D drD +  rD rD

d < (u*w*) >  1 d < (u*v*) > 1

and

dzp td 80

dvD dvD uDvD vD dvD dvD
- w r  +  u d —  + ------- +  —  +  wD~ —  = (4.11)
dt drD td td dd dzo

1 dpo 82vd rd < (u*v*) >
+  v-

prd dO dz2D drD
< (2u*v*) > d  < (v*w*) > ! d < (v*2) >

rD dzD rD dO
As in Smith & Cebeci66 terms including u*2 are taken to be negligibly small

and omitted, and we extend this now to include terms such as v*2 and u*v*^

(which do not occur in the 2D case derived by Smith &: Cebeci). This reduces

the equations to

d u D  d u D  v j )  v d  d u D  d u D

dt U°  drD rD + rD dO ~^WDdzD
1 dpD d2uD d < (u*w*) >
p d r D dz2D dzD { }

and

dvD , dvD , uDvD , vD dvD , dvD
~wr~ +  ----- 1-----------1------------- +  wd ~z—  —dt drp rp rD off 8zd

 d P £ .  d2vD d < (v*™*) >
prp dO V dzp dzD

If an eddy viscosity term is now introduced so that

< 1i*w* > = (4-14)
d z p

< v*w* > =  (4.15)
O Z p

l<> ** o  w w i v  <yj A* u r A  f e h e c .  i 1 > cvA L t M

j U T . - A . c - . A v  r l o A . ' , A C v V « .  ^  ^  c |

\  ‘A ' - c o . "  <Tf ? - « .  <\ac  ̂ . I U  (c’ a U a ^ i O , *  cj I A  i t  a  U  H - e
<■ Cl ^  V ^  .1 V  c i A ° U < t A  0 . *  \ . A ‘ A  0 i t U i H j > V  \o ' I t .  j) U |  c ^  (  4  • 1 0  )  Cuf (A ( 4 - I l 3  •
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we arrive at the Reynolds equations for a three-dimensional boundary layer in 

cylindrical polar co-ordinates without symmetry in d,

dun dup Vp vp dup dup
+  u D~r±----------------1---------WD~a—  =dt drp rp rp dd dzp

1 dpD d2u D d duD^
- P drD + l / - d ^  + dTD ^ Dd ^ ) (416)

and

dvD dvD uDvD vD dvD , dvD
+  u d ~z  1--------------1--------~ ^ r  +  w p - —  —dt drp rp rp dd dzp

1 dpD d2vp d dvD
prp dd dzD dzp dzp

The eddy viscosity is defined as in §3.2 for an axisymmetric surface and

hence
f

k2uJrpS*p for zD > zDk,

. f e ? 4 [ i - e x p ( - |g . ( 2 E i ) i ) ] 2| ^ c  +  ^ c |  i o i z D < z Dk, 

where the displacement thickness is given by

"tp = \ (4.18)

S i - r  i r - dZD• (4' 1Q)Jo u r p

Since these Reynolds equations will be applied to the flow generated by a

f r rotor , it is convenient to transform them into the equivalent equations

for the 3DTBL in cylindrical polar co-ordinates in a frame of reference which

is rotating at angular velocity lj:

duD duD v% vD duD duD 2
-XT  +  u p - --------------h -----+  wD- ------------ 2ljvd -  u rD =dt drp rp rp dd dzp

1 dpD d2up d duD
- P d r D + v ^ b + dTD {UlDd ^ ) ( 4 2 0 )

and

dvD dvD up vD vpd vp  dvD
~K7~ +  U D~Z. 1----------- 1------- TTT- +  U J p — ------ (- 2uJ U p  —dt drp rp rp dd dzp
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with the eddy viscosity defined as in (4.18), and continuity equation

1 d(uDrD) 1 dvD dwD =
rp drp rD d6 dzD

(4.22)

The displacement thickness Sp is now defined as

(4.23)

For convenience, and since we now only work in a rotating frame, we have used 

the same notation as for the stationary reference frame.

For the special case of a radially-defined surface, such as a cut-disc where 

the leading and trailing edges of each rotor are given by a constant value of 

0, a similarity solution is applied and the transformation used earlier for the 

rotating disc problem is extended to the non-axisymmetric case by defining

Here ' denotes partial differentiation with respect to 77. Upon substitution into 

the continuity equation, this leads to the following form for the normal velocity

As before, the pressure gradient is taken to be zero, which is subsequently 

justified, and the Reynolds equations, assuming steadiness, now transform to

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

u D = u r Du = u>rDf'(r], 8),

v d  =  u j t d v  =  u ) rDg '(r j ,  9 ) .

wD =  -u jk \rD(Zf -  t ] f  + | | ) . (4.27)

f 2 -  3 //"  -  9n +  9 ' %  -  / " | f  -  2S' -  1 =  \ r  +  (4.28)

d h S ' f " r ] > V k

+ 9"2)^ f"  9 < 9 k
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and

where

o J  o r i ^ ^  i o t'  ̂ i
2 / 9 - 3 f9  + 9 w - 9 a e + 2 f  = r 9 +

d_
dr)

h  S*g" r)>r)k

T?{\ -  exp ( - ^ ) ] 2 ( / " 2  +  g"*)hg" r, < Vk

(4.29)

(4.30)

2
and R  = kjRr  is the normalized rotational Reynolds number, FL = is the 

rotational Reynolds number and u t D  =  k\<jjri)UT.

4.3 Boundary Layer Structure

Having determined the appropriate governing equations for the NATBL we 

now seek a model for its structure. As previously mentioned, we use the idea 

of a cut-disc, and its similarities with other, more well-established flows, in 

order to identify a suitable system for this current flow problem. It is assumed 

that a model can be devised which applies to a variety of surfaces (not just 

one specific to a cut-disc say) and which in particular works for a cut-disc 

regardless of its configuration. This means th a t the model must in some way 

at least resemble the two extreme cases of a cut-disc - the 2DTBL on a flat 

plate and the 3DTBL on a rotating disc. This in effect suggests two different 

height scales, namely O(e) and 0(1 ), the heights of the two turbulent boundary 

layers mentioned above, and hence perhaps two different ’outer’ layers (here 

outer layer is used to refer to any region of the boundary layer where viscosity 

is negligible). Further, Neish k, Smith proposed two different laminar sublayers 

for the flat plate and the wake which is a requirement of the change in boundary 

conditions (and hence asymptotic behaviour) between the blade and the wake.
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Combining these two notions we arrive at the key elements of the structure 

for the turbulent boundary layer on a non-axisymmetric body. The laminar 

sublayer on the surface is assumed to be the same as tha t on the rotating 

disc, except of course that ^-dependence must now be allowed, whilst in the 

wake this sublayer is no longer valid and it turns out tha t a larger sublayer is 

induced. An im portant feature which arises from having two different sublayers 

is that the asymptotic behaviour of each one as the outer layer is approached 

is different, and hence there must exist ^-dependence in the outer layer also, in 

order to match with the asymptotic forms in the two sublayers. However, in 

simply trying to extend the inertial-turbulent layer tha t exists on the rotating 

disc to the present scenario, it is found th a t this layer must be independent 

of 6, contradicting the necessary matching conditions with the two sublayers. 

Alternatively we could take the outer layer to be the same as that on a flat 

plate, but now the displacement thickness is found to grow monotonically with 

6 which is clearly not possible for a periodic solution to exist.

The resolution of these two contradictions lies in taking two different outer 

layers. Firstly we have an 0 (1 ) outermost layer which is independent of 0 

and secondly a ’buffer’ layer with height 0(e)  which is located between the 

outermost region and the laminar sublayer. This buffer layer has 0 dependence 

and is able to match with the two different sublayers, but in the overlap region 

with the outer layer, the asymptotic behaviour of the velocities in the buffer 

layer is independent of 9\ hence there is no contradiction with the need to 

have an 0 (1 ) thickness outer layer which is ^-independent. Thus we model the 

NATBL as being composed of three layers: the outer inertial-turbulent layer, 

the inner inertial-turbulent layer and the laminar sublayer, as can be seen in 

Figure 4.1, stressing that although there exists separate laminar sublayers in
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the wake and on the surface, the two outer layers, in structure at least, are the 

same throughout the boundary layer.

This section now proceeds to examine each region in more detail, noting 

that in the outer and inner inertial-turbulent layers rj = 0 (1) and 0(e)  respec

tively and so the exponential term in the lower form of the eddy viscosity is 

negligibly small.

Figure 4.1: The structure of the non-axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer 

with wakes. Again the relative heights of the four regions - the OITL, the 

IITL, the LSB and the LSW, which are labelled (a) — (d) respectively - are not

V  =  — LOT

(a)

0 (1)

(b)
0(e)

drawn to scale for clarity. TL<? cfciocJs
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4.3.1 Outer Inertial-Turbulent Layer

As with the ITL on the rotating disc, in the outer inertial-turbulent layer 

(OITL) we take 77 =  771 -1- ... and suppose that the velocities differ from the 

free stream value by only a small amount - 0(e). Since 771 and 9 are 0 (1 ) we

thus take / '  =  ef[(r)) -I-... and g' = —1 + ^g[(ji) +  ••• and to leading order we

therefore have

M  =  M  =  0 (4 31)
dd 69 [ J

Hence to this order the flow is independent of 6  as previously stated. At the 

next order we have

f ?  -  3 / i / f  -  9 ? = (4-32)

and

2/i#i 3/iPi — {vug 1 ), (4.33)

where the eddy viscosity is now

vti = \ (4.34)
fagi 0 0 for 9  > T)lk,

, d id " 2 +  9i2)'* for7?<?7U.

As might be expected, these equations are the same as those for the ITL on a

rotating disc. Thus, as 771 —» 0, the asymptote g[ ~  In 771 holds again. In fact

we have

f i  ~  Ci +  Ai77i(ln77i) 2 (4.35)

g[ ~  0 2 +  A2 ln 77i (4.36)

as 771 —► 0, where C\, C2, A\  and A 2 are constants.
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4.3.2 Inner Inertial-Turbulent Layer

In the inner inertial-turbulent layer (IITL) we take 77 =  er]2 +  ••• • The asymp

totic behaviour in the OITL as rft —► 0 implies that, as the two inertial-

turbulent layers overlap, f  «  eC\ -I- 0 (e 2 (lne)2) and g' «  —1 +  0 (e ln e ). Thus

in the IITL the expansions

f  =  eC\ -I- e2(lne ) 2 / 2  +  e2 F2 -1-..., (4-37)

g' =  — 1 — a^elne — eg2 +  ..., (4.38)

apply (for convenience the perturbation expansion for g' defined above is de

signed to ensure tha t g2 > 0 so th a t \g2| =  g2) and from (4.29) and (4.30) lead 

to
d /2 d 2

and
- a - H  =  W ^ r i )  (4 3 9 )

d9'2 ~  9  U g f ). (4.40)80 dr}2

Here a is the solidity of the surface (defined to be the ratio of the area of all the 

blades to the total blade and wake area) and the coefficient of the 0 (e In e) term 

in the expansion for g' comes from consideration of the matching conditions 

in §4.3.5. It is worth mentioning in passing that, if only the IITL is present, 

then ^ 2  —> 0 and g'2 —> 0 as 772 —> 0 0  and hence, if we still have f 2 ~  — 772 and 

g2 ~  In 772 as 772 0, (4.40) yields

85*
8 6

on the blade surface, and

=  a (4.41)

%  = 0 (4-42) 

in the wakes. Hence on the surface 5* =  a6 , which implies that the displace

ment thickness grows on the surface yet remains constant in the wakes. This
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is the same as Neish & Smith found for the displacement thickness on a flat 

plate, and leads to an ever-increasing displacement thickness; that, as dis

cussed earlier, cannot be correct physically and necessitates the existence of 

the OITL.

We have also included an 0 (e 2) perturbation in the form of the radial 

velocity. This is required to balance the 0(e)  constant term in the expansion 

for / '  which is itself necessary because the constant term in the asymptotic 

form for f[(r]i) in the OITL needs to be matched with the velocity in the 

IITL, yet cannot be allowed to persist throughout the boundary layer as it 

would violate the requirement th a t u, and hence / ' ,  be zero at the surface. 

Thus higher order asymptotic logarithmic behaviour is required to balance 

the constant term eC\ and this also necessitates an 0 (e 2) perturbation to the 

radial velocity in both the laminar sublayers. We now have

f 2 ~  C3 +  ̂ 3772, (4-43)

g'2 ~  C4 + A 4 In 7/2 , (4.44)

as 772 —► 0 0 , while

f 2 ~  O5 +  A5772, (4.45)

g2 ~  C 5 T  A§ In 772, (4.46)

as 772 —► 0 over the blade and

f >ci ~  Ja +  Ag(9)ri2 2, (4-47)

9*2 ~  ~  9a +  ^4io(0)t?22 > (4.48)

in the wake, 10,1s.

The asymptotic form in the wake is based on the work of Neish h  Smith 

and comes from consideration of the laminar sublayer in the wake, which we
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examine in §4.3.4. Finally, and in light of the logarithmic matching of §2.5.2 

and §3.4.2, we also require

F2 ~  Bi  +  C\ In 772 (4.49)

and
3 C

B 2 + ~y ~ In 772 (4.50)

as 772 —► 0 over the blade and wake respectively.

4.3.3 Laminar Sublayer on the Blade

The laminar sublayer on the blade (LSB) is taken to be the same as th a t on

the rotating disc, and hence the vertical length scale has 77 =  e~l R ~ lriz +  ...,

with

/ '  =  e2F ' +  £ -2f l - 1/ '  +  ..„ (4.51)

9 ' = eg'3 + ..., (4.52)

and as a consequence, the governing equations are now

- i  =  / r  -  ^ ( % 2[l -  exp (4.53)

and

These equations are the same as (3.27) and (3.28) for the LS on a rotating disc 

and hence we have the following asymptotic forms

fs  ~  C7 +  ^ 7773, (4.55)

9 3  ~  C8 +  As In 773, (4.56)

F% ~  B 2 +  C\ In 773, (4.57)
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as 773 —► 0 0 . Before proceeding to examine the laminar sublayer in the wake, 

we note that (4.53) is not the leading order radial momentum equation, which 

is actually

° =  ~~ ^  ~  6 X P (4-58)

but tha t since in the overlap region with the IITL, dominates over F3 (which 

is only required in order to balance the term eC\ in the expansion for / '  in the 

IITL) and since f'z matches with the leading order perturbation of / '  in the 

IITL, it is the behaviour of / 3  which is ultimately of most importance to us.

4.3.4 Laminar Sublayer in the Wake

Now the work of Neish & Smith, concerning the wake behind a flat plate in a 

uniform stream, is extended to the present case. Thus in the IITL we take the 

wake boundary condition to be of the form

92 «  V2 (4-59)

as 772 —► 0. The boundary condition (4.59) is necessary for a zero shear stress 

condition to be achieved within the laminar sublayer in the wake (LSW), and 

ensuring the turbulent-viscous balance,

dvD 2(dvD,2 / .
dTD ~  W  ( 4 ' 6 0 )

as 2 d ^  0, (4.59) requires the following height scaling for the LSW; 77 =  
1 2

e~3R~3rj4. Hence, to satisfy the asymptotic behaviour indicated in (4.59) and 

to balance the Reynolds equations, we must take

/ '  =  e2F4 +  c2 (lne)2 / 4 (0) +  R~^ (\n e)2 f 4 +  ..., (4.61)

g' = —1 — a^elne  +  egl(6) + e*R~^g'4 +  ..., (4.62)
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leading to the resultant governing equations,

=  f t  + ~ exp 4̂ '63^

and

=  9 ": + i k (T,i2{l ~ ex p  ( “ S 7 r “ T )l25 f}  (4 6 4 )

with the matching conditions

f 4 ~  ^ 1 1 + ^ 1 1 (^)7 7 4 2 , (4.65)

9a ~  ^ 1 2  +  ^ 1 2 (0 )774+ (4.66)
3 C

F2 ~  B 3 +  - y -  In 774, (4.67)

a s  774 — > 0 0 .

4.3.5 M atching

In the matching of the asymptotic forms described above we limit consideration 

to leading order terms only and hence do not always check the matching of

some small terms between layers. This is done for both clarity and expediency,

as to completely match every term  in each asymptotic expansion would require 

a myriad of terms included in the perturbation expansions for each layer. 

Instead, only the leading order terms and those higher order terms which 

are im portant in the expansions are shown to be matched and it is understood 

tha t other higher order terms can be matched by the inclusion of additional 

small terms in the expansions described previously for each layer.

Due to the complexities which arise in matching between the four layers 

the exact details of the matching process is somewhat laborious and so is 

included in Appendix B  for convenience. Instead we now simply present the
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main product of the matching process, namely the constant coefficients of the 

following asymptotic forms:

f[  ~  —a^rjiQn 771)2, (4.68)

g[ ~  —aS In (4.69)

as —* 0;

}'2 ~  - a i i f t ,  (4.70)

£ 2  ~  a* In 772, (4.71)

as 7/2 —► 0 0 ;

/ 2 ------- ^ 2, (4.72)

£ 2  ~  In 772, (4.73)

as 772 —► 0 over the blade;

y*2 ~  /4 +  A§(Q)r)22, (4-74)

# 2  ~  — P4 +  ^ 1 0 (0 )7722 • (4-75)

as 772 —* 0 in the wake;

f s  773, (4.76)

# 3  ~  - I n  773, (4.77)

as 773 —*■ 0 0 ; and

/ i  ~  ^ i i ( % 4 5, (4.78)

94 ~  A 12(0)riAi,  (4.79)

as 774 —► 0 0 . The functions A{, with z =  9,10,11 or 12, are given by the, as yet,

unknown wake functions / 4 and <77, by means of (5.11) and (5.14). We now
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note an im portant aspect of the matching which is tha t we have not imposed 

the condition ^ 5  =  A 7. Instead our matching analysis implies that A 5 = —a 

and A 7 =  —1. This discrepancy arises because the forcing inertial terms in 

the radial momentum equations for the IITL and the LSB are —a and — 1 

respectively, whilst the coefficient of the asymptotic (logarithmic) form for g'2 

and <?3 is fixed equal to unity in order to match with the free stream velocity. 

We now suppose that in the two layers the asymptotic behaviour is as we 

have determined but that in reality, where the layers overlap, the coefficient 

of the asymptotic form varies smoothly from —1 to —a. This comes from 

consideration of the forcing inertial terms.

In the LSB, to leading order, the inertial terms reduce to —1 since all the 

velocity components are taken to be small. However as 7/3 —> 00 the azimuthal 

velocity increases and eventually g' = 0 (1 ) and since, to leading order in the 

IITL, g' = —1 we might suppose th a t in the overlap between the two regions 

g' =  7  +  0 (e) where 7  varies continuously between 0  and — 1 as we pass from 

the LSB into the IITL. This then leads to the following radial momentum 

equation for this overlap region

- 72 -  27 -  1 =  / "  -  J ^ f l 1 -  exP ( - ^ « t ) ] S93/3 ) (4-80)

and hence the asymptotic form

/s ~  - ( 7 +  l )2m- (4.81)

Thus the coefficient of the asymptotic form increases where the layers overlap. 

Note that as (7  + 1) 2 becomes small, as 7  —► — 1 , eventually the inertial terms 

in the radial momentum equation for the LSB become negligible in comparison 

to the viscous and turbulent terms and so a new structure is required, namely 

tha t of the IITL. Hence 7  /  — 1 in the LSB and so the coefficient of the
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asymptote in (4.81) cannot become zero. Instead the asymptote eventually 

matches that of the IITL, namely

/a ~  -arj2 . (4.82)

The structure of the NATBL outlined above is consistent and satisfies the two 

main conditions referred to earlier - that the boundary layer should in some 

way resemble tha t on a rotating disc, and tha t a periodic solution is possible. 

It also allows for an examination of the NATBL where the entire boundary 

layer can be modelled together and not just as a set of isolated blades.

Obviously it is necessary to have more than just a consistent structure - 

for instance, there may exist a range of alternative boundary layer structures 

which are valid - so it is also im portant tha t this model can be successfully 

applied to solving physical systems. To tha t end it is applied to the problem 

of the flow generated by a cut-disc (Chapter 5) and in Appendix B  a linear 

solution to the flow in the IITL is examined. First though a general solution 

to the flow in the NATBL is considered.

4.4 General Flow Solution in the NATBL

We take the boundary layer structure to be as described previously, with a 

^-independent outer inertial-turbulent layer, a thinner inner inertial-turbulent 

layer and different laminar sublayers over the blade and in the wake, as in

dicated in Figure 4.1. Each of these layers can be considered in turn for a 

specific flow problem but we first note that the LSB on a cut-disc is the same 

as that on a rotating disc (regardless of the precise details of the NATBL) and 

hence the analytical solution derived in §3.5 holds here also. For this reason 

no further consideration is given to the LSB on a non-axisymmetric surface.
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In contrast, the LSW is unlike any boundary layer region we have examined 

so far, and whereas in the LSB a simple analytical solution is possible, in the 

LSW it is not, due to the presence of the unknown wake functions f 4 (0) and 

g4 {0). These functions can be determined from the asymptotic behaviour of 

the velocity in the IITL through (4.47) and (4.48) but since f 4 (0) and g4 (0) are 

expected to vary with each non-axisymmetric body, such calculations would 

need to be repeated for each configuration of interest. Accurate determination 

of f 4 (0 ) and g4 {0 ), and hence the velocity in the sublayer, is possible but since 

the LSW is comparatively small relative to the two inertial-turbulent layers, it 

is not considered necessary to determine the detailed LSW solution and instead 

we proceed to examine the two thicker inertial-turbulent layers.

Since the flow in the IITL is dependent on the exact configuration of the 

rotating surface involved, no general solution can be obtained and instead a 

solution specific to the problem of a rotating cut-disc is considered in Chapter 

5. In contrast, however, the OITL can be classified simply in terms of the disc 

solidity and so we are now able to provide a solution for the flow in the OITL 

for any given surface simply with knowledge of its solidity.

4.4.1 Solution in the Outer Inertial-Turbulent Layer on  

a Body without A xisym m etry

In this region g = rj\ +  ..., u = f  =  ef[(r]) +  ... and v = g' = — 1 +  eg[(r)) +  

so we have

f ?  -  3 / i / r  -  g?  =  ^ ( " < 1/ 1") (4.83)

and

2f[g\ -  3 / ig’{ = M { ) ,  (4.84)
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as before, with the eddy viscosity given by

k3g1<xt for n > V i k ,  
vu = < . (4-85)

, V\ ( / " 2 + 9? ) 5 for n < jju , 

and boundary conditions

/ I  (0 0 ) =  0, (4.86)

ff'i(oo) =  0, (4.87)

/i(0 ) =  0 , (4.88)

ffi(0) =  0, (4.89)

~  Ci — a5rji(ln??i)2, (4.90)

s K ^ i - *0) ~  C2 - a 5 ln 7?i, (4-91)

along with the requirement of continuity of f \ , /{, / " ,  g\ , g[, g” and vn  a t rji = 

*hk-

This is the same numerical problem as for the ITL on the rotating disc 

but with slightly different coefficients for the asymptotic conditions. Hence 

we might expect the unknown parameters, and C2 to differ from the

rotating disc case, as well as for varying values of a. In fact, we find th a t 

(9 1 0 0 1 C 1 1 C2 ) = a^(gi0 0roVC iroUC2 rot), where srot denotes the already known 

value of a parameter s in the rotating disc problem. Further, we find tha t if 

we define

f i  = a ig looF, (4.92)

9\ — a 2 9\ooG, (4.93)

771 =  glkt, (4.94)

we have exactly the same formulation (including the asymptotic conditions)
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as in the rotating disc problem, (3.63) and (3.64), and so U<xo«
J*A Ur

u =  a 2 u rot (4.95)

where u  is the velocity in the OITL and u rot is the equivalent velocity in the 

ITL on the rotating disc. This means that the previous results for a rotating 

disc can be used to determine the following velocity profiles for various values 

of the parameter a.

Figure 4.2 shows the radial, azimuthal and normal velocities for selected 

values of a. (4.95) shows how, as we might expect, the velocities in the OITL 

decrease as a —► 0, and this is also apparent from Figure 4.2. Effectively the 

OITL has been reduced, to leading order at least, to the ITL on a rotating 

disc with a reduced rate of rotation (now only cA uj). An interesting feature 

of these results is tha t the magnitude of the normal velocity is significantly 

larger than that of the radial velocity. This is an occurrence which is noted by 

QinetiQ in their practical work on helicopters.

Whilst it is fortunate tha t the OITL solution, to leading order at least, 

is expressible purely in terms of the disc solidity and the solution to the 

rotating disc problem, this poses an interesting question: how does the in

herent ^-dependence of the physical surface permeate (if indeed it does) the 

^-independent OITL and even the outer inviscid region? This question is now 

considered.

4.5 ^-dependence in the Boundary Layer

Since the outer inertial-turbulent layer is independent of 9 we now consider how 

the inherent ^-dependence of the non-axisymmetric body passes from the inner 

inertial-turbulent layer (IITL) through the OITL and into the outer inviscid
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Figure 4.2: Radial velocity profile for f[(r}) {top), azimuthal velocity profile for  

g[{r]) (middle) and normal velocity profile for w\ (bottom) in the OITL for  

varying values of the disc solidity a. For the radial and azimuthal velocities, 

from top to bottom the curves correspond to a = 1; 0.5; 0.2; and 0.1. For the 

normal velocity this order is reversed.
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region. We recall tha t in the IITL as 2 2  —► oo we have

t>2~a^lnz2- (4.96)

Now let W2 denote the non-dimensional normal velocity component in the IITL. 

Then in the IITL we have quasi 2D flow with continuity equation

+ («7)r 39 0 Z2

since it is possible to consider the radius to be just a parameter of the flow 

(as it only appears explicitly and not as a derivative); hence a stream function 

can be defined by
dip . .
—  =  «* (4.98)

and, from (4.96),

(p ~  (2 2 In 2 2 -  Z2 ) +  B{0) (4.99)

as Z2 —► 0 0 , where B(9) is an unknown function of 6. This then implies, from 

the continuity equation, the following form for the normal velocity,

dB
w2 ~  (4.100)

as 2 2  —> 0 0 , since by definition of the stream function

w2 =  (4.101)

Now considering the relative magnitudes of the terms on the right hand side 

of (4.99), the ratio of the two terms on entry to the OITL is approximately

q
— ~  0(e), (4.102)
2 2

since 2 2  -* 0 (e -1). The terms in the IITL which are dependent on 9 and which

continue into the OITL are therefore smaller in order of magnitude by a factor
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e. Accordingly we suppose that in the OITL the flow is only independent of 

6 to leading order and that, to understand how the physical dependence on 6 

appears and is linked to the outer inviscid region, we need to consider these 

higher order terms. As such we consider the flow in the OITL to be of the 

form

u  =  u freeatream +  +  e2u^isc2 +  e2u^ +  ... (4.103)

where u /reeafream, u ^ scl, and u* are respectively the free stream velocity, 

the leading and second-order solutions for a free rotating disc, and the 0- 

dependent perturbations, and next we must examine how this expansion works 

in the Reynolds equations.

4.5.1 Outer Inertial-Turbulent Layer

First, from §4.2, the appropriate steady dimensional Reynolds equations with 

pressure gradients are recalled:

du v2 vdu  du 9 1 dp d . du.
u -  +  +  w - ---- 2u j v  -  uj r = — —  +  — (^  — ) (4.104)

dr r r du dz p dr dz dz

and

dv uv vd v  dv 1 dp d . dv K
Ufr + T  + rd0+ WYz +%JU= ~̂ Pd0 + <4-105)

with
f

k2UJrS* for z > Zk,

fci z2[ ( | l ) 2 +  ( | l ) 2]  ̂ for z <  Zk,
vt = \

and continuity equation

(4.106)

1 d(ur) 1 dv dw
f - k J  +  r ^ + a r  =  °- (4-107)

The subscript D  has been dropped for convenience, whilst the viscous term 

is negligible here and so is omitted. Despite stating in §4.2 that we can take
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the (leading order) pressure term to be zero pressure gradient terms are now 

retained; they are balanced consistently by ^-dependent terms and do not 

alter the governing equations derived in §4.2 (and so they were om itted for 

convenience). This is explained in further detail in §4.5.3. Taking

u =  eu\ -I- e2u2 -f e2u*2 +  e3u3 + .. . ,  (4.108)

v = — ljt +  evi +  e2v2 +  e2v^ +  e3v3 +  ..., (4.109)

w =  eu;i -I- e2w2 +  e2w2 +  e3w3 +  ..., (4.110)

p = e2pi +  e3p2 +  (4-111)

S' = e51* +  e2<5; +  e3(5J +  ..., (4.112)

where velocity terms denoted with an asterisk correspond to the ^-dependent 

potential terms whilst all other terms are independent of 0. Substitution into 

(4.104) - (4.106) yields

dvn du'2 dui vf ldp! d j  k3u > rS ^  
u i - 5 r - w^ r  +  " ' i ^ r - -  =  - T - 3 r  +  ^ : <  . _ _ . (4-H3)dr 80 dz r p dr dz ) „2i dm . dvudm

I dz dz \ dz

and

dvi dv% dv i u\V\ 1 dpi d I
u ' i r - u’- d + w ' i r + = — 4114dr 80 dz r pr 80 dz \ ji  i dux ■ dvi \ dvi

K I dz dz I dz

Since iq, V\ and W\ are independent of 0 these equations can be separated 

into two sets: one consisting of terms which are independent of 0 - the leading 

order equations for the OITL - and the other consisting of those terms which 

involve 0, namely
du^ 1 dpi
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Since the pressure is independent of 2 , p\ is independent of 2  and so from 

(4.115) and (4.116), we have

du% dvX ,
5 7 = a f  =  0’ (4' 117>

which is to be expected for the potential terms in line with (4.100). Thus to

the next lowest order we have

dui du2 dui vi du2 2vxv2
w2—  +  u i—  +  u2~—  + ----- — ----------  (4.118)

oz or or r du r
*dui du3 du\ +dui vx du*2 2viv% 1 dp2

+(w 2 —------ u — ~ +  wi—  +  u 2 —  +  — — ---------z~) = — —  +
oz 00 or or r 00 r p or

k3u r 5 i ^  +  k3ujrS2^  for z > zk
f d u i  , dui d v 2 1

^

and

dvx dv2 dvi V\ dv2 vxu2 v2u x
^2~K~ +  wi—  +  u2—~ + ----—  +    +    (4.119)

oz or or r 00 r r
. *dvi dv3 dv*2 .On, vxdvl vYu*2 v%ui

+{w^ - ° Jl e + u ^  + u ^  + V ^ 9 + —  + — )

k3u>rS2 ̂  +  k3u jr 8 { ^  for z >  zk
r d tii d\x*y . dv-t dv*y \

^ 2[ l ^  +  for * <  ft-
I d z  ^  d z  I

The bracketed terms are those which involve 0 and balance the pressure 

gradient term and hence both (4.118) and (4.119) can be considered as being 

composed of two parts - an equation for the potential-pressure balance and 

one for the second order free disc equation. Also, since (4.100) implies tha t
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we have the following form for the velocity perturbations

u = eu\(r, z) +  e2u2(r, z) + e2u*2(r, 9) +  e3u3(r, 0, z) +  (4.121)

w =  ewi(r, z) + e2w2(r,z) + e2wl(r,0) +  e3w3(r, 0, z) +  (4.123)

for the flow in the OITL.

4.5.2 Inner Inertial-Turbulent Layer

The extra perturbations necessary to include ^-dependence in the OITL also 

necessitate additional terms in the expansions for the velocities in the IITL in 

order tha t the velocities can be matched. Hence we take (4.104) - (4.106) and

These are equivalent to the equations for the IITL as derived in §4.3.2 so 

inclusion of these extra potential terms does not alter the earlier equations.

v - u r  +  ev\ (r, z) +  e2v2(r, z) +  e2vj(r, 6) 

+e3v3(r, 6,z) +

(4.122)

let

u

v

ecurC + e2(lne)2Ui +  e2(lne)u2 +  e2us +  ..., (4.124)

—ur — a^e{\ne)ujr — evi + e2(\ne)2V2 +  e2 ln e ^  (4.125)

+e Uj +  ..., 

w = e2(\ne)2W\ +  e2(\ne)w2 +  e2w^ +  ..., 

2  =  ezi + . . . ,

(4.126)

(4.127)

leading to the following equations at leading order:

(4.128)

and

89 dz\ Zl dz\ dz\
(4.129)
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To the next order then

(4.130)

and

—u-
ov dz\ Zl dz\ dz\ dz\ dz\

(4.131)

No solution to these higher order terms will be attem pted; they are shown 

only so tha t we can explain how the ^-dependence behaves. Instead we now 

proceed to examine the pressure gradient in the NATBL.

4.5.3 Non-Zero Pressure Gradients

Assuming a non-zero radial pressure gradient on a rotating disc, from §3.2 we 

would have, in a stationary frame of reference,

gradient is not correct. This arises because the velocity components on a 

rotating disc are functions of the height zo  whereas the pressure is not and 

hence there is no term to balance a non-zero pressure gradient. If there existed 

a velocity component which was independent of Z£> then it would necessarily

but since

(4.133)

and

ud  =  W£)(r£>, 2d), 

v d  = vD(rD,z D), 

wD = wD{rD,z D),

(4.134)

(4.135)

(4.136)

we must have | j ^  =  0. Thus the assumption that we have a non-zero pressure
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be zero due to the matching with the stationary flow outside of the boundary 

layer. However, in the case of the NATBL we have shown in §4.4 tha t non-zero 

potential velocity components exist which are independent of zd and which can 

balance pressure terms. We are therefore able to ignore the pressure when we 

consider the leading order velocity components as it is cancelled out by second 

order velocity terms and so the earlier assertion that the pressure can be taken 

to be zero, whilst being a simplification used for convenience, does not affect 

the solution structure outlined. Finally we note that in the OITL the potential 

velocity components are 0 (e 2) and hence so is the pressure. Thus there is no 

0(e) pressure term to balance the 0 derivatives in (4.31) and so the earlier 

demonstration tha t f[  and g[ are independent of 0 is still valid.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter the appropriate governing equations for the NATBL have been 

derived along with a three-tiered model for the turbulent boundary layer struc

ture. This model allows for the inherent periodicity and ^-dependence of the 

flow and can, potentially, be applied to a range of non-axisymmetric systems.

One of the major features of this solution is the close correspondence to the 

rotating disc problem of Chapter 3 since most of the NATBL can be treated 

as being essentially the same as the 3DTBL on a rotating disc. Also, the 

importance of the disc solidity to the flow is revealed.

Finally it has been shown how the ^-dependence of this system is carried 

as a higher order perturbation throughout the NATBL.



Chapter 5 

Rotating Cut-Disc

5.1 Introduction

Having determined the appropriate Reynolds equations and a structure for the 

non-axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer (NATBL) in the previous chapter, 

we are now able to examine turbulent boundary layers on rotating bodies which 

do not have axisymmetry. In particular it is possible to consider flows which 

are more relevant to the application to helicopter dynamics. Many suitable 

problems could now be investigated but, as with the analogous laminar flow 

problem which has been examined by amongst others Smith & Timoshin68,69, 

Bowles &; Smith5,6 and Purvis58, we start by considering the flow generated by 

a rotating cut-disc. This is taken to be a disc which has had radial segments 

removed and thus consists of alternate disc portions, which are referred to as 

’blades’, and ’wakes’ as illustrated in Figure 5.1.

The cut-disc problem is of interest as it is a simple non-axisymmetric ro tat

ing flow and bears some (if only a little) resemblance to the related problem 

of the flow produced by a set of rotors, whilst omitting many of the more

130
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td

Figure 5.1: Diagram of a rotating cut-disc.

complicated aspects inherent in the latter flow. In particular, the lack of blade 

camber and thickness, and hence the vertical symmetry of the system, means 

tha t it is unnecessary to consider the pressure outside the boundary layer, and 

so the cut-disc flow is much easier to understand than would be the case for a 

rotor. „

The laminar flow problem of a rotating cut-disc has been examined (nu

merically and analytically) by Smith & Timoshin68 but in general it does not 

appear to have been studied commonly in engineering, and as such there ap

pears to be a lack of previous research of any kind, for laminar or turbulent 

flows of this nature. This is to be expected since the blades on the cut-disc 

are taken to be (theoretically) infinitesimally thin, which is somewhat unrealis

tic for practical applications. Instead, where configurations similar to cut-discs 

arise they tend to involve blade thickness (shape) or inclination, features which 

are often too important to be neglected. In this case the configuration is likely 

to be considered a rotor, and not a cut-disc which is admittedly rather a model 

system.
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Nonetheless there are several similarities between this cut-disc flow and 

tha t generated by a set of rotor blades. Firstly a cut-disc can be considered 

to be an approximation to a set of rotors with thin, radial blades. Also, as we 

shall see later, it is possible to reduce the turbulent boundary layer on a set of 

radial rotors to that on a cut-disc. Hence, once we are able to understand the 

present flow, we will be able to determine the turbulent boundary layer on any 

set of radial rotors (subject, as is discussed in future chapters, to knowledge 

of the wake shape and the pressure in an outer inviscid region). We also 

note tha t it is the similarity solution introduced in the previous chapter which 

limits the present consideration to radially defined blades only. Obviously 

many engineering applications involve blades which are not radial. To consider 

such flows would however involve solving the fully three-dimensional Reynolds 

equations. This is possible but represents a much more complicated numerical 

problem, and one that is not considered here. Moreover it has been shown 

in tests by Smith & Timoshin68 tha t for a finite cut-disc, in the laminar case 

at least, the flow at large radii beyond the blades is unaffected by introducing 

radial variations in the shape of the blades. It would be desirable to make such 

tests for turbulent flow also but as mentioned that would require a fully 3D 

numerical solution. Instead it is assumed that we can reasonably first model 

a set of rotors by assuming the blades to be radial.

As discussed previously, the Reynolds equations and boundary layer struc

ture derived in §4.2 and §4.3 respectively form the basis of our model for the 

NATBL on a cut disc and tha t work is now applied to the present flow. As has 

been previously shown, the solution to the flow in the outer inertial-turbulent 

layer (OITL), to leading order at least, can be derived simply from the earlier 

numerical work for a rotating disc in §3.6 whilst the solution for the laminar
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sublayer on the blade (LSB) is identical to that in §3.5. In contrast the inner 

inertial-turbulent layer (IITL) in the cut-disc context is found to be sensitive 

to, and the results produced dependent on, the configuration of the cut-disc 

chosen. In all cases shown, only cut-discs with evenly spaced identical blades 

are used. Thus each configuration can be classified in terms of the number of 

blades (N) and the disc solidity (a). The values of N  and a used are generally 

chosen to be as illustrative as possible.

For real helicopter rotor blades typically 0.1 <  a <  0.15 (Gent et al32). In 

the present study numerical results will largely be presented with a =  0.1 and 

a = 0.2. Large values of a, corresponding to 0.2 <  a <  1, are also of interest 

to illustrate the behaviour of the flow as the solidity decreases from a = 1 

(a rotating disc) to a «  0.1 (a realistic helicopter solidity) while in §5.4 the 

interesting case of a <C 1 is examined.

Modern helicopters not only differ from one another in terms of their blade 

solidity. The number of rotor blades also varies (usually two, three, four or 

five) depending on the type of helicopter in question. Whilst it is possible to 

produce theoretical results for any such (positive integer) number of blades, 

for clarity, only the cases N  = 1 and N  =  2 are shown, although of course 

the case N  =  1 has no practical relevance-for helicopter dynamics beyond the 

rotating disc problem considered in Chapter 3.

The examination of the cut-disc flow proceeds as follows. Since the flow in 

the OITL has been reduced to one which is already understood, this chapter is 

concerned with the IITL, which is examined here in three parts. F irs t  (§5.2) 

a numerical solution is derived for the case of a flat cut-disc (one without 

inclination) and then second  the work is extended to the problem of a cut-disc 

where each blade is inclined to the horizontal (§5.3). In the general inclined

4. A 04 i <2 *IV'/' C* c| CO f
b\ajie >
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case the vertical asymmetry of the system means th a t the wake shape (plus 

also the external pressure) needs to be determined. Instead here the inclined 

case is simplified by a specification of the wake shape (or more accurately, the 

wake shift - the vertical distance from the leading edge of one blade and the 

trailing wake of the previous blade). This is because the determination of the 

wake shape is very difficult. Assuming a fixed wake shape enables a simple 

solution to be derived which allows us to develop some understanding of a key 

aspect of asymmetric blade flow - the interaction of the flow above and below 

the blades. In practice this involves specifying the wake shift (rather than a 

particular value of inclination angle). T h ird  and finally (§5.4) the extreme as 

the disc solidity decreases towards zero is investigated to see whether the flow 

past a cut-disc reduces then to th a t past an isolated blade.

5.2 Cut-Disc without Inclination

5.2.1 Governing Equations

As derived in §4.2, the governing equations for non-axisymmetric flow in a 

frame which rotates with the cut-disc are

/ ' 2 -  3 / / "  -  s '2 +  9,d- ^  -  / " | |  -  29' -  1 =  1 / “  +  (5.1)

d J  h&*f" for T) > r]k

dri \  rj2[l -  exp ( - § u r )]2( /" 2 +  for rj < rjk

and

2 / y  -  3 /s "  +  s ' g  -  9 "%  +  2 / ' =  \ g " '  +  (5.2)

d  f k3S*g" for r)>7]k

dr> \  s 2[l -  exp ( - f u O f t / ' *  +  S"2) V '  for r, < %
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2

where R = k\Rr  is the normalized rotational Reynolds number, Rr = is the 

rotational Reynolds number and u t D  = k \ u r D U T. The boundary conditions 

for this system are

1 (0 , 6 ) =  0, (5.3)

9 (0 , 6 ) = 0, (5.4)

f ( 0 , 6 ) = 0, (5.5)

9 '(0 , 6 ) =  0, (5.6)
o'II£

(5.7)
1—

11II"O
5 (5.8)

Thus (5.1) - (5.8) form the relevant nonlinear system for the flow generated 

by a cut-disc and are used to determine, numerically, the velocity profiles 

generated by various blade configurations and, analytically in the limit as the 

blades become much rtacvo«*^than the gaps, the blade region and near-wake 

behaviour. For the purposes of a numerical solution only the OITL and the 

IITL will be considered since these two regions comprise almost all of the total 

boundary layer. We take the solution in the OITL to be that derived in §4.4.1 

for the appropriate value of the disc solidity and so now proceed to examine 

the solution in the IITL.

5.2.2 Inner Inertial-Turbulent Layer on a Cut-Disc

Since the flow in the OITL is comparatively easy to determine, and as we have 

^-dependence at leading order in the IITL, this region is, to some extent, the 

more interesting of the two inertial-turbulent layers. In the IITL rj = 0 7 2  +  ..., 

u = } ' = eC\ +  e2 (lne ) 2 / 2  +  e2^  +  ... and v = g' =  — 1 — a^elne — eg'2 +  ...,
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which lead to the reduced equations

and

_ a "  I f =  ( 5 -9)

d9'2 -  9 ( v h f ) -  (5.10)60 drj2
As in §4.3.2, the presence of the constant term eC\ in the expansion of / '  is 

required to match the asymptotic behaviour of / '  in the OITL as 771 —*• 0. 

Thus the value of C\ is determined from the numerical results for the OITL 

and is 0 (a5 ). In this region, the actual blade configuration does have an 

impact on the overall flow (as shall be shown subsequently) and so we now

need to consider the total proportion of the blade area, a, and the number

of blades, N . Since the azimuthal momentum equation has been decoupled 

from the radial momentum equation, and is thus now just an equation for one 

unknown, g '2, it is simpler to solve and so we first concentrate on solving (5.10) 

for the azimuthal velocity, by means of a finite-difference method.

Defining S  by

s  = 7l292 5 (5 -11)

Equation (5.10) becomes

( 5 i 2 )

with S(oc,9) = a, S(0,9) =  1 on the blade and S (0 ,9 ) =  0 in the wake. Now

(5.12) is suitable for solution using a finite-difference technique. Replacing

differentials with finite differences, we obtain

1 fSi j  ~  'S i- l.ii  r'S i-lj + l ~  2Si_ij +  *Si—1J —1 -| ( 1 o\
— d— ] - v2[---- f?------------------------------------------(5-13)

and hence,
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where d is the azimuthal step length, h is the vertical step length and ( i , j )  

represents the ith azimuthal station and j th vertical station. (5.14) is now 

solved numerically. An initial profile, corresponding to a position just before 

the leading edge of the first blade,

c (1 - e x p ( - r ? 2oo -  jh ))
&o,j — a n  ( xx (5.15)(1 -e x p (-7 7 2oo))

is guessed, and is then used to determine S \ j  from (5.14). Here a finite number, 

772oo5 is used instead of infinity. The forward-marching procedure is continued 

in ± 6 (see below) until a ^-periodic solution is obtained. In practice S ij  is 

recorded every time the program has marched a distance ^  (the period of the 

configuration) and the results are judged to be periodic when

\Si>j -  SW J  < 10-6, (5.16)

where Sikj  and Sik+1j  are the vertical profiles after the program has marched 

a distance ^  and respectively (a suitable value of ^  is typically about

ten). The boundary conditions for S  become

1 on the blade, (5.IT)

n the wake, (5.18)

(5.19)

where jmax corresponds to the height 772 =  t72oo. An important feature of the 

numerical procedure is that a solution can only be determined if we march 

’backwards’. The reason for this is because 0 acts like a negative time variable 

in the effective nonlinear diffusion equation (5.12). In other words, we must 

take d < 0 and hence, defining the starting azimuthal station to be 9 =  0, 

9 < 0 throughout also. In addition we march downwards from 772^  to zero and

so h is negative as well. Different values of 772oo are chosen until a value is found

Sito =  1

Si,0 =  0

•
• J m a i =  a,
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which when increased produces a negligible variation in the numerical results. 

Finally we note th a t (5.13) implies that \d\ «  ^h2 is required, and in practice 

we find tha t if approximately 0(\d\) > 0 ( h 2) then our finite difference method 

fails. This has serious repercussions for the efficiency of the numerical solution 

since even a small decrease in the vertical step length can lead to a significant 

increase in the number of calculations necessary; in particular it is problematic 

for some aspects of the flow which we discuss subsequently. We are nonetheless 

able to produce sufficiently many results, albeit sometimes slowly. Faster finite
Yo b  t i -

difference methods are possible but were not judgec^necessary for the present 

purpose. Now we proceed to examine the numerical results produced.

5.2.3 Num erical R esults for the Azim uthal M om entum  

Equation

Equation (5.12) has been solved for a variety of blade configurations. Although 

only the case of evenly spaced, identical blades is considered, the method used 

is capable of solving for configurations consisting of any number of blades, of 

varying size and distance apart.

Initially we examine the impact on the numerical results of varying the 

horizontal and vertical step lengths used. As can be seen from Figure 5.2, 

the results are virtually independent of step length for sufficiently small values 

of h and d (the vertical and horizontal step lengths respectively). Hence for 

the purposes of the following numerical work the values h = —0.02n and 

d = —0.0000027T are used, these choices ensuring a balance between achieving 

numerical accuracy and computational efficiency. Next the choice of 772oo used 

is varied and compared with results generated by Smith67 using r]2oo = 40. As 

can be seen from Figure 5.3, our numerical results are in good agreement with
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those of Smith. There are some noticeable differences between the two sets of 

data but these are felt to be due to the somewhat coarse vertical step length 

( \d\ =  0.2) used by Smith. Consideration of the results shown in Figure 5.3 

leads us to take 772^  =  107T, again for accuracy and computational efficiency 

(the specific choice of rj2oo =  107r was also chosen so tha t a factor 7r could be 

scaled out of both the horizontal and vertical step lengths for convenience).

Now tha t all the necessary parameters have been determined, we present 

our numerical results for S  for a variety of blade configurations. Since there ex

ists a wide variety of possible results which we could present (notwithstanding 

the possible values of a and N  from which we can choose), we limit ourselves 

to those included in Figure 5.4, where the numerical profiles at the trailing and 

leading edges are illustrated and also show how S  varies with 9 at different 

heights for several formations. For the purposes of the comparison of the 9 

variations at different heights we examine the numerical results at 772 =  0.027T 

and 772 =  57t, corresponding to a height just above the blade and the numerical 

midpoint of the IITL respectively. Figure 5.4 shows that S  varies significantly 

more at a low height just off the blade than it does at a greater height where 

the flow approaches the (^-independent) OITL, as we might intuitively expect.

Two further interesting features are also apparent. Close to 772 =  0 the 

results for the case where a = 0.1 and N  = 1 in the vicinity of the blade are 

virtually indistinguishable from the equivalent results when a = 0.2 and N  = 2 

at the first blade (in fact one of the reasons for producing these particular 

results was to examine whether this was indeed true). Also, as rj2 increases, 

it appears that there is a lag in the response of the flow to the change from 

blade to wake.
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s
Figure 5.2: Top: Numerical results at the trailing edge with varying horizon

tal step length d = —0.0000l7r; —0.0000027T; —0.00000l7r; —0.00000057T and 

—0.00000027T. Bottom: Numerical results with vertical step length h = —0.02ir; 

—0.0047T; and —0.0027T. In all cases the disc solidity is a = 0.1 and there is 

one blade.
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Figure 5.3: Left top: Comparison of our numerical results with those of Smith67 

at the trailing edge with 77200 =  40. Right top: Comparison of our numerical 

results with those of Smith at the leading edge with 772^  =  40. Left bottom: 

Numerical results at trailing edge with 772^  =  30; 107r; and 137T. Right bot

tom: Numerical results at leading edge with 772^  =  30; 107r; and 137T. Due to 

the coarse grid used by Smith in his calculations these results are not smooth 

curves. Nonetheless they provide generally good agreement with the present 

work.
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Figure 5.4: Left top: Numerical results for S  at trailing edge. From right to 

left; a = 0.75 and N  = 1; a = 0.2 and N  = 1; a = 0.1 and N  =  1; and a = 0.1 

and N  = 2. Right top: Numerical results for S  at leading edge. From right 

to left; a =  0.75 and N  = 1; a =  0.2 and N  =  1; a = 0.1 and TV =  1; and 

a = 0.1 and N  = 2. Le/£ middle: Numerical results for S  at height rj2 = 0.027r 

for two different configurations: a = 0.1 and N  = 1 and a = 0.2 and N  = 2. 

Right middle: Numerical results for S  at height 772 =  57t for two different 

configurations: a = 0.1 and N  = 1 (lower curve) and a =  0.2 and N  = 2 

(upper curve). Left bottom: Numerical results for S  at heights 772 =  0.027r and 

772 =  57t with one blade (N  = 1) and disc solidity a = 0.1. Right bottom: 

Numerical results for S  at heights 772 =  0.027T and 772 =  57t with two blades 

(N  =  2) and disc solidity a = 0.2.
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5.2.4 Azim uthal Velocity Profiles

Whilst for the purposes of a numerical solution it is convenient to solve (5.10) in 

terms of the quantity S, it is desirable and of more practical value to interpret 

the results in terms of the actual velocity. Hence we now convert the numerical 

results for S into scaled azimuthal velocity profiles for The relation

s = nbf  (5.20)

can be rearranged to express g2 as a function of the numerical results for S', 

with appropriate choice of sign,

g'i =  — , (5.21)
V2

which can be integrated numerically using Simpson’s Rule to determine g2, for 

all values of 772. In practice (5.21) is integrated from rj2oo to 0 2  for all values of

772 in the range 0 < 772 < rj2oo- This produces values for #2 (0 2 ) — 02(*720 0 ) an<̂

the asymptotic form

52(%oo) =  a* (moo) (5-22)

is then used to determine #2 (0 2 )- Actually the fuller asymptotic form is

0 2 (^2 0 0 ) =  £ 4  +  oS In (r)2oo) (5-23)

but it is assumed here that 772^  is sufficiently large that (5.22) is an adequate 

approximation. Profiles of £2 (0 2 ) were calculated for a range of cut-disc con

figurations and these are illustrated in Figure 5.5. As can be seen, the results

for a given blade solidity are approximately unchanged by varying the number 

of blades in these instances.
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Figure 5.5: Scaled azimuthal velocity profiles for varying values of the disc 

solidity and the number of blades. From right to left: a = 0.2 and N  = 1; 

a =  0.2 and N  = 2; a = 0.1 and N  = 1; and a = 0.1 and N  = 2. The four 

sets of data seem to correspond to two general curves, corresponding to the two 

different blade solidities considered.

5.2.5 Numerical Solution to  the Radial M om entum  Equa

tion

Whilst the azimuthal velocity is the dominant part of the velocity in the IITL, 

the radial component is also im portant, in particular with respect to the appli

cation to helicopter dynamics since, for instance, radial outflow may contribute 

to the influence that side structures have on the overall flow dynamics of a he

licopter. Moreover it is worth noting tha t in practice the radial outflow from 

a set of rotors is considered negligible (Gent et al?2) when compared to the 

normal velocity generated (and this certainly appears to be the case in Figure 

4.2 for the results in the OITL), and that the typical relative magnitude of 

the radial and normal velocity components is an im portant issue we wish to 

consider here. In particular, the question of whether the relative weakness 

of the radial outflow is due to helicopter design, or is an inherent feature of
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non-axisymmetric rotating flows, is a point of interest.

Thus having determined the numerical solution for g2 we turn to the radial 

momentum equation in the IITL, namely

= (5-24)

and attem pt to do likewise for f 2, also by means of a finite difference solution. 

As before, S  = (7 7 2 0 2)2- Now we also let T  = —772/ 2 - Differentiating (5.24), we 

have

“  He =  5̂'25^

with 5 (0 0 , 9) = a and S(0,9) =  1 on the blade and S (0 ,0) =  0 in the wake 

again, and now also T  ~  cA 772 as r/2 —> 0 0  and T (0 ,9) = 0. Using a finite 

difference method leads to

Ti,i= ri_1j-^[ri_1j(si1J+1-2Sii_1j + Sii1j-1) (5.26) 

+ 2 (s l ld -  S^u-iKTi-ij -  T,

with h, d, i and j  defined as in the azimuthal problem. Again we guess an 

initial starting profile for Toj. Here we take

T0yj = oh (j)2oo - j h +  jmaxh) (5.27)

with j max defined as previously. This profile is used to calculate T\tj from the 

given Tqj and S \ j  (which has already been determined), and so on, until a 

periodic solution is achieved. Again, this is deemed to have occurred when

| 7 i* j  -  7S*+1j I <  1 0 “ 6 (5 -2 8 )

with Tikj  and 7 i fc+1J defined in an analogous way to Sikj  and Sik ltj in §5.2.2.

This leads to the following numerical results (Figure 5.7) for the cases a = 0.1
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and a =  0.2, but first to verify these results, in Figure 5.6 we compare our 

numerical results for varying vertical and horizontal step lengths. Again the 

results are largely unaltered by decreasing the step length further than h = 

—0.027T and d =  —0.0000027T, and so these values are used for all subsequent 

work (as presented in Figure 5.7). Since the radial outflow is driven by the 

azimuthal velocity, and r)2oo =  107T is a sufficient height for determining g2(r}2), 

it is assumed that this choice of rj2oo is satisfactory for calculating f 2(r)2) also.

22
7T

T
Figure 5.6: Radial numerical results at the trailing edge with disc solidity a = 

0.2, number of blades N  = 1, varying horizontal step length d = —0.000l7r; 

—0.000017T; and —0.0000017T, and varying vertical step length h =  —0.027T; and 

—0.047r.

In Figure 5.7 we also illustrate the numerical results at low height, between 

0.02tt and 2n. Only the values at the trailing edge are shown as it is really 

only the magnitude of the radial results which is of interest here.

5.2.6 Radial Velocity Profiles

As for the azimuthal numerical results the above radial numerical results are 

converted into radial velocity profiles for the IITL at the trailing edge, using
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Figure 5.7: Left top: Radial numerical results for T  at trailing edge for disc 

solidity a = 0.1 and N  = 1. Right top: Radial numerical results for T  at 

trailing edge for a = 0.2 and N  = 1. Bottom: Close-up of the radial numerical 

results for T  at trailing edge for a = 0.2 and N  = 1 at low height.

a similar method as tha t in §5.2.4. Now we have T  =  — 772/ 2 , so that

S'i =  (5.29)
m

which can then be integrated using Simpson’s Rule again, to determine f 2 

using an (approximate) asymptotic form. In this case the asymptotic form is

f 2 ~  —a^rj2 (5.30)

as 772 —► 0 0 . This leads to the velocity profile shown in Figure 5.8 for the case

where a = 0.1 and there is only one blade.
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Figure 5.8: Profile of the radial velocity component at trailing edge with disc

solidity a = 0.1 and N  = 1.

As mentioned previously, an im portant area of interest is the relative mag

nitudes of the radial and normal velocity components and so we now proceed 

to use our numerical results to calculate the normal velocity in the IITL.

5.2.7 Norm al Velocity Profile

In the NATBL the normal velocity is given by

from the expansions for the radial and azimuthal velocity components de

scribed in §4.3.2. The constant term C\ is determined from consideration of 

the OITL and the rotating disc problem of Chapter 3 and it is found that

wD = - u k \ r D(Z f -  r ) f  + |§ ) , (5.31)

which to leading order in the IITL becomes

w 2  ~  + - q q (5.32)

Ci =  1 .5 7 a 2 . We are able to repeat the numerical integration performed in
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§5.2.4 to determine #2 (772, 9) at the required 9 position and then approximate 

the term ^  by calculating #2 (772,#) and #2 (772, # +  £) (where 6 1) and then

using the simple formula

992 _  ff(%, 6 +  S) -  0)
5 0 -----------------6 ■ (533)

The normal velocity at the trailing edge induced by a rotating cut-disc 

consisting of one blade with disc solidity a =  0.1 is presented in Figure 5.9.

772

w 2

Figure 5.9: Top: Normal velocity component at the trailing edge in the IITL

for a cut-disc with one blade (N  = 1) and disc solidity a =  0.1. Bottom: 

Close-up view of the normal velocity component at low height.

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show that the magnitude of the normal velocity is 

much greater than that of the radial velocity, as noted by Gent et al. Now we
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consider extending the analysis of this cut-disc flow to include the case where 

the blades have inclination.

5.3 Cut-Disc with Inclination

5.3.1 Introduction

As has been discussed, the flow generated by a rotating disc is one which is 

of some significance in terms of helping to understand the flow created by a 

set of rotors. Nonetheless this is a highly simplified and idealized situation 

and one which needs to be developed further in order to gain more realistic 

understanding of rotor blade dynamics. To tha t end we now consider the 

problem of a cut-disc where each of the blades is inclined at a fixed angle to 

the horizontal plane in which they rotate, as shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Radial view of a cut-disc with inclined blades.

This problem is of interest primarily for two reasons: first because heli

copter rotor blades are usually inclined and second because the problem in

volves interaction between the flow above and below the blade, a feature which
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does not occur in the cut-disc flow without inclination. We take the blades 

to have a fixed inclination to the horizontal, although in practise this may 

vary for helicopter rotors as the blades rotate. This variation occurs because, 

in forward helicopter flight, advancing blades moving in the direction of the 

helicopter’s motion would generate more lift than the receding blades - those 

moving away from the direction of the helicopter’s motion - if all blades had 

the same inclination. Thus, in reality, to ensure th a t each blade generates the 

same amount of lift (to minimize strain on the helicopter and provide more 

stable flight) the blade inclination is continuously varied. Since the present 

theoretical work is not considering forward flight it therefore seems appropri

ate to restrict this investigation to blades with fixed inclination. For simplicity 

we consider the inclination to be the same for all the blades (although this as

sumption is not strictly necessary since the numerical approach involved can 

include differing blade inclinations).

The current problem is taken to be an approximation to the flow generated 

by a set of inclined rotor blades but is also of some potential practical interest 

in other engineering applications since this configuration also occurs in, for 

example, engine components. Despite these practical applications and the 

relevance to helicopter dynamics, as with the cut-disc flow without inclination 

there appears to have been little previous research into the current problem.

5.3.2 Problem  Formulation and Numerical M ethod

For simplification a fixed wake shape is imposed on the system. In reality the 

wake shape should be determined as part of the overall solution but here we 

prescribe a wake shape and attem pt to find a periodic solution. The free (as 

opposed to fixed) wake problem is discussed in more detail in §5.3.6. It is
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found that, for the purposes of numerical evaluation, the actual imposed wake 

shape is unim portant - all tha t m atters is the vertical position of the wake line, 

defined in this instance to be the line along which S  = 0  (where S  = 

again, as in §5.2) as the wake reaches the next blade, as illustrated in Figure 

5.10. The distance from the leading edge of a blade to the point on the wake 

at the same value of 0 is known as the wake shift.

In practice we guess that the wake shape is almost linear, with gradient 

equal to tha t of the blade, from the trailing edge. Hence the wake shift is
i

approximately given by the gap between two blades, 2(1 — a)7r, multiplied by 

the inclination. Since in helicopter flight typical blade inclination is small (7-8 

degrees to the horizontal) and because large angles of inclination may interact 

with the boundary layer structure proposed, we assume that the inclinations 

involved are suitably small and hence so is the wake shift. As such the wake 

shift is typically taken to be —0.027T and — 0.27T, although results are shown 

for wake shift —7r also, as an illustration (the specific choices for the wake shift 

value are also limited by the vertical step length of the numerical marching 

method used). Consideration is restricted to negative values of the wake shift 

as this is generally the case in helicopter dynamics (Seddon65).

Performing a Prandtl shift (see Appendix C) transforms the problem to 

one of a cut-disc which can be solved as in §5.4 and §5.5, although the added 

complication of the wake shift still needs to be accounted for. In practice the 

only additional complication arises from having to shift the oncoming profile 

to reflect where the wake now meets the next oncoming blade, hence affirming 

the importance of the vertical position of the wake shape as the wake reaches 

the next blade (the wake shift). This complication arises for the following 

reason. W ith a typical wake shape, part of the upper wake from one blade will

O r i  _ f l o ^  C > \  , V" l a S  f b / r - C  A A  %
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actually become part of the oncoming profile for the lower wake of the next 

blade, as illustrated in Figure 5.10. Thus for the purposes of the following 

numerical procedure, the wake shape is not directly important. Nonetheless it 

still influences the flow through the pressure outside the boundary layer (which 

in turn also influences the wake shape) and of course to relate the numerical 

results to the real velocity profiles requires the ’undoing’ of the Prandtl shift; 

however these are not issues which need be considered here (although the outer 

pressure problem is considered in Chapter 6 ).

5.3.3 Num erical R esults for the Azim uthal M om entum  

Equation

Since the azimuthal momentum equation is still uncoupled in the current prob

lem, we again determine the azimuthal solution first. Using the method de

scribed in §5.3.2 we produced the following numerical results for vertical shift 

values of —0.27T and — n respectively, as illustrated in Figure 5.11 and Figure 

5.12.

It is immediately evident that these results are somewhat c t F i r s t  

it is surprising that, even for a small wake shift, the results above and below 

the blade should differ so significantly, but second, and of greater concern, the 

results for 772 < 0  have not achieved periodicity yet, and appear unlikely to 

even be approaching a periodic solution. There also seems to exist a region 

directly below the blade where, relative to the values of S  above and further 

below the blade, the numerical results are very small. Not only does this 

seem unrealistic, but the region actually grows after each successive revolution, 

thus contributing to (if not actually causing) the lack of periodicity already 

highlighted. Consideration of the numerical used here explains the
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Figure 5.11: Numerical results for S  at the leading edge with wake shift —0.27r, 

a =  0.2, N  =  1 and varying step lengths d =  0.027T and 0.017T.

occurrence of this region.

In each wake, S  = 0 is the boundary condition applied across the wake 

centre line. When the 5-profile is shifted at the onset of the next blade, the 

point at which 5  =  0 is shifted down to a vertical station below the blade. 

As the finite difference method is advanced all the subsequent points at this 

vertical station retain the zero value of 5  (since if 5  is zero at any point, 5  

must remain zero at all future points according to (5.14)). Hence a curve along 

which 5  =  0 persists throughout the boundary layer, and since, at the start of 

each wake, there exists a new point at which the value of 5  is set to zero, this 

leads to yet another 5  =  0 curve created at the next leading edge and so on.
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Figure 5.12: Le/t fop: Numerical results after successive revolutions with wake 

shift —0.27r. From bottom to top; 10 program revolutions; 9 program revo

lutions; 8 program revolutions. Right top: Numerical results after successive 

revolutions with wake shift —0.27r at small heights. From bottom to top; 10 pro

gram revolutions; 9 program revolutions; 8 program revolutions. Left bottom: 

Numerical results with wake shift —tt after 1 0  program revolutions. Right bot

tom: Numerical results after successive revolutions with wake shift —ir. From 

bottom to top; 11 program revolutions; 10 program revolutions; 9 program rev

olutions. All numerical results presented here are at the leading edge with 

a = 0.2 and N  = 1.
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This explains the lack of periodicity in the flow results (at each blade a new 

5  =  0 curve is created) and the constraint that 5  is zero at so many points 

immediately below the blade confines 5  to small values in this region. This 

also helps to explain the surprisingly marked difference in the numerical results 

above and below the blade. Of course it should be noted that the problems 

which occur below the blade arise precisely because we take a negative shift 

value - the 5-profile is shifted downward - if we took a positive value of the 

wake shift, the same problems would arise in the upper half of the boundary 

layer instead.

Physically the above discussion seems to correspond to a lack of dissipation 

of the wake by the numerical scheme. Since it seems unrealistic, or at least 

questionable, for the wakes to last perpetually and not decay, we are led to 

modify the numerical p ro ced u rea -^  Z- 2 .

Consider the 5-profile shifted downward at each new blade. At the point 

at which 5  =  0 (which in future is termed a ’corner’ due to its geometry), 

5  is now taken to be the average of the values of 5  at the two most closely 

adjacent vertical stations. This leads to the numerical results of Figure 5.13 

which appear more correct physically.

Figure 5.13: Left: Numerical results for S  with wake shift —0.027r. Right: Nu

merical results for S  with wake shift —0.27r. In both cases results are presented 

for a =  0.2 and N  =  1 at the leading edge.
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Figure 5.13 shows that, as might be expected, where the wake shift is 

increased the results above and below the blade vary more considerably, and 

indeed for small values of the wake shift the two halves are quite similar. 

Having thus modified our numerical method to introduce dissipation of the 

corners, we now try to examine the development of a corner analytically.

5.3.4 The Corner Problem

Using our numerical results we can examine how these corners progress as we 

march round in 9. Figure 5.14 shows the numerical profiles for S  a t a variety 

of 9 positions. As |0| gradually increases, the corner begins to ’smooth’ out 

and becomes less dramatic.

This behaviour is now addressed analytically by taking (5.12) and exam

ining the solution locally about a corner, 770. Letting 772 =  ?7o H~ and 

S  = 9mU(£) we find that a balance of terms requires m  = | .  Hence (5.12) 

yields the nonlinear ordinary differential equation

.  < £ _ i p  (5.34)
377o£t/ 2

for £/(£) with U(0) =  0 and U ~  /i|£| as |£| —> 0 0 , in keeping with the ’corner’ 

geometry, for some unknown constant /x. The value of // is assumed to depend 

on the particular disc solidity and configuration involved. For a particular 

corner position 770, (5.34) can be solved for a given value of //, using an RKF 

algorithm say.
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Figure 5.14: Numerical results showing corner development at 0 = —0.017T 

(top), 6 =  — 0.057T, 9 =  — 0.l7r; 6 = — 0.27T and 9 =  — 0.37T (bottom). Results 

are for a =  0.2 and N  = 1.
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Since we are only interested in the general behaviour of the corner it is 

sufficient to consider a more generic case only and hence we set 1/ ( 0 ) =  7  and 

let t = 7 17, so that

7<"(0 =  (5-35)3^2

Now defining f  =  y /js  we have a marching equation

t"(s) =  ~  Sp (5.36)
3

for t(s), given t( 0 ) =  1 and £'(0 ) =  0 .

Equation (5.36) can then be solved using an RKF algorithm and produces 

the solution illustrated in Figure 5.15.

L
7T

Figure 5.15: Left Top: Solution to the comer problem (5.36). Right Top: Near

comer behaviour, i.e. close-up of left top. Bottom: S-profiles near corner for  

0 = —0 .0 l 7r; —0.057T; —0 . l 7r; —0.27r and —0 .3 7T.

Figure 5.15 shows that as |0| increases the analytical solution for this corner
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effect ’smoothes ou t’ as evidenced by our earlier numerical results.

5.3.5 Numerical Solution to the Radial M om entum  Equa

tion

The solution for the radial momentum equation for the cut-disc can also be 

extended to examine the radial results in the inclined case. Again, this just 

requires shifting our numerical results at each leading edge. This produces the 

following results presented in Figure 5.16.

m.7r

Figure 5.16: Radial numerical results for S  at leading edge with wake shift 

= —0.27T, TV =  1 and disc solidity a =  0.2.

5.3.6 The Free Wake Problem

In the examination of the inclined blade problem above, we made the simpli

fication of imposing a fixed shape rather than actually calculating the wake 

shape which would be generated by the flow past a series of thin inclined 

blades. This was done as a primary step, to lessen the numerical task, and 

because even this simpler problem allowed us to examine the impact of wake 

shifts and the interaction of the upper and lower parts of the flow. The free
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wake case is not investigated in detail in the present study since, in three- 

dimensional flows at least, it requires a complicated numerical solution which 

is prohibitively long. Instead it is briefly discussed.

In the fully free wake case the pressure perturbations outside the boundary 

layer have to be considered, which in the ordinary cut-disc problem can be 

taken to be zero. In particular we have to consider the difference in the pres

sure above and below the cut disc, specifically in the wake where the free wake 

shape is in essence determined by the condition tha t the pressure difference 

across the wake shape is zero. Since the boundary layer pressure is indepen

dent of height, this condition is equivalent to having a zero pressure difference 

at the edge of the boundary layer. However as we shall discuss in more detail 

in Chapter 7, the pressure outside the boundary layer cannot be determined 

without knowledge of the wake shape and the boundary layer thickness. This 

coupling of the wake shape, boundary layer thickness and the inviscid-region 

pressure, i.e. inner-outer interaction, is what makes the determination of the 

free wake shape (and the pressure) so difficult to achieve (and so is not a t

tempted here). Instead we move on to another im portant aspect of the flow, 

namely the low solidity limit (a <C 1).

5.4 Low Solidity

Having solved (5.10) numerically, with a method which allows^solution for any 

blade configuration and for any value of the disc solidity, the special case where 

a is small is now considered analytically. This extreme is of interest for several 

reasons, not least because the assumption a «  1 enables analytical solutions 

to (5.12) to be derived. These analytical results can then be compared with 

the appropriate numerical results from §5.2.3 which not only serves to validate
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the low-solidity analysis but is useful in supporting the numerical findings.

Low solidity is also an im portant regime to consider given that with a view 

to industrial applications, a typical helicopter rotor has a solidity of approxi

mately a = 0.1 — 0.15, which is quite small. Another motivation behind our 

examination of this problem is to see how a cut-disc flow is related to the flow 

past an isolated blade (or flat plate) such as was studied by Neish & Smith 

amongst others. This is particularly useful as in Chapter 7 we will model 3D 

asymmetric blade flow by assuming the blades to be 2D and seeking a periodic 

solution. Hence it is im portant to relate the low solidity 3D cut-disc behaviour 

to tha t of a 2D blade. That then leads to another significant question. If in 

the limit as a —► 0 the cut-disc can be approximated by a set of 2D isolated 

blades, how then can this approximation incorporate periodicity, given that 

the flow past a set of isolated blades is not periodic?

The low solidity limit is clearly a useful point to examine and will be 

considered in three parts. In §5.4.1 we examine our numerical results for 

decreasing a to test if a limit is discernible. Then >§5.4.2 we consider the 

flow in a region near the blade and compare our numerical results with an 

analytical low solidity solution. Similarly we also examine the flow behaviour 

in the near wake v\§5.4.3 , a region of the wake in which the distance from the 

nearest blade is large compared to the typical blade length yet small compared 

to the overall wake size. Again a (mostly) analytical solution is derived and 

compared with numerical solutions.
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5.4.1 Low Solidity Limit

Here the behaviour of our results as a —> 0 is examined to test if a limit might 

reasonably exist. From (5.12) we find that

I ~ S
and hence, considering the region where 0 is 0 (1) say,

0 ( m ) = 0 ( S i) .  (5.38)

Since 5(oo,0) =  a , in the wake we suppose that S  is O(a) (this may not be 

possible over the blade since then 5 (0 ,0) = 1) and hence the vertical scale has 

thickness rj2 = O(a^).

The numerical results of §5.2.3 are now examined for varying values of a 

at different values of 0 in the wake to see how they behave as a decreases 

towards zero. In this case it is found that, as a decreases, it is necessary 

to take smaller values of d to produce accurate results and hence we now 

take d = —0.02tta^. Fortunately, since r}2 =  O(a^), it is possible to take 

rj2oo = 107ra^ and so the number of vertical steps required remains the same as 

a is varied. Unfortunately though, it is also necessary to take h to be smaller for 

the numerical method of §5.2.2 to work. Hence the value h = —0.0000027ra 

is selected.

This means that as a is decreased the number of iterations required in

creases by a factor a -1 . Thus for low values of a the computations required 

become increasingly long and, ultimately, prohibitively .^practical. For this 

reason the numerical work is limited here to values of a no smaller than 0.01. 

Moreover the increasingly large number of horizontal steps required results in 

large amounts of data being generated by the numerical scheme. For issues of
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capacity, data was only initially retained at a limited number of vertical sta

tions and hence the lack of ’smoothness’ in the graphs shown. It is possible to 

reproduce these results retaining numerical results at a greater number of grid 

points but as such a task would be quite computationally intensive, and since 

these results are only required to illustrate the existence of a limit, this is not 

deemed necessary (in practice, on the initial run to produce this data, results 

were retained at a large number of horizontal points so tha t it would be pos

sible to examine the behaviour as 6 varies. It was then intended to re-run the 

program, retaining data at selected horizontal stations and with a fine vertical 

resolution to produce smooth curves of the results. Unfortunately, unforeseen 

hi technical difficulties have meant tha t this calculation is now considerably 

less efficient than was originally the case and so for the reasons detailed above, 

a second run has not been attem pted).

The results are shown in Figure 5.17 at different 0 positions. Since 6 is 

taken to be 0 (1 ), and we are considering the flow in the wake, results are

presented at 0 = —ir and 6 = — Also, guided by the scalings described
s(

above, the results shown are for —— .7 a

These results seem to indicate that the numerical solutions tend towards 

a limit as the solidity becomes smaller. It is possible to continue to produce 

numerical results for smaller values of a to demonstrate the possible existence of 

the limit more conclusively but as discussed we are restricted by computational 

efficiency.

5.4.2 Blade Region Analysis

Next we consider the low solidity behaviour in a region close to the blade 

and initially derive an analytical solution for the low solidity blade flow which
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Figure 5.17: Low disc solidity azimuthal numerical results at 9 =  7r (left top); 

and at 9 =  ^  (right top). In both cases from right to left, a =  0.16; 0.09,0.04; 

and 0.01. Low disc solidity radial numerical results at 9 = tt (left bottom); and 

at 9 = (right bottom) with a = 0.09 and 0.04. The lack of smoothness to

the graphs here is a result of the restriction of the number of vertical stations 

at which data was retained as part of the numerical process.

can then be compared with our previous numerical results. In the IITL the 

equation for the azimuthal velocity, u2 =  g'2, is

- f  =  <5-39)

from (5.10) and hence
dT2 8 2 o 2 \  / x

=  ^ ( 540)  

where r 2 =  g2. Close to the blade, 9 and 772 are taken to scale with a, so that

9 = a9, 

m  = ar],

(5.41)

(5.42)
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which leads to the scaling =  0 (a  x), and so we define 7 2  =  a l r. Now if 

T  = r f r 2 we have the partial differential equation

i dT  d2T  ,
T ~ * -=  =  -2 r j^ -n .  (5.43)

dO dfj2 K }

The relevant solution is of similarity type. Letting s = and trying T  = 

H(s),  (5.43) requires H  to satisfy the ordinary differential equation

H *H ' = 2H", (5.44)

which, subject to the appropriate boundary conditions H (oo) =  a and H (0) =  

1, has the solution (expressing s as a function of H)

s = 2 +  2 In \(H 2 — a^)| — 2 — 2a^ In |(1 — a^)|. (5.45)

The solution is illustrated in Figure 5.18 for a =  0.2. We now compare 

our numerical results with (5.45) a t the trailing edge of the blade and examine 

these results for a = 0.2 and a = 0.1, in the latter case with both one and 

two blade configurations. As can be seen, the numerical results are reasonably 

approximated by the analytical solution.

Having determined the low solidity solution close to the blade we consider 

how it compares to that of an isolated flat plate. One major difference between 

these two flows is that it has been assumed here that the junction between the 

two tiers of the Cebeci-Smith model lies within the OITL, leaving only the 

lower form within the IITL, and so in the subsequent comparison with the 

results of Neish h  Smith the present work in the IITL is compared with the 

lower form of their solution on the blade. This comparison is shown in Figure 

5.19.

On consideration of the solution found by Neish & Smith, the close agree

ment between the present work (with a < l )  and that for a flat plate is to be
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Figure 5.18: Left top: Plot of blade region analytical solution for disc solidity 

a = 0.2, from  (5.45). Right top: Comparison of numerical (lower curve on 

far right) and analytical blade region results at trailing edge of the blade for  

a = 0.2 and N  = 1. Bottom: Comparison of numerical and analytical (upper 

curve on far right) results at trailing edge for a = 0.1 and N  = 1 (lower curve 

on far right) and 2  (middle curve on far right).

expected. On the blade, and still considering the lower tier of the Cebeci-Smith 

model only, they have the solution

u\ =  In 7] +  0.307 — ^ (5.46)

for the range 0 < r\ <  1.889, where u\ is the perturbation from the free stream 

velocity (equivalent to the present g'2) and 77 is the same as the similarity 

variable s used here. Rearranging (5.46) so that it is of the same form as 

(5.45) we find that

77 =  2H^ -  2, (5.47)
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Figure 5.19: Left: Comparison of the present work in the low solidity limit on 

the blade with the work of Neish & Smith for a flat plate (curve on far left). 

The values of the blade solidity shown are (from right to left) a = 0 .2 ; 0.1; 

0.01; 0.001 and 0.0001. Right: Comparison of present work with disc solidity 

a = 10-10 and the work of Neish & Smith. Note that as we are presenting

analytical results here it is possible to include values of the blade solidity as low

as necessary, i.e. we are not restricted by numerical efficiency as in numerical 

solutions.

where H  = r f u ' 2 = s2̂ 2. Our solution (5.45) clearly reduces to that of Neish 

& Smith, (5.47), when a —► 0.

5.4.3 Near Wake Analysis

Finally we examine the near wake region of the flow. Here again 6 is O(a) and 

we define 0 and 77 as in (5.41) and (5.42), but now \0\ 1 whilst still having

|0| <C 1. Then, from (5.43), making the similarity transformation T  = 

where u  = — , yields

2a;/5/" =  - / - i o j / ' ,  (5.48)

subject to 7(0) =  7(oo) =  0. The boundary condition at u  = 0 follows

immediately from the boundary condition on T(fj = 0,9),  whilst the condition
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at infinity comes from the corresponding boundary condition, T(rj = oo,Q) = a 

and taking a <C 1. (5.48) can be solved using an RKF algorithm, which

produces the solution illustrated in Figure 5.20 although this is just one of an 

infinite number of solutions since, from (5.48) and the corresponding boundary 

conditions, if I (u)  is a solution, then so is j 2I ( j u) ,  for any value of j .

The unique solution required can be found by consideration of the integral

roo
Q =  I((jj)^du (5.49)

Jo

which, by definition of I ( lj) and through integration by parts, is equivalent to

/»oo

Q = a~l /  (voo — v)dz , (5.50)
Jo

where is the azimuthal velocity in the IITL as 772 —► 0 0 . From (5.10) in the 

wake, it can be shown that, with a <  1,

8Q . .
w  =  0 (5-51)

and hence Q is conserved throughout the wake, whilst on the blade

—  =  -  (5 52)
89 a ' ( ‘ }

Since the blade occupies an angle 2ira, we have, taking Q = 0 at the start of

the blade (which comes from the definition of I ( uj)),

Q = 2it (5.53)

in the near-wake as a —* 0, and so

I {u)^du  =  27r, (5.54)/Jor0

which determines the unique solution as required. This solution can then be 

compared with our numerical results for different values of a.
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Bearing in mind tha t the wake region of interest is where |0| 1 and

\0\ <  1, we choose the values of 6 at which to make comparisons accordingly, 

taking 67ra < —0 < 36tta. Again the choice of disc solidity, and hence the 

results available, is restricted by numerical efficiency when it comes to making 

comparisons. However, notwithstanding numerical efficiency, it is possible to 

produce results for lower values of a if necessary.

As with the low solidity results of §5.4.1, since large amounts of data  are 

generated by the numerical method used (since the gridsizes involved are so 

small) only a limited amount of data can be stored. This means that output 

is stored at a small number of vertical stations and so the curves shown are 

slightly jagged. It is possible to reproduce these results, recording data  at 

more vertical stations but at these values of the disc solidity, this would be 

very inefficient and since our numerical results already show good agreement 

with the near-wake analytical solution, it is not deemed necessary to produce 

more data here (the technical difficulties which applied in §5.4.1 also occur 

here).

Crucially, this near-wake solution only applies when \0\ <C 1 and when 6 

becomes sufficiently large the condition / ( oo) =  0 becomes invalid and even

tually the effect of the overall cut-disc structure reasserts itself on the flow 

through the boundary condition /(oo) =  — aO.

5.5 Summary

We have obtained the theoretical velocity profiles within the NATBL on a cut- 

disc. Not only is this perhaps im portant as an initial model for a st f  ;otor 

but also part of the value in understanding the cut-disc case is that, within 

strict limits, any set of rotor blades can be reduced by use of the Prandtl shift
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to a cut-disc with or without inclination. Hence knowledge of the cut-disc 

flow can be applied to solve the boundary layer problem, in principle, for any 

set of rotor blades subject to knowledge of the wake shape. This reduces the 

problem of the flow produced by a set of rotors to one in which we have to solve 

instead for the pressure outside the boundary layer, and hence the pressure on 

the blades and the as-yet-unknown wake shape as discussed in more detail in 

Chapters 6 and 7. We have also produced results which, qualitatively at least, 

agree with the observations of Gent et al th a t the normal velocity on a set of 

rotors is significantly greater than the radial velocity component.

Consideration of the inclined flow problem was restricted to a simplified and 

unrealistic scenario. That however allowed us to examine the effect of interac

tion between the flow just above and just below the rotating body, a feature 

which is of some significance when asymmetrical blade shape is involved.

In the extreme of low solidity we have found that the numerical results do 

appear to reduce to a limit as a tends to zero and that locally on the blade this 

low solidity solution is ultimately the same as the solution found by Neish & 

Smith for the flow past an isolated flat plate. This shows that the case where 

a is small can be modelled by treating the cut-disc flow as approximately 

tha t of a set of isolated blades. Although the value of a required for this 

approximation to be very accurate may be too low for practical helicopter 

configurations, nonetheless even when a is about 0.1 the present work is in 

reasonable agreement with that of Neish & Smith. This finding is particularly 

relevant to the subsequent work in Chapter 7 on the flow past asymmetric 

blades where we take the flow to be 2D and treat it as consisting of aligned 

flat plates. Finally it has  also been shown that the overall (global) cut-disc 

response reasserts itself on the motion through the global-wake behaviour when
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Figure 5.20: Top: Near wake numerical solution. Middle: Comparison of 

near wake numerical solution and our full numerical results for a =  0 . 0 1  at 

varying values of 9. From right to left, 9 =  —0 .3 6 7 T; —0.247T; —0.127T; —0 .0 6 7 T; 

and I  from numerical solution to (5.48). Bottom: Comparison of near wake 

numerical solution and our full numerical results for a = 0.0025 at varying 

values of 9. From right to left, 9 = —0 .3 6 7 T; —0.127T; and I  from numerical 

solution to (5.48).



Chapter 6 

On Rotors with Vertically 

Symmetric Blade Shape

6.1 Introduction

Until now the present investigation has been restricted to flat, although pos

sibly inclined, surfaces as a simplification. In practice though a set uf rotor:- 

will have blades with shape (thickness), an im portant aspect to consider. Ob

viously in the two solid-surface flows which have been examined (those of a 

flat plate with a moving surface and a rotating disc) it might be expected that 

constant body thickness has no impact on the flow except perhaps as an edge 

effect, which is an influence that is ignored here. In contrast, blade thickness 

could be expected to significantly affect the flow generated by a rotating cut- 

disc. It is possible to extend the analysis of the cut-disc flow of Chapter 5 

to include blades with thickness: in an initial step we now consider the flow 

produced by a cut-disc with symmetric blade shape, where this is taken to 

mean that the thickness of the blade at all points is the same above and below

174
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the plane in which the body is rotating, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

ZD

vD = ujrD

Figure 6.1: Radial view of a cut-disc with symmetric blade thickness denoted 

Fd • The actual height z0d and the Prandtl shift height zp are both included 

for guidance and the upper dashed line denotes the junction of the boundary 

layer and the outer inviscid region.

In tru th , symmetric blade flow is of little direct interest here - symmetric 

blades do not generate lift and so are of no practical use in helicopter design 

- instead it is asymmetric blades which, ideally, we want to model. Unfor

tunately the latter case is extremely complicated and so initially the blade 

shapes are taken to be symmetric as a simplification (asymmetry is considered 

in Chapter 7). Importantly the symmetric flow is much easier to solve than 

the more realistic and practically more useful one of flow past blades with 

asymmetric shape, yet it incorporates several of the features of the asymmet

ric flow system, and it is therefore a useful problem to consider. This chapter 

is concerned with those im portant aspects of the asymmetric case which are 

shared with the symmetric problem using the latter flow as a vehicle for exam-
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ining these features without having to contend with some of the more difficult 

elements of asymmetric blades.

The key similarities between the symmetric and asymmetric flows which 

are of interest to the present investigation are as follows:

layer to tha t on a cut-disc;

2. the subsequent applicability of the Reynolds equations and NATBL struc

ture of Chapter 4 and hence the cut-disc results of Chapter 5;

3. the formulation of Laplace’s equation as the governing equation for the 

pressure outside the NATBL;

4. and the influence of the blade shape on the outer pressure problem 

through a boundary condition at the edge of the NATBL.

The symmetric case involves a considerable simplification over the asym

metric flow in that the blade symmetry means we do not have to determine the 

wake shape (a complicated part of the asymmetric problem). This symmetric 

problem is thus used as a means of investigating those features described, with

out having to deal with the wake shape. In particular this is done by examining 

a highly idealized symmetric flow problem where the following restrictions are 

made. Firstly, for the previous work of Chapters 4 and 5 to apply, a similarity 

solution must again be used within the turbulent boundary layer, and then 

also outside the NATBL to simplify the numerical problem. Crucially, as it 

turns out, this means that the blade thickness must grow linearly with the 

radius. Secondly, only rotor configurations consisting of three or more blades 

are considered, each of which has shape satisfying

1 . the use of the Prandtl shift (see Appendix C) to reduce the boundary

(6 .1)
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where L  is the period of the configuration and Fd is the dimensional blade 

shape. These conditions on the rotor configuration and blade shape are re

quired to ensure a solution, of the form subsequently used in §6.3, which decays 

at infinity is possible. Finally the typical thickness of the blades is assumed 

to be sufficiently small that it has no qualitative impact on the general struc

ture of the turbulent boundary layer. Again it is noted tha t these restrictions 

render this problem to be very unrealistic but that our key objective is to 

illustrate those points enumerated above, not to derive a general solution to 

the symmetric blade problem.

The laminar version of this flow has been examined analytically and nu

merically by Smith &; Timoshin6 8 ,69  who firstly reduced the system to tha t on 

a cut-disc (using the Prandtl shift) and then solved the resulting boundary 

layer problem. They then considered the 2D outer potential flow past aligned 

blades with symmetric (and also asymmetric) blade shape. In particular their 

approach of reducing the flow to th a t on a cut-disc is adopted here.

In contrast however the turbulent flow past a set of symmetric rotors does 

not appear to have been examined in any great detail to date. This is prob

ably in large part due to the relative unimportance of symmetric blade flow 

when compared with the equivalent asymmetric problem which has been stud

ied in far more depth (see Smith &; Timoshin68,69, Nakayama49 and Riley & 

Brotherhood60). Nonetheless, although blades with symmetric shape are of 

little interest with respect to helicopters, indirectly the present problem may 

be more relevant in other industrial applications such as engine components, 

food mixers, etc, where rotor blade configurations are used for purposes other 

than for generating lift.

This chapter will proceed as follows. In §6.2 the governing equations for
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this symmetric case will be set out and the system posed as two problems - that 

of the flow in the turbulent boundary layer and that of the pressure outside the 

NATBL. Each of the key aspects of this present problem (the Prandtl shift, the 

application to the cut-disc flow, the formulation of the outer pressure problem 

and the influence of the blade shape) will be discussed in turn. Then, subject 

to the restrictions mentioned above, in §6.3 a numerical procedure for solving 

for the pressure on the blade is described and results produced for a given, 

albeit unrealistic, blade shape.

As shown later, for any given blade shape the results of §4.4 and §5.2 

can readily be used to determine the velocity components within the NATBL, 

but this will not be included here as the symmetric case is of limited direct 

interest. Instead we concentrate on the solution for the pressure at the edge 

of the boundary layer and hence the pressure on the blades.

6.2 Governing Equations and Problem Formu

lation

As mentioned above, it is assumed tha t the NATBL structure described in §4.3 

applies here. Taking the dimensional blade shape to be given by Fd {td^ ) ,  this 

then leads to the following non-axisymmetric dimensional Reynolds equations

duD duD v% vD duD duD 2
-------------------1---------- —  +  wD-  2ujvd -  u  rD =

otD orD rD rD dV dzD
1 dpD d2uD d , duD

- P d^D + v ^  + drD {UtDd ^ ) (6 -2)
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and

dvD dvD u DvD vD dvD dvD
TT7 1" U D  T. 1--------------1---------7T7T +  W d  — ------ 1- 2LO U D  —o tD drD rD rD 0 6  dzD

1 dpD d 2 vD d dvD
+ ), (6.3)pro d9 d z2D dzo  dzo

with

VtD
k2ujrD6 *D, 

and continuity equation

(6.4)

1 d(uDrD) 1 dvD dwD
+ Z— oo~ 4“ u —  =  0. (6.5)rD dro rD 80 dzD 

The boundary conditions at infinity are,

uD = vD = wD = 0 , (6 .6 )

and those at zo = Fd are,

ud = wd = 0, (6.7)

vD = wrD. (6 .8 )

This system can now be conveniently split into two, coupled problems.

As with the flows previously considered there is the question of the velocity

profiles within the NATBL and secondly there is a new element, that of the 

pressure in the inviscid flow region - the outer pressure problem. In order to 

understand both these aspects of the flow it is now convenient to reduce the 

symmetric blades to flat surfaces through use of the Prandtl transformation.

6.2.1 The Prandtl Shift and Transformation to the Cut- 

Disc Flow

After the Prandtl transformation (C .l) and (C.2 ) is performed, (6 .2 ) and (6.3) 

remain unchanged whilst (6.4), (6 .6 ) - (6 .8 ) reduce to the eddy viscosity and
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boundary conditions pertinent to a rotating cut-disc. Then if the similarity 

solution (4.24) - (4.26) is applied, the governing equations for the flow within 

the turbulent boundary layer are taken to be (4.29) and (4.30). Hence the 

results of §4.4 and §5.2 now hold for this flow too except that here we are 

using the transformed Prandtl co-ordinate system (C. 1 ) and (C.2 ) rather than 

the actual normal velocity and height.

The radial and azimuthal velocities illustrated in Figures 4.2, 5.5 and 5.8 

are valid here, except th a t the heights used, rft and 772, should be interpreted 

as the normal distance from the cut-disc, rather than the actual height above 

the plane of rotation as they were taken in Chapters 4 and 5. All that is then 

required to solve for the boundary layer part of the problem is to transform the 

cut-disc results of Chapter 5 to yield the real normal velocity component for 

a given Fd {td,6). As discussed above we instead consider the second aspect 

of this flow, that of the pressure response in the inviscid flow region.

6.2.2 The Outer Pressure Problem  and the Influence of 

the Blade Shape

Since it is the pressure, or more specifically the pressure difference, exerted on 

a rotor blade which generates lift, making helicopter flight possible, it is vital to 

understand how blade shape affects the pressure experienced by a rotor blade. 

W ithin the NATBL it is possible to work in the Prandtl shifted co-ordinates 

and hence to dispense with the precise blade thickness for the purposes of 

determining the velocity in the transformed system. The influence of the blade 

shape reasserts itself on the flow through the modified normal velocity, and 

hence through a continuity condition at the edge of the boundary layer. The 

pressure outside the NATBL must then satisfy this condition.
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We seek to calculate the pressure at the edge of the boundary layer, which, 

since the pressure is taken to be independent of height within the NATBL, 

yields the pressure on the blade. The system is taken to be suitably non- 

dimensionalized and outside the boundary layer the viscous and Reynolds 

stresses are negligible and the fluid velocity is small, so tha t nonlinear inertial 

terms can be ignored. Thus we have the governing equations

du dp
dt dr
dv 1 dp
dt r c

dw dp

a  -  » •

m  -  . » •  (61°>

dt d z  (6‘U )

Here cylindrical polar co-ordinates in a fixed frame are used, with continuity 

equation
du u  1 dv dw
f r + 7 + 7de + d̂  = 0- ( 6 ' 1 2 )

Combining (6.9) - (6 .1 2 ) yields Laplace’s equation for the pressure outside the 

boundary layer,
d2p 1 dp 1 d2p d2p
d^ + r f r + ^ W  + M = °- ( 6 ' 1 3 )

Now the co-ordinate system is transformed to one which rotates with the 

set of rotors by defining 0 = 6 — t so that, assuming the flow to be steady in 

this new reference frame, (6.13) becomes

d2p  1 dp 1 d2p d2p .
7T 2 ~W~ ~ 2 —2 +  ~E~2 =  0 ’ (6 -1 4 )d r1 r dr r l qq d z 2

while (6 .1 1 ) now transforms to

dw dp
»  - S' <6'15>

Here, after consideration of the Prandtl shift transformations (C .l) and (C.2 ),

(6.15) yields the following condition at the edge of the boundary layer,

d2F  dp
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where F (r, 6) is the non-dimensional blade shape. This condition arises since 

the normal velocity w a t the edge is independent of 6 and since u —► 0  and 

v —► — r here. Actually the full condition is, from Smith & Timoshin,

- ^ ( F  +  *) =  ^ U ,  (6.17)88 dz

where 6 is the boundary layer thickness. Here we take the size of the blade 

shape to dominate over the boundary layer thickness and so S is ignored for 

convenience.

Therefore given any particular blade shape F  we have a boundary condi

tion, (6.16), for the normal pressure gradient which we can apply at the edge 

of the NATBL and thus to the flow in the outer inviscid region. We are now in 

a position to solve for the pressure outside the boundary layer and do so in the 

next section by first describing a method of solution for this highly idealized 

symmetric flow then illustrating the method with a simple (and unrealistic) 

blade shape.

6.3 M ethod of Solution to the Outer Pressure 

Problem

The system (6.14) is to be solved subject to (6.16), as well as p(r , oo,0) =  0. 

A solution is attem pted by means of a similarity transformation, first noting 

that from now on we use 0 rather than 0 for convenience. Supposing that 

p = rnP(r),6), where 77 =  and substituting this into (6.14), we find that 

for the powers of r in each term to balance it is necessary to take q = m  =  1 . 

This yields
d2 P

+  (1 +  r)2)P ” -  (2 n -  1 )pP' +  n 2P  = 0 , (6.18)
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where ' denotes partial differentiation with respect to rj. This then suggests 

the following form for F(r, 6)

F{ r , e ) =r F{ 6) .  (6.19)

It is worth repeating at this stage that the assumption of this similarity sub

stitution is a sizeable restriction on the particular flow which is examined here, 

especially since the blade shape is required to grow with the radius. 

Consideration of (6.16) then yields n = 2 and hence

d2P
+  (1 +  t)2 ) P " - 3 » jP , +  4 P  =  0. (6.20)

Next a solution of the following form is attempted:

oo
P  = R e [^2  Ak exp (ikN0)fa(r])\, (6.21)

k=o

where N  is the number of blades, and which upon substitution transforms 

(6 .2 0 ) into the following equation for f a ,

( 1  +  r}2)fa  -  3nfa  +  (4 -  k2N 2)fa  = 0. (6 .2 2 )

Equation (6.22) is suitable for solution with an RKF algorithm but first we 

should check to see if (6 .2 2 ) yields solutions which satisfy the boundary con

ditions at infinity and at the edge of the boundary layer. To this end we begin 

by examining the boundary condition at 77 =  0  and here it is useful to rewrite

(6.16) as

2kir0 2k7r6 ^
ao +  J > c o s (  ^  ) + bk sin exp(ikN6)(p'k(0)], (6.23)

1 k= 0

where
d2F  2&7T0 . 2/c7r0N1
-gg2 = 0 .0 + 2 _^[ak cos (—— ) +  fcts ln (—— )] (6.24)

k=l
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<%2 |~!
is the Fourier Series for with Fourier coefficients given by the formulae

(6.25)

(6.26)

(6.27)

Here L  is the period of the configuration and so =  j .  Defining <̂'fc(0) =  1 

for convenience, (6.23) then reduces to the condition

which can be calculated from (6.25) - (6.27). Hence defining Ak by (6.28) 

ensures that (6.16) holds.

It is worth noting th a t in most cases we are at liberty to normalize fa  such 

that fa{0) = 1 since it is possible to scale Ak appropriately to ensure this. 

A difficulty may arise if we need to take fa(0) = 0 for some value of k. In 

this case =  bk =  0 from (6.23), for some k, and this may then mean that 

there are terms in the expansion for the pressure which are non-zero at the 

edge of the boundary layer but which have zero normal pressure gradients and 

hence are not determined here. It is easy to verify for any given blade shape 

whether there may be a difficulty with the definition of fa  used here, simply 

by examining the Fourier coefficients involved and this needs to be checked for 

any particular blade shape studied.

We also need to ensure that the condition p  —► 0 at infinity holds. This is 

now equivalent to (f>k{oo) = 0 for all k. Examining the limit as 77 —► 0 0 , (6.22) 

becomes

A k =  ak — f a (6.28)

-  3r,<P'k + (4 -  k2N 2)<j>k =  0 , (6.29)

which has the solutions 4>k =  r)2+kN and <j>k = i f  kN. Unless k = 0 we have
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therefore determined the behaviour of both solutions at infinity. From (6.25), 

the restriction on blade shape, (6.1), now implies tha t A 0 = 0 and so the 

behaviour of (f)o(oo) is irrelevant for this flow since (f>o makes no contribution 

to the pressure and so the case k =  0  is of no concern and can be ignored. 

Further, since from §6 . 1  we are only considering the case where N  > 3, for all 

k >  1 there is a solution to (6 .2 2 ) which decays at infinity (the restrictions 

imposed on the blade shape and the number of blades are included precisely 

to avoid any problems with the flow at infinity).

Having ensured tha t there exists solutions to (6.22), and hence (6.20), which 

satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions, it is now possible to solve this 

problem for any given blade shape. Firstly the Fourier series for is de

termined and the Fourier coefficients used to determine Ak. (6.22) is then 

solved using an RKF algorithm using the boundary conditions <f>k(0) =  1 and 

(})k(oo) = 0. From this solution 4>k(0), and hence the pressure on the blades, 

is determined. In this case a finite height of twenty is used instead of infinity 

and (6 .2 2 ) solved for all values of k < kmax where kmax is increased until a 

converged solution is found. This method is now illustrated by solving for the 

pressure given a known blade shape.

6.3.1 Solution with F ( 6 )  =  6 3 ( 1 — Ĵ )3 and Four Blades

We now determine the pressure on a set of blades each of which has identical 

shape given by F(9) = 93( 1 — J^ ) 3 as illustrated in Figure 6.2 where, in the case 

presented 9q =  |  and the number of blades is taken to be four, corresponding to 

disc solidity a =  0.4. This choice of blade shape is chosen to ensure tha t (6.1) 

holds and to aid the calculation of the Fourier coefficients and it must be noted 

that this is a wholly unrealistic choice, which is immediately apparent when
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compared with a realistic helicopter rotor blade (for example see Nakayama49 

or Riley & Brotherhood60.

M athematica was used to determine the Fourier coefficients and hence Ak 

for all values k < kmax where kmax is taken, in turn, to be twelve, twenty- 

five and fifty, and the results are presented in Figure 6 .2 . As can be seen the 

solution for the pressure seems to converge well before fifty terms and hence it 

is not deemed necessary to include further terms in the expansion for P(rf, 0). 

Figure 6.2 also shows that the pressure is largely constant in each wake which 

might be expected as the wake shape is flat in this symmetric case.

6.4 Summary

We have shown how the problem of the flow generated by a set of rotor blades 

with symmetric blade shape can be reduced to tha t of the NATBL on a cut- 

disc and to solving Laplace’s equation for the pressure outside the NATBL. 

This is im portant as the same process is involved in determining the solution 

to a system with asymmetric blade shape (except that there is the added 

complication of the unknown wake shape to be determined). In particular we 

have shown how the velocity profiles within the turbulent boundary layer can 

be found from knowledge of the blade shapes and the results of the cut-disc 

flow. This is also partially true for the asymmetric case where the velocity 

profiles within the NATBL can be determined on the blade. For the solution 

in the wake however it is necessary for the wake shape to be determined.

The actual method of solution used here, and hence the results for the 

pressure exerted on the blade, is highly restricted and only applies to very lim

ited cases. Nonetheless there is an im portant aspect which can be drawn from 

this idealized problem. The derivations of the blade shape-dependent bound
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ary condition and Laplace’s equation for the pressure hold for more general 

flows. Hence for a given blade shape the outer pressure problem requires the 

solution of Laplace’s equation subject to a known boundary condition for the 

pressure gradient. Again this also holds for the asymmetric case except that 

the condition on the pressure gradient now involves the unknown wake shape 

as well.

It may be possible to extend this work to the case of more realistic rotor 

blade configurations but since the problem of symmetric blades is of limited 

interest beyond those aspects which it shares with the asymmetric case, it is not 

judged necessary to do so here. In particular, one of the most severe limitations 

is the similarity solution introduced in §6.3 but avoiding this necessitates a 

solution to the fully 3D system (6.14) subject to (6.16). Instead we proceed 

to examine the case of asymmetric blade shape.
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Figure 6.2: Top: The blade thickness, F(0) = 6s ( 1  — J^ ) 3 with 0o = | . Middle: 

The pressure on each blade and wake of a cut-disc with symmetric blade shape 

given by F(6) = 63( 1 — J^ ) 3 with 6q = a = 0.4 and N  = 4. Bottom: 

Comparison of results for pressure P{6 ,0) with twelve, twenty-five and fifty  

terms of (6 .2 1 ).



Chapter 7

On Rotors with Vertically 

Asymmetric Blade Shape and the 

Influence of Ground Effect

7.1 Introduction

In helicopter dynamics, the properties of flow past blades with asymmetric 

shape are more significant than the earlier studied symmetric cases since it is 

this asymmetry which, in creating a pressure difference across the surface of 

the blades, allows the rotor to generate lift, enabling helicopters to fly. Thus 

whilst several aspects of rotor blade flow (the non-axisymmetry, interaction 

of the flow above and below the blade, and variable external pressure) have 

already been considered, asymmetry is such a fundamental feature that we 

now investigate the flow past a set of rotors with asymmetric blade shape.

The general problem of three-dimensional (3D) flow past asymmetric blades 

is very complicated and although the principles of flight are the same for both

189
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ud = U, vd =  0

uD = U,vD = 0

Figure 7.1: Diagram of a set of adjacent airfoils in a free stream. The actual 

height, yoD, and the Prandtl shift height, yd , a,re shown for comparison, as 

are the upper and lower blade shapes F+ and F~ respectively. The upper and 

lower dashed lines represent the edges of the turbulent boundary layer outside 

of which the flow is that of the free stream velocity.

rotary-wing aircraft (such as helicopters) and fixed-wing vehicles (such as air

planes), in the former case the wake generated at the trailing edge of one 

blade is likely to interact with the next blade (see Purvis58 and Smith &; 

Timoshin68,69), creating a complicated flow regime. Thus for a set of real

istic rotors it is judged im portant to not only consider flow past an isolated 

blade, but also that past many blades. The latter configuration presents many 

difficulties. It can be reduced to the problem of the flow around a cut-disc 

(possibly with inclination) through use of the Prandtl shift but then one must 

solve for the pressure outside the boundary layer, which is determined by the 

as yet unknown wake shape and boundary layer thickness, which cannot be
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calculated without knowledge of the external pressure. This is the documented 

phenomenon of inner-outer interaction (Smith k  Timoshin) where the outer 

pressure problem and the inner wake shape need to be resolved simultaneously.

The above complexity is somewhat prohibitive when it comes to studying 

the asymmetric flow problem and so, whilst there is an extensive amount of 

existing research on the flow past asymmetric blades, much of this work takes 

the case where they are isolated, such as in the experimental work conducted 

by Nakayama49, and so is of little direct interest here. Of more relevance are 

CFD based numerical models of helicopter rotor blade flow such as Yihua, 

Zhiqiang k  Yuan82 and existing experimental work on actual helicopter rotors 

including cases where sensors have been fitted to the rotor blades and have 

been able to measure the pressure and velocities which occur (see Riley k  

Brotherhood60).

The laminar case of flow generated by a rotor with asymmetric

blade shape has been studied by Smith k  Timoshin68 ,69 who, as with the case 

of blade symmetry, used the Prandtl shift to reduce the boundary layer to that 

on a cut-disc (which for symmetric flow they subsequently solved numerically 

and analytically). In the particular case of blade asymmetry the cut-disc 

problem has to be solved with vertical shifts in the velocity profiles at each 

leading edge (as was the case when a cut-disc with inclination was considered 

in Chapter 5). This is to take account of the fact that the wake centre line 

no longer necessarily runs from the trailing edge of one blade to the leading 

edge of the next one. Smith k  Timoshin then considered the 2 D inviscid 

potential flow problem outside the boundary layer. In the latter part, Smith 

k  Timoshin69 were able to derive a solution for the unknown pressure difference 

on the blades and normal velocity jump across the wakes which is determinable
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from knowledge of the blade shapes, boundary layer thicknesses and vertical 

wake shifts. Crucially, their work on the outer pressure problem immediately 

applies to the configuration of interest here since turbulent stress is taken to 

be negligible outside the boundary layer.

Vertical flow asymmetry is of course not just confined to blade shape. An

other im portant aspect of helicopter dynamics is the significant influence that 

the ground (or indeed any such surface) has on the flow regime. This ground 

effect is im portant for several reasons. One is the sheer scale of the influence - it 

is believed (see Bramwell8) th a t early helicopter flight was only made possible 

due to ground effect as there is a sizeable reduction in, say, the power required 

to sustain a helicopter in hover when the ground is near compared with when 

the distance to the ground is large. Another reason is tha t helicopters will ob

viously experience ground effect regularly (at least during take-off and landing 

for every flight) and so this phenomenon occurs extensively. Hence the influ

ence of the ground (which is taken to be a solid impermeable wall horizontal 

to and directly below the rotor blades) is examined here.

Purvis58 examined the laminar system of a rotating disc, and tha t of a body 

(an under-carriage) attached to a rotating disc, both at various distances from 

the ground. Similarly, the problem of the flow (laminar and turbulent) between 

a rotating and a stationary disc has been investigated by many preceding 

authors. This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8 , although it is 

noted here that these two-disc flows are not directly relevant to the present 

problem as they involve ground effect acting on a viscous height scale, which 

is much shorter than the height scales considered in the present chapter.

Now we consider one particular aspect of the asymmetric flow: the inviscid 

potential flow past a succession of asymmetric blades and the influence of the
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ground over a (quite) large vertical length scale. Essentially this means that 

the effect of the ground is felt on the whole system and does not interact 

with individual blades (whereas in Chapter 8  the influence of the ground is 

examined on a viscous length scale so that interaction between the ground and 

the turbulent boundary layer is considered). In particular here the study is 

restricted to 2D flow and the blades are taken to be sufficiently small tha t on a 

global scale they appear only as points, corresponding to the surface solidity a 

being small. Following the work in Chapter 5 on the low disc solidity limit on a 

cut-disc, we anticipate th a t this 2D system will be a reasonable approximation 

to the desired 3D case when the disc solidity a is small. As with the symmetric 

blade configurations of the previous chapter, the boundary layer thicknesses 

are considered negligible in comparison to the blade shape and are therefore 

omitted.

The current problem is of interest for the following reasons. As mentioned 

above, asymmetry is highly im portant in realistic helicopter dynamics and so 

we now want to examine the impact this has on the pressure and the fluid 

downwash, and how particular blade shapes (or rather, the difference in the 

upper and lower blade shapes) affect these two quantities. Moreover, as we 

are considering 2D potential flow it is relatively straightforward to extend this 

system to one which incorporates ground effect, which is another substantial 

feature of many practical rotor blade flows. The restriction to 2 D is designed to 

simplify the problem and allows the existing results of Smith & Timoshin to be 

applied here (the difficulties inherent in the analogous 3D flow are discussed 

in §7.5). The non-axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer (NATBL) is not 

considered here since our earlier work on a cut-disc now applies, albeit in 

terms of the Prandtl co-ordinates. Crucially the assumption here that the
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boundary layer thicknesses are negligible compared to the blade shape allows 

us to divorce the inner and outer aspects of this problem and allows a solution 

to be derived more readily.

We begin (in §7.2) by describing the flow which Smith & Timoshin exam

ined and include those results which are relevant to the present system. In 

§7.3 we then set out the specific flow problem tha t is to be examined and 

proceed to build on these previous results to derive solutions on two different 

length scales. First the pressure on a blade and the downwash in the wake 

in a region close to the blade are derived (§7.3.1); this local solution is then 

illustrated for a simple blade shape (§7.3.2) and compared with a numerical 

solution to a truncated version of the full result of Smith & Timoshin (§7.3.3). 

Then the global form of the downwash (also known as the induced velocity) 

is determined, where the distance to the nearest blade is large (§7.3.4), and 

the two solutions are matched. This global solution is then extended to form 

a complex potential (§7.3.5) on the global scale before the influence of ground 

effect is incorporated through the use of an image potential (§7.4). Finally, as 

mentioned above, in §7.5 the 3D flow problem is briefly discussed.

7.2 Problem Formulation and Governing Equa

tions

Here we seek to use the work of Smith & Timoshin69 to see if a periodic 2D 

solution exists for the inviscid potential flow past a set of asymmetric blades. 

Since their results form the basis of the subsequent work in this chapter, the 

flow which they examined is now briefly discussed before a solution pertinent 

to the present investigation is produced.
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The (non-dimensional) flow which Smith k  Timoshin considered was for 

the physical system of a uniform stream of unit magnitude past an array of 

N  aligned blades each of which runs from an (the leading edge) to bn (the 

trailing edge), where 1 <  n < N  and where all the leading and trailing edges 

lie along the line y =  0 as indicated in Figure 7.1. This classification of 

the leading and trailing edges leads to the obvious description of each blade 

as anbn which is now used throughout. The analysis of Smith k  Timoshin 

applies equally whether N  is finite or not but since they considered viscous 

flow there exists boundary layers on all the blades. Since each boundary layer 

grows monotonically, Smith k  Timoshin were restricted to a finite number of 

blades. W ith the present flow the boundary layers are taken to be so negligibly 

small tha t even in the limit as N  approaches infinity they can still be ignored 

and so we are able to apply the results of Smith k  Timoshin for any value of 

N , including infinity.

Each blade is taken to have asymmetric thickness and hence the upper and 

lower blade shapes F+ and F~  are taken to apply in the regions y >  0  and 

y  <  0  respectively whilst the wake shape (or alternatively the wake centre 

line) is denoted Wn for the wake running from bn to an+i. These blade and 

wake shapes are then combined into two global shape functions, /+  and /_ ,

corresponding to the upper and lower halves of the flow respectively. /+  is

defined piecewise as

f F+(x) for an < x  < b n
A W  =  < -  -  (7.1)

y Wn(x) for bn < x  < an+i

for an < x  <  On+i, with a similar definition applying to /_ . These shape 

functions are then used by Smith k  Timoshin when defining the Prandtl shift 

(Appendix C), thereby reducing the problem to that of a cut-disc where there
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x
is a pressure difference across the blades and a nonzero downwash in the wakes.

y =  0 (as illustrated in Figure 7.1) and so in the wake /+  — /_  =  2Wn.

The outer potential flow here is the same as tha t in Chapter 6 . However in 

the case where the blades have symmetric thickness we were only concerned 

with the pressure perturbations outside the NATBL which by symmetry were 

the same above and below the blade. Now with asymmetry introduced it is 

necessary to consider the pressure in both the upper and lower halves of the 

flow, denoted p+ and p_ respectively, both of which satisfy Laplace’s equation 

following the analogous result (6.13) of §6 .2 .2 . Since ultimately the actual 

pressures exerted on the upper and lower surfaces of the blade m atter only in 

terms of the difference in the pressure, it is now more practical to deal with 

the pressure difference

where V(x)  = (f++5+ — / _ —<$“ )' on the blades, and which, from the definition 

of the Prandtl shift, is equivalent to the difference in the normal velocities 

above and below the line y =  0, denoted v+ and v_ respectively. It is im portant 

to note that as with the blade shapes, the normal velocity in each half of the 

flow is measured in opposite directions. Hence in the wakes v+ — = 2v+

A .  i u. \ J e i  L j - | ^  .

In this description the blade shapes are measured as the distance from the line

P = P+ ~ P - (7.2)

Due to the linearity of the Laplace operator the pressure difference also satisfies 

Laplace’s equation and hence

V 2p  =  0 . (7.3)

From Smith & Timoshin the boundary conditions for p are

p (x , 0 ) =  0  for bn < x  < an+i, (7.4)

(7.5)
dv
—  (x ,0 ) =  - V \ x )  for an i < x <  6 n, 
oy
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and so V(x)  is equivalent to twice the downwash. Here 6+ and 8~ are the 

boundary layer thicknesses on the upper and lower sides of the blade. Smith 

& Timoshin then use the work of Muskhelishvili48 for mixed boundary value 

problems to derive the following solution for V (x ) in the wakes:

and for the pressure difference on the blades:

These results are significant as they form the governing equations used 

throughout the remainder of the chapter and are applied to the particular flow 

of present concern which is to be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

In the case of the flow considered by Smith &; Timoshin, these inviscid-region 

equations had to be coupled with the boundary layer flows to provide a solution 

as it is necessary to know the boundary layer thicknesses (J+ and S~) in order 

to solve (7.6) and (7.7). In the current setting however, as the boundary layers 

are considered negligible, this coupling does not arise and so (7.6) and (7.7) 

can be solved directly. ^  Ccx<xcĥ

7.3 A Periodic Flow Past 2D Blades

As described above, the work of Smith k. Timoshin applies to any array of 

aligned blades but since the present 2D system is taken as an approximation 

to the 3D flow generated by a • o :f rotor we are interested only in a periodic 

solution. Equations (7.6) and (7.7) could be solved numerically for a finite 

number of blades or, in the case where N  = oo, the summations could be 

truncated to provide an approximate solution. Since such numerical solutions
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have been obtained by Smith & Timoshin this is not repeated here (except 

for a simple solution to the flow local to a blade in §7.3.3). Instead (7.6) and 

(7.7) are examined analytically in two different regimes. Firstly a solution is 

derived in an area local to a given blade, say, to see how the flow behaves

in this region. The problem is then illustrated for a given blade shape before 

solving (7.6) numerically to verify the accuracy of the local form. Then in 

the far-wake region (where the distance to the nearest blade is large) a global 

solution is obtained to test if a periodic flow is possible. In order to relate 

these two solutions, they are then matched before finally the impact of ground 

effect on the current flow is considered through the use of image potentials.

7.3.1 Local Solution

To begin we now consider the local flow form, namely the flow in a region close

to a blade. This enables the pressure difference on the blade to be ascertained

and also allows us to examine whether the flow here behaves like that past

an isolated blade. Since we are interested in the flow where x  «  the

substitution x = a,k +  ax, is used with x = bk corresponding to x = 1 , and

£ =  a* +  a£ for a* <  £ <  b{, remembering tha t for the present purpose a C  1 .

Initially the velocity difference V(x)  is considered. Introducing the notation

df+ df- df
v { x ) = £ - £ = £  (7-8)

so that /  is the difference in the shape functions, we have the following solution

for V(x)  in the wakes close to a blade

anV(x) =  7r ^  =  \ X _  1 [    ^ -  | ^ \^d£ +  0(a).  (7.9)
dx x J0 ( x - ( ) l 1 s 7

This solution is the same as that for an isolated blade plus a small, O(a),

correction and so if a <C 1 the flow close to akbk is approximately that of the
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flow past an isolated blade.

It is possible to calculate (7.9) for a particular blade shape but initially, 

and with a view to the required matching with the global solution tha t is 

subsequently derived, we examine how the local solution (7.9) behaves as the 

distance from the blade increases, corresponding to the region where x  1 . 

Letting x  —> oo, (7.9) becomes

4 ~ i

and hence

f „ ! h & + C l , (7.1D
IT

where

I  = [  ^ l = L - | Id£.  (7.12)
Jo 3 £ ' £ - l '

Having determined the local behaviour of V  (x) we now consider the pres

sure difference on the blade. In this case (7.7) is evaluated, noting tha t here
l

the integral has to be treated as a Cauchy principal value (PV) integral due 

to the presence of the factor (since x = £ at some point within the range 

of integration there is a possible singularity). Following the same derivation 

as for V(x) ,  we then have

-  _  1 r l  t

a7rp(x,0) =  —1“ =— \^P V  /  _ d(L |=— -|^d£ +  0 (a). (7.13)
x Jo (x -  f) f  -  1

Equations (7.9) and (7.13) show that the blade shape is vitally im portant

here in determining p(x, 0 ) and V(x)  and that changes in the blade shape can 

dramatically affect the nature of, say, the pressure difference on the blade.

Thus we have derived the local form of the pressure difference and al

though recognizing that on this length scale the specific blade shape involved 

can dramatically alter the resulting solution (and so solving (7.9) for a given
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blade shape is only of limited value), a specific solution is now shown as an 

illustration.

7.3.2 Solution with f ( x )  =  (/+ — =  x%(l  — x)i

Equation (7.9) is now examined by choosing the blade shapes such that

/(* )  =  (/+  -  f - ) ( x )  = x5 (l -  x)§ (7.14)

as illustrated in Figure 7.2. Although this choice of blade shape is essentially 

chosen for convenience only, consideration is given to choose a blade shape 

which is at least loosely realistic. As with the subsequent global solution of 

§7.3.4 the blades are taken to be identical and evenly separated. Therefore

0 . 2 5

0 . 1 5

0 . 0 5

0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1
X

1 3Figure 7.2: Plot of blade shape difference f ( x )  = x i ( l  — x)*.

V  (x) on the blades is given by

V{x)  =  — x)% — ^ x ^ ( l  — x)^ (7.15)

and so in the wake regions close to the blades we now have the solution
( l  °\)

V(5f) =  2a7r1 1 ̂ [ 4  (4^  — l ) M ( l ^ l ) ]  (7.16)

as illustrated in Figure 7.3. It is likewise possible to calculate the pressure 

difference on the blade as

p(x] =  +  (4 J -  l ) M ( l ^ l ) ] .  (7-17)
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Figure 7.3: Local Solution o fV (x )  where f i x )  =  [ f+ — f - ) ( x )  = x ^ { l  — x)* 

on the blade. Tk*. oc,~ O Vo ^  — ( .

which is illustrated in Figure 7.4, remembering that the integral in (7.13) is a 

Cauchy principal value due to the existence of a possible singularity.

Figure 7.4: Pressure difference p(x) on the blade where the blade shape is given 

by f ( x )  = x ^ ( l  — x ) i .

Equation (7.17) can be integrated along the blade to calculate the total
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pressure difference (P ) which turns out to be

bn

p(x)dx  (7.18)
n

= a I p(x)dx  
Jo 
an

~ Y '

This shows how despite the singularity which occurs at x = 0, the total pressure 

difference on the blade is finite.

7.3.3 Numerical Solution

Next (7.6) is evaluated numerically and compared with the analytical local 

solution derived above, (7.9), to see how accurate the local approximation is. 

For this purpose we take a = 0.1 and examine the region close to the blade 

which runs from x = 0 to x = 0.27T (known as ao&o)- Next the two summations 

in (7.6) are truncated, corresponding to the twenty-five blades before and after 

aobo instead of allowing N  to be infinite. This is a reasonable approximation 

since if x  ~  0, then % 1 . This truncated form of (7.6) is now oxk'U'l&*A

using (A athematica to produce the following solutions presented in Figure 7.5.

As can be seen, the numerical results are in very good agreement with the 

analytical solutions, particularly so for regions close to the blade (x «  0  and 

x  ~  1 ) and that as |T| increases the two solutions begin to differ more widely. 

This is anticipated since the local analytical solution applies only to the flow 

close to the blade. Interestingly, the numerical results also show how close the 

flow in a region near the blade is to an isolated blade. The use of Mathematica 

to solve this problem, whilst being convenient and efficient, has the drawback 

that it is unable to produce results for x  «  1 +  and so results are only shown
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Figure 7.5: Local Solution o fV { x )  where f{x )  = x i ( l  — x)a on the blade. 

Left top: Numerical solution to (7.6) in the (downstream) range x  <  0. Right 

top: Numerical solution to (7.6) in the range x > 1.035 {upstream). Left 

bottom: Numerical solution compared with analytical local solution (7.9) in the 

range x  <  0 (downstream). Right bottom: Numerical solution compared with 

analytical local solution (7.9) in the range x  > 1 {upstream). The increasing 

disparity between the analytical and numerical local solutions as |3?| increases 

is to be expected since the analytical solution is only valid in a region close to 

the blade.

for x  > 1.035. It may be possible to calculate the truncated form of (7.6) for 

1 <  x < 1.035 using Simpson’s rule but this is not performed here.

Next the nature of the flow in regions where there is a large distance to the 

nearest blade is examined. This is denoted the ’global solution’.
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7.3.4 Global Solution

W ith a local solution now determined, it is timely to check whether (7.6) 

permits a periodic solution, by means of considering the global behaviour of 

the flow. To this end, (7.6) is examined here on a length scale much greater 

than a typical blade length and in particular where x — «  x  — £  for all

leading edges a* and where & is an arbitrary point on the blade a,ibi. This 

means th a t the distance from each blade is large. Letting £ =  a{ +  a£ for 

ai < € < h  as before, leads to the following global solution to (7.6),

which in 3D is the equation for a sum of line vortices at an. Here I  is defined, 

as in the local case, by

Note that this only holds if all the blade differences /  are the same (and for the 

blade difference used in §7.3.2 it is found that I  =  | ) .  Otherwise a different 

integral, say, would exist for each blade. The simplification that each blade 

is identical and evenly separated has a little validity since in practice most 

helicopter rotor blades are approximately the same and evenly spaced. Blade 

inclination does vary as the blades rotate, so the blades are not truly the same 

at any given moment, but as discussed previously in Chapter 5 this is not a 

feature with which we are concerned here.

This leads to the following form for / ,

i=i

Thus close to a blade we have the isolated blade solution with a small correction 

term, whilst in the wake the flow ’feels’ all the blades. In this global solution

(7.19)

(7.20)

(7.21)
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if x  is allowed to approach say, so that this solution can be examined as 

the flow nears the blade a ^ ,  then the term In \x — ai\ in (7.21) becomes much 

greater than all the other terms and so the influence of the blade a* 6 * comes 

to dominate the flow, as was found with the local solution, and which seems 

intuitively correct.

In the case of an infinite number of blades, each of which is identical and 

evenly separated, it is possible to scale the horizontal lengths appropriately 

so tha t an = irn +  | ,  for all integer values of n , so tha t the global solution 

becomes

This solution is clearly 27r-periodic since, if we now consider V (x  + 27r),

In particular (7.22), from Carrier, Krook &; Pearson10, is equivalent to

This known result is im portant as we have shown that a periodic solution exists 

on this global length scale which is necessary if this 2D flow is to have any 

relevance to the practical 3D flows which are of interest.

(7.22)

(7.23)

irV(x).

V(x)
I

tan(x). (7.24)
7r
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7.3.5 Complex Potential

It is now possible to extend the global solution for the normal downwash

(7.24) to a description for the entire problem. Since we have potential flow, 

the Cauchy-Riemann equations apply to —p(x) and V{x)  and so there exists 

a complex potential lJ(z) where z = x -\-iy and

~ r  = ~P + i{v+ -  V-). (7.25)dz

Hence given (7.24) we take this complex potential to be given by

dcJ i l  . . .
—  =  - - t a n ( * )  (7.26)

and so
i l

lj = — In (cos z). (7.27)
7r

The pressure difference p  is therefore given by

i l
p = Re[— tan (x 4 - iy)]t (7.28)

7T

and examining this solution as y —> oo we find that

p -  ~  (7.29)
7T

since, as y  —> oo, tan(z) —► i and the complex potential tends to

duJ / . I  .
T z (z) -  (7.30)

with I  being real, by definition.

Thus it seems that, on this global scale, the blade shape only affects the 

magnitude of the normal velocity across the wake and not the direction at any 

point. Similarly the blade shape only affects the magnitude of the pressure 

difference at infinity. This is in contrast to the local behaviour where the blade
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shape influences the entire nature of these two quantities. The diminishing 

impact of the blade shape as the distance to the nearest blade increases seems 

natural, especially as on this global scale the distance to the nearest blade is 

taken to be very large. We have therefore shown that, in the limit of a 1, in 

a region close to a given blade we have a flow approximately the same as that 

past an isolated blade yet nonetheless the global solution is periodic. This is 

im portant as one of the problems in modelling a '» j ro to r as a series of 2D 

isolated blades is reconciling the fact tha t such a flow is not periodic (see Neish 

&; Smith50). In this case we have shown how, on a global scale, the influence 

of all the blades can ’combine’ to ensure periodicity but tha t on a local scale 

only the nearest blade is im portant (to leading order) and the impact of all the 

other blades is reduced to a higher order effect. In some respects this mirrors 

the findings of Chapter 5 when we found that when the disc solidity becomes 

small the cut-disc flow close to a blade and in the near-wake resembles that 

of an isolated flat plate and wake. However, as the distance from the blade 

increases, this near-wake solution breaks down and the influence of the other 

blades reasserts itself on the flow.

7.4 Ground Effect

As mentioned previously the influence of the ground is an important and in

teresting aspect of rotor dynamics and one which we now seek to examine. 

Supposing that each blade is at a height h above the ground, we can incorpo

rate ground effect by including an image potential at a height —h. Thus (7.26) 

becomes
ffjJ. . i l  . . ,. . , . .  .
—  (z) =  (tan(z +  ih) +  tan(z — ih)), (7.31)
d z  7r
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which is equivalent to 

duJ
— (z) = 2 iI  ta n k )  ( 1  ~  tan h W 2> 
dz 7r ( 1  +  tan(z ) 2 tanh(/i)2)

For small values of h this yields

d u .  . 2 i l  ( 1  — h2)
dz {Z) ~  7T ta n ^ ( l  +  fc2 tan(z)2) ’

as illustrated in Figure 7.6, and ultimately reduces to

V(x)  =  — — tan(x)
7r

at ?/ =  0 as h —>0, as shown in Figure 7.6 also.

V{x)

75

50

* ■  J J
1

25
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75

C  *  4 r  6

V(x)
X

(7.32)

(7.33)

(7.34)

Figure 7.6: Plot o fV (x )  in ground effect, as given by (7.32), with distance 

from the ground h — 0  (left top), h = 0 . 0 0 1  (right top), h = 0 . 0 1  (left bottom) 

and h = 0 . 1  (right bottom).

As can clearly be seen from (7.34), when h —*• 0 the normal velocity across 

the y = 0  line doubles when the blades are very close to the ground.

This is interesting as in helicopter rotors the downwash through the ro

tor blades is related to the power required to sustain a vehicle in hover. In 

particular, a simple modelling of a helicopter rotor as an actuator disc (see
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Bramwell8, Stepniewski & Keys73, Seddon65 and Spalart72) suggests tha t the 

induced power is related to the downwash (Seddon) and so in the limit as the 

ground becomes infinitesimally close to the blades, the induced power would 

be expected to increase and means that the power required to maintain a he

licopter in hover is greatly reduced by the presence of the ground. In practice 

it is found that when the distance from the ground is approximately 30% of 

the rotor then the induced power required to maintain hover is reduced

by 50% (Seddon).

Similarly we can now also derive the local behaviour of the flow with ground 

effect by examining

v * +a)+, (I - .  ,1=1^1 j; %-Lj.sje^  (7, 5)

which approaches 2V(x) as h —*■ 0. Thus on the local scale, the magnitude 

of the induced velocity at any point is again doubled. A similar result can be 

shown for the pressure difference, so tha t p also doubles when ground effect is 

included and the distance to the ground decreases to zero.

7.5 On Three-Dimensional Rotors with Asym

metric Blade Shape

Finally we now discuss the problem of a set of 3D rotors with asymmetric 

blade shape. The solution to this 3D flow can be considered as consisting 

of three parts. First the boundary layer problem can be reduced to that on 

a cut-disc, possibly with inclination, through use of the Prandtl shift, which 

is solved in Chapter 5. Second there is the outer pressure problem which 

essentially requires the solution of Laplace’s equation subject to a boundary
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condition dependent on the (known) blade shape and the (generally unknown) 

wake shape. In Chapter 6  this was shown for a highly simplified flow with the 

wake shape determined by the symmetry of the region. The final aspect of 

the problem is then the determination of the unknown wake shape itself. As 

discussed previously, this part of the problem is intimately connected to the 

solution for the outer pressure problem (viscous-inviscid interaction) and the 

determination of the wake shape presents several well-known difficulties.

The wake shape cannot be calculated pointwise as the requirement of peri

odicity means that at any point in the wake the flow must be affected by the 

downstream behaviour. This can be seen from our numerical solution to the 

symmetric blade shape problem where we use the whole blade and wake shape 

to calculate the pressure in the outer inviscid region. Moreover the sheer range 

of possible wake shapes which are feasible prohibit a trial-and-error method 

of solution. In the 2D case it is possible to derive the Muskhelishvili equation 

governing the wake shape (as well as the pressure difference) and in particular, 

the assumption that the boundary layer thickness is minuscule in comparison 

to the blade shape, allows us to either directly calculate the wake shape for 

a given - rotor or, as previously in this chapter, derive local and global 

solutions for the downwash and pressure difference. Unfortunately in the 3 D 

version of the problem there appears to be no such succinct equations to de

scribe the flow and hence calculate the solution.

7.6 Summary

In this chapter it has been possible to consider vertical flow asymmetry in 

two different contexts (blade shape and ground effect). In particular we have 

shown that for the 2D inviscid flow past a set of aligned blades, if a is small
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then in a region close to a blade the flow is approximately that of an isolated 

blade whilst on a global far-wake length scale the flow is periodic. The implied 

splitting of scales is im portant in terms of modelling the flow past a cl 

rotor .Moreover it has been shown how, intuitively, the blade shape is crucial 

in determining the nature of the pressure difference and normal velocity across 

the wake, local to a blade, whereas on a global scale only the magnitudes of 

these quantities are affected by the blade shape.

When ground effect is included, the pressure difference and downwash dou

ble in magnitude as the distance between the blade and the ground decreases 

to zero. That leads to a change in the magnitude of the p o v ^ ^

, a feature which is noted by amongst others Seddon65 and Gent et al32.



Chapter 8 

The Flow Between a Stationary 

and a Rotating Disc

8.1 Introduction

Thus far in this thesis, with the exception of the inclusion of ground effect at 

the end of the previous chapter, only unbounded flows have been considered. 

This has meant that in most of the preceding work, the flows have been treated 

as if they occur in an infinite or semi-infinite fluid domain. Whilst this is often 

a reasonable assumption to make, in numerous practical scenarios some form 

of obstacle or barrier exists. As such, a bounded flow system is now considered, 

namely the turbulent flow between two discs at a fixed distance sd (the gap- 

width) apart, one of which is rotating at constant angular velocity to (the rotor) 

and the other one stationary (the stator).

As well as being an intriguing flow in its own right, this particular problem 

is of interest for the following reasons. Firstly it is an obvious extension to 

the free disc system investigated in Chapter 3 and allows for the possibility

2 1 2
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Figure 8.1: Diagram of a rotating disc and a stationary disc.

of comparing the velocity profiles between the current and free disc flows. 

Moreover, as already stated, rotating discs occur commonly in engineering 

and here it is sometimes unreasonable to assume an infinite fluid domain.

In addition to these motivations the primary reason for considering this flow 

is its application to helicopter dynamics and for the present purpose the benefit 

in understanding the current problem is two-fold. Crucially ground effect can 

now be considered on a viscous length scale so that interaction between the 

ground and the turbulent boundary layer can be examined. Further, since the 

current flow is three-dimensional, a cylindrical enclosure can also be introduced 

to the system as a simple model for the presence of a side structure. This is 

briefly considered here although for the most part the only surfaces involved 

are those of the two discs.

In light of the relevance of this two-disc system in engineering applications, 

it is not surprising that the present flow and several related ones have been 

studied extensively by many different authors, with much of this work involving 

experiments or numerical solutions. Whilst providing substantial quantitative
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knowledge of the behaviour of the flow between two discs this nonetheless re

sults in a lack of analytical insight. In particular, where theoretical treatm ents 

have been performed significant assumptions are often made or results limited 

to certain values of the Reynolds number.

Some of these previous studies are now discussed but this is by no means 

meant to be taken as a comprehensive review as the relevant literature is far 

too wide-ranging. Instead, only those works which are of particular relevance 

to the present investigation or those which are illustrative of the types of flows 

possible, are mentioned.

Perhaps the most relevant to the present study is the work of Cooper & 

Reshotko22 who also modelled the three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer 

(3DTBL) between a rotating and a stationary disc. Their work consists of 

a numerical solution to the Reynolds equations (for a ’narrow’ and a ’wide’ 

gap-width) using the Cebeci-Smith model for the eddy viscosity. Crucially, the 

form of the Cebeci-Smith model used by Cooper & Reshotko is im portant here 

as it forms the basis of the one which is used in this chapter. Unfortunately, 

their study was limited to turbulent boundary layers with a Reynolds number 

up to 107. Bay ley & Owen3 also used the boundary layer approximation and a 

simple effective viscosity model to produce numerical data for the case where 

there is an applied radial outflow. They then compared these results with their 

own experimental work.

Daily & Nece25 examined both laminar and turbulent two-disc flow ex

perimentally, with some theoretical work based on a ^-th power law for the 

velocity. This work provides a clear description of the different types of bound

ary layers which can occur between two discs: an issue which is considered in 

more detail later when the nature of the turbulent boundary layer looked at
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here is discussed. A further related problem is that of 2 D turbulent Couette 

flow which has been examined analytically by Afzal1. Not only does this flow 

share certain similarities with the flow between a rotating and a stationary 

disc but Cooper k  Reshotko also suggest that such flows actually approach 

turbulent Couette flow at sufficiently large radii. Finally it should be noted 

that the cases of co- and counter-rotating discs and of the inclusion of cylindri

cal enclosures around the two discs have been examined by, amongst others, 

Bhattacharyya k  Pal4, Daniels, Johnson & Graber26, Dijkstra k  van Heist27, 

Gan, Kilic k  Owen31 and Szeri, Schneider k  Labbe75.

There appears to have been very little analytical discussion of this problem, 

in particular involving the use of an eddy viscosity approach to modelling the 

turbulent stresses. Moreover where the Cebeci-Smith model has been used, it 

only applies for a limited radial range. Here we seek to address the apparent 

lack of analytical investigations into this system. As such our aim is to de

velop some analytical understanding of the flow between two discs (including 

some simple discussions about the appropriate nature of the form of the eddy 

viscosity relevant here). The subsequent work is therefore intended to be a 

tentative first step towards understanding this system and is not a compre

hensive solution. As such, and as a simplification, the following assumptions 

are made:

1 . Only the flow at large radii (relative to the gap-width) is considered;

2. It is (initially at least) assumed that the flow is antisymmetric about the 

centre of the gap between the two discs; and

3. The appropriate eddy viscosity model to use corresponds to the lower 

tier of the Cebeci-Smith model, as used by Cooper k  Reshotko, only.
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These assumptions are discussed in more detail throughout this chapter and 

unfortunately restrict the direct application of the present work to helicopter 

dynamics. In particular, as rotor blades are obviously finite in extent and 

as the presence of a helicopter body means tha t there is always a significant 

clearance between the rotors and the ground (or any other surface beneath the 

helicopter), it is unlikely in practical situations that flow at the radii considered 

here could occur. Moreover, much of the existing experimental and numerical 

work does not directly relate to the present problem as such research generally 

applies to the flow at lower radii (although often at large enough radii for 

turbulence to occur). This is a hinderance insofar as there is then very little 

previous research with which to compare our own results.

It is hoped that the work here is still im portant to helicopter dynamics 

as there exists the possibility of extending the analytical features discussed to 

include flows at lower radii. More generally this work is still directly valid to 

any engineering application where two discs are in very close proximity.

Based on the assumptions mentioned above, this chapter adheres to the 

following structure. The appropriate governing equations are described, al

though this is done without specifying the precise details of the Cebeci-Smith 

model immediately (§8 .2 ). A structure for the turbulent boundary layer is 

then set out in §8.3. An analytical solution at large radii (§8.4.1) and a nu

merical method (§8.4.2) are derived and the subsequent predictions compared 

in §8.4.3. A test case using a speculative form of the eddy viscosity is described 

in §8.4.4 followed by a further analytical solution (§8.4.5) based on this choice 

of the eddy viscosity. In §8.4.6 these results are contrasted with those for a 

free rotating disc based on the results of Chapter 3. The skin friction on the 

two discs is then calculated analytically and compared with the asymptotic
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behaviour of the skin friction as found by Cooper h  Reshotko (§8.4.7). Finally 

three possible extensions of this model are briefly considered, namely asym

metry about the gap centre line (§8.5.1), the addition of an enclosure around 

the two discs as a means of modelling the impact of side-structures on the flow 

(§8.5.2) and the flow between a rotating cut-disc and a stationary disc (§8.5.3).

8.2 Problem Formulation

As with the rotating disc flow in Chapter 3, the Reynolds equations, taken 

with a suitable eddy viscosity model, are considered the governing equations 

of the current problem. From Cooper & Reshotko, these are (using the same 

notation, where appropriate, as in Chapter 3),

duD vD2 duD 1 dpD d2uD d duD
u d -a +  w d - z —  =  — o—  +  — 2 +  — )’ I8-1)orD rD ozD p o rD dzD2 dzD dzD

dvD uDvD dvD 1 dpD d2vD d dvD
u d + -------- +  w D ~ —  = ----------- wx- +  v — « +  — ) (8.2)dro td dzD pro dd dzo dzd dzr>

and

td drD dzD 

The eddy viscosity used by Cooper & Reshotko is

1 d(uDrD) + ^ o = 0  ( 8  3)

VtD = S (8.4)
for z D > zDk

k k l z l l  1 - e x p ( - | £ ( ^ ) 5 )]2| ! ^  +  io x zD < z Dk.

The quantity zd represents the distance from the nearest disc, hence the lower 

tier of the Cebeci-Smith model occurs in a layer on both discs (possibly) sep

arated by the upper tier. In general the junction position z^k  can ta ke two 

different values (corresponding to the two junction positions) but in the anti

symmetric case, ZDk is obviously a unique value.
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This modified form of the Cebeci-Smith model contains several differences 

from that of the free disc case. In particular, the outer form contains several 

modifications including a new constant £ 4  =  0.057 and the expression ( ^ ) s  

whilst the term in the inner part has been replaced by ~z2D.

There is also the as yet unspecified quantity 8^, which is a measure of 

the boundary layer thickness and which arises from the fact that in a merged 

boundary layer the notion of the displacement thickness is no longer appropri

ate. Cooper & Reshotko define 8^  for 7# <  107, based on the displacement 

thickness terms which they derived for a free rotating disc and a rotating disc 

with an applied pressure gradient, and is given in terms of R tr, the radial 

Reynolds number as defined previously. Cooper & Reshotko use the form

8*m =  5.5 +  0.503R p  +  0.013172?

+(1 -  2/%,)(0.6 -  0.5037#° +  0.00977#) (8.5)

and treat /3P as an unknown to be determined, where (3P is termed the local 

radial pressure gradient and defined as

#  =  - T ~ W -  t8'6)y pujzro or

Note that as the flow approaches an antisymmetric state, then (3P —> (3 (the 

non-dimensional centre line velocity) and hence (3P —» 7 as Rr —► 0 0 .

Since this particular choice for the eddy viscosity is only defined for a 

Reynolds number no greater than 107, there is some ambiguity about the 

appropriate form to use at large values of Rr. This is now discussed.

8.2.1 Eddy Viscosity

Due to the limited range of validity of (8.4) it is important to consider the eddy 

viscosity in more detail. Equation (8.4) is not the only form of the Cebeci-
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Smith model which could be considered here. Wilson80 uses a further different 

form for the viscosity in a confined region, albeit for the merged turbulent 

boundary layer in a curved duct. This involves a quasi-displacement thickness 

and for the present purpose is defined as

r = / “ ( * »  -  1 )dzD, (8.7)
Jo u r D

but is otherwise identical to the form used in Chapter 3.

Since most of the previous research into this problem has consisted of nu

merical solutions not involving the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity, or experimen

tal work, and since the 5^  used by Cooper & Reshotko is only defined on a 

limited range of values of i^ ,  the appropriate choice of <5̂  for the whole flow, 

and hence the numerical system to be solved, is not well established. More

over, in light of the fact tha t Cooper & Reshotko only define S^  on a finite 

range of Reynolds numbers it is reasonable to wonder whether the outer tier 

of the eddy viscosity need be used throughout the 3DTBL or if for some radial 

range only the inner tier (which must be present for logarithmic matching with 

the laminar sublayers to be possible) applies. Attention is thus turned to the 

choice of v t D  appropriate here. Four options seem possible:

1 . Only the inner tier of the Cebeci-Smith model occurs at radii this large;

2. The appropriate Cebeci-Smith model used should be the same as that of 

Wilson;

3. Consideration could be limited to the same radial range as Cooper & 

Reshotko;

4. An as yet unknown form for v t D  could be applied for values of the 

Reynolds number greater than those considered by Cooper &; Reshotko.
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Since we are assuming antisymmetry here it is not acceptable to restrict 

our investigations to relatively low Reynolds numbers and so we cannot simply 

limit this present problem to the range which Cooper & Reshotko examined. 

Moreover it is shown subsequently that the form used by Wilson is not suitable 

for this flow. Hence either a new, as yet undetermined value for vtD , or only 

the inner tier of the Cebeci-Smith model, must be used.

The simplest choice is therefore tha t the outer tier is not present at all (and 

that the lower tier is simply the same as that of Cooper & Reshotko) and this 

is what is now assumed to hold. In practice a somewhat speculative alternative 

formulation (by no means based on any first principals or on P randtl’s mixing 

length hypotheses) involving both tiers of the Cebeci-Smith model is also used 

as it provides a means to compare the subsequent analytical and numerical 

results produced (this is not really possible using only the inner tier as in this 

case it has not been possible to produce numerical results at a sufficiently large 

radius). Hence having decided on the eddy viscosity to use here, we proceed 

to examine the Reynolds equations further.

8.2.2 Governing Equations

As previously stated (8.1) — (8.3) with the eddy viscosity term given by the 

inner tier of (8.4) are taken as the basis of the governing equations used here. 

The lengths rp  and zd are now non-dimensionalized against the gap-width S£>,
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and the velocities against uro-  Hence

rD = ?§r, (8 .8)

zd = sDz , (8.9)

u D = ujrDf ( r , z ) ,  (8 .10)

vD = u r Dg'(r,z), (8 .11)

pD = pu2r2DP(r), (8.12)

where 7 denotes differentiation with respect to 2 , and where the radius is scaled 

against k2 for convenience. The above equations yield the following form for 

the normal velocity w d ,

^  £

WD =  - 2 u s Df  -  u s Dr — . (8.13)
or

Thus the distance between the two discs is now taken to be unity and the 

Reynolds equations for this problem have become

/ '2 +  rf %  -  9'2 -  2 f f "  -  r /"§£ = - r ^  - 2 P +  ±-fm (8.14)

^  / - 2 r i  ( Z ^ U t  n i 2 /  rt/2 , „ / / 2 \ ±  r//>+ r f z (z2[ 1 -  e x p +  9 ^ f")

and

( * ■ »

+r^-z ( A  1 -  e x p ( - ^ ) f  ( / " 2 +  g"2) h " )

2

with R s = the gap-width Reynolds number which is considered large, and 

z measuring the (non-dimensional) distance from the nearest disc.

We now consider the pressure gradient terms involved here. When the flow 

is antisymmetric, along the line z = f  = 0 and g’ — Consideration of
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the inertial-turbulent layer subsequently reveals tha t P  =  |  so tha t the 0(1) 

terms in the perturbation expansions balance. This yields

^  (8.16) orD 4

and appears to be in agreement with the calculations of Cooper &; Reshotko 

which indicate that in the limit as r —> oo,

<^>

Since the main area of focus here is when the turbulent boundary layers 

are fully merged, in particular when the flow is sufficiently developed for an

tisymmetry to occur, the regime of interest corresponds to r 1 and so the 

governing equations (8.14) and (8.15) are considered as the radius r  becomes 

large. (8.14) and (8.15) certainly seem to suggest th a t as this occurs the tu r

bulent terms come to dominate the inertial ones, particularly in the azimuthal 

momentum equation so tha t eventually only the turbulent stresses will remain. 

This raises the important question of the appropriate choice of radial length 

scale for this problem. This is discussed subsequently in conjunction with the 

appropriate boundary layer structure to use.

8.3 Boundary Layer Structure

As with the rotating disc considered in Chapter 3, when the radius r is small 

the flow is actually laminar, and turbulence is only taken to occur after some 

transitional radius onwards. This can be seen when the different boundary 

layers which occur between two discs are considered. Daily & Nece25 actually 

identify four distinct flow regimes: separate laminar boundary layers; merged 

laminar boundary layers; separate turbulent boundary layers; and merged tu r

bulent boundary layers. The flow between two such discs can include one or
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more of these different regimes depending on the gap-width and disc radii. In 

particular, if the gap-width is sufficiently large then all four regimes, except for 

tha t of merged laminar boundary layers, can exist within one configuration. 

For our purposes and since this chapter is concerned with the solution at large 

radii only, it is assumed tha t the boundary layers on each disc have merged 

and the flow between the two discs can in effect be taken to be a single turbu

lent boundary layer (and since the issue of transition to turbulence has been 

dealt with in Chapter 3, no additional consideration of transition is deemed 

necessary).

At small values of the radius it is expected tha t the flow in the vicinity 

of the rotating disc is the same as for the free disc case. As r, and hence 

the displacement thickness S* (and more generally the overall boundary layer 

thickness) increases, eventually the boundary layer on the rotating disc will 

become so large that it interacts with the stationary disc. This interaction 

leads on to a new flow developing at large radii where the boundary layer 

thickness no longer varies with radius and instead fills the entire gap between 

the discs. Since the free disc case has already been examined, attention is now 

devoted to the region of the flow where the stationary disc cannot be ignored. 

As suggested by the existing numerical and experimental data, here the fluid 

velocity in the gap is order unity and along the centre line appears to increase 

from zero up to half that of the rotating disc, at which stage the flow appears 

to be antisymmetric.

This chapter considers this apparent antisymmetric phase of the flow as a 

first step (the ’logical’ next step - allowing asymmetry about the gap centre

line - is discussed later but is otherwise not undertaken here) to modelling the 

entire problem. Crucially, the restriction to antisymmetry allows us to make
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the considerable simplification of only having to solve for one half of the gap. 

The antisymmetric solution produced can be treated as either an approxima

tion to the actual asymmetric flow or more properly, as a solution which is 

only applicable at very large radii (or equivalently, very large Reynolds num

bers). This limited range of validity is acceptable here for two reasons. First 

Cooper & Reshotko have already used the Cebeci-Smith model to produce 

numerical results for the radial range up to the point where antisymmetry ap

pears to occur and secondly because many of the analytical features considered 

here, including the structure of the turbulent boundary layer, can be readily 

extended to the asymmetric flow range.

Therefore for the purposes of this chapter the boundary layers are deemed 

to be turbulent and to have merged completely and, initially at least, the flow 

is taken to be antisymmetric about the midpoint of the gap between the two 

discs.

The three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer (3DTBL) is again mod

elled as consisting of two layers, the outer, inertial-turbulent layer and the 

inner, laminar sublayer. There also exists a second laminar sublayer which 

occurs on the stationary disc and which is created by the presence of non-zero 

flow in the gap. It is assumed tha t at sufficiently large values of r the two lami

nar sublayers have the same structure and that a symmetry argument suggests 

that the azimuthal velocity in the greater, central part of the 3DTBL, known 

as the core, is approximately

8.3.1 Inertial-Turbulent Layer

The region of interest is taken to occur when r = 0 (e _1), as this choice of 

radial scale ensures a balance between the inertial and turbulent terms, and
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so the following scalings are introduced

r = e 1n , (8.18)

2  = 2 1 , (8.19)

S' = e/i, (8 .2 0 )

o' =
1 ,

2  +  C91’ (8 .2 1 )

for the inertial-turbulent layer (ITL), which reduces (8.14) and (8.15) to

- 9 \ = n - ^ ( z \ U ' ?  + 9?)* f'{)  (8.22)

and

n= + 9’nh'o- (8.23)

These equations suggest tha t unless /{ —*■ 0 as r\ —> oo then, in this limit, the 

turbulent stresses will dominate the flow. This means th a t the solution f[ = 0

is possible and so f[ —> 0 after all. Therefore, and supported by the work of

Cooper h  Reshotko, it is assumed tha t f{ —► 0  as the radius increases.

8.3.2 Laminar Sublayer on the R otating Disc

In the laminar sublayer on the rotating disc (RLS), it is now supposed that we 

can still employ a similarity solution, as in the free disc case, and define

r = e l r 2 , (8.24)

m = R - ,r (8.25)

f = (8.26)

9' = 1 +  «/£(%), (8.27)

which leads to the following equations for the RLS,

- \  = f t  + (8.28)
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and

o = 9? + (8.29)

The assumption of a similarity solution applying in the laminar sublayer is 

acceptable here (whilst not in the ITL) as the height of the RLS is taken to 

behave like ^  and since the Reynolds number is itself proportional to r2D, this 

implies that within the RLS, zd ~  and so actually decays with the radius.

8.3.3 Laminar Sublayer on the Stationary Disc

As mentioned previously, the two laminar sublayers are considered to have 

the same structure. Thus it is supposed tha t in the laminar sublayer on the 

stationary disc (SLS);

r  =  e~lr3; (8.30)

% =  R - ;  (8.31)r
f  = €-2R - l f ^ m y, (8.32)

fl' =  ^ 3 (773); (8.33)

leading to the following equations for the SLS

I = f "  _|_
4 3 <9773

and

1 =  fz  +  - £ r ( M f S )  (8.34)

0 — 93 +  (^3 15.31̂ 3 ). (8.35)

Consideration is now given to the matching of the asymptotic behaviour in the 

overlap regions of these three layers.
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8.3.4 M atching

Equation (8.29) implies that as 772 —;► 0 0 , then g'2 ~  In 772 and since in the

inertial-turbulent layer and the laminar sublayer on the rotating disc,

9' = \  + t9v  (8.36)

Sf = 1 +  esi, (8.37)

respectively, as z\ —» 0

Similarly, as z\ —► 1

Also

# 1  ~  — ̂  In z \ . (8.38)

g[ ~  i l n ( l  -  2 1 ). (8.39)

92 ~  “ ^lnr/2, (8.40)

9s ~  \  In ( I - 773), (8.41)

as 772 —> 0 0  and as 773 —> 0 0  respectively (incidentally this asymptotic behaviour 

is comparable to that in turbulent Couette flow, see Appendix D ). Equations

(8.22) and (8.23) can now be used to establish the asymptotic nature of f[ as

~  — In Z\ (8.42)
n

as z\ —> 0 , and

^ l n ( l  - z x) (8.43)

as z\ —> 1. In contrast (8.28) implies that

f i  ~  ~ \v 2  (8.44)

as % —> 0 0 , whilst (8.34) yields

/ 3  ~  | ( 1  -  %) (8.45)
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as 773 —► 0 0 . As in Chapter 4, the coefficients of the radial velocity asymptotes 

are not the same for each layer. This arises for the same reason as in §4.3.5, 

namely that in each layer the forcing inertial term is different but th a t as the 

layers overlap these inertial terms tend toward each other and hence so do 

the coefficients of the radial velocities in each layer. Similarly, as in Chapter 

3, the presence of logarithmic terms in the radial asymptotic behaviour leads 

to additional factors of e arising as z\ —> 0 and z\ —> 1 . These extra factors 

ensure the asymptotic forms of the radial velocity have the same order in the 

overlap regions.

8.4 Antisymmetric Flow between Two Discs

Having determined the appropriate governing equations and boundary layer 

structure for the current system we now seek to determine a solution. As stated 

the flow is taken to be antisymmetric about the midpoint of the gap. We can 

feel justified in using this simplification by examining the numerical results of 

Cooper & Reshotko which appear to be at least close to antisymmetry at a 

finite, albeit large, radius and as Afzal has shown that in turbulent Couette 

flow the centre line velocity tends to one half that of the moving wall. The 

assumption of antisymmetry has the advantage of meaning that the flow need 

only be determined for one half of the total gap, and in practice this will mean 

the flow is generally determined for the range 0  <  2  <
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The relevant boundary conditions are

n \ ) = o, (8.46)

n \ ) = o, (8.47)

m =  0, (8.48)

4 ) =  0 , (8.49)

« \ )
1
2 ’

(8.50)

m =  1, (8.51)

= 0  and the stationary disc, z — I. The condi-

tions on f ( ^ )  and g{\)  are arbitrary and are chosen to simplify the numerical 

method used later.

The governing equations derived in §8.3.1 for the ITL appear to be solvable 

as a fourth-order system as now neither / i  or gi appear explicitly. However, 

f i  is required to determine the normal velocity component and although this 

is not of immediate concern here, g\ may occur explicitly if an eddy viscosity 

similar to that used by Wilson is considered. For these reasons the current 

problem is treated as a sixth-order system. Actually, when calculating the 

appropriate form of the normal velocity, (8.13), the condition /(0 ) =  0 was 

used but since /  does not occur explicitly in (8.22) and (8.23), it is possible to 

now use the condition / ( | )  =  0  (i.e. in this case /  is redefined as /  — / ( | ) )  

as this is particularly convenient with respect to the subsequent numerical 

scheme. Hence we have all the necessary conditions to enable a solution to be 

determined.
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8.4.1 Large Radii Limit

We first examine (8.22) and (8.23) in the limit as r\ —> oo and as previously 

stated, in order for (8 .2 2 ) to balance, it is assumed tha t / '  —> 0  (as noted 

by Cooper &; Reshotko). The equation for the azimuthal velocity therefore 

reduces to

0 =  r^ y ^ l \ g ' { )  (8.52)

and thus

=  * i ls5K (8-53)
from use of the asymptotic behaviour as z\ —> 0 (or as z\ —► 1). From (8.53):

g[ = - ^ I n z i  + C i ,  (8.54)

where the unknown constant C\ needs to be determined from the boundary 

condition g[{\) =  0. It is then possible to use this solution for g[ in (8.22) 

to determine /( , leading to the following analytical solutions for the velocity 

components: for 0  <  z\ <

n  f[ = Z\ In Zi — (2 +  In ^ ) z i +  1, (8.55)

si =  - i l n z i  +  i l n i ,  (8.56)

and for i  <  z\ <  1 ,

n / i  =  - (1  -  z i ) ln ( l  -  2 1 ) +  (2 +  l n i ) ( l  -  zi) -  1, (8.57)

Si =  i  In (1 — 2 i ) — ^  In ^ . (8.58)

In this case the azimuthal velocity no longer varies with the radius at large 

radii and the radial component decays like These solutions are illustrated

in Figure 8 .2 . The non-dimensional normal velocity is now given by =
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w = —/  and so

w = ewi = ^ - (y ( ln z i  -  I n i )  _  +  Zl), (8 .5 9 )

which is also illustrated in Figure 8.2.

sf\

Figure 8 .2 : Analytical large radii result fo r g[ (top left), f[ (top right) and w\ 

(bottom).

Consideration is now given to the results of Cooper & Reshotko. To enable 

direct comparison to be made with the present work, their form of the eddy 

viscosity needs to be examined as r\ —► 0 0 . At large radii (8.5) becomes

5*m = 0.0131/2?. (8.60)

As, according to Cooper & Reshotko, both tiers of the Cebeci-Smith model 

can occur on this radial range it would appear necessary to extend the above 

analytical solution to include a two-tier model. This is relatively straightfor

ward, and the details of this more general large radii limit are discussed in
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Appendix E , but in fact it turns out th a t this is not immediately necessary. 

Of most practical importance is the relationship

which holds at large radii as a consequence of continuity of eddy viscosity 

at the junction position. The unknown junction position can therefore be 

readily determined from specification of S Since z ik = 2/c4̂  this suggests 

that as Rr —> oo, and hence r\ —> oo, z \k —> oo also. However by definition 

z\k <  2 anc* ^ u s  for large radii it again appears that only the inner form of the 

Cebeci-Smith model is present. From (8.60) and (8.61) this is taken to occur
i

at approximately R? = 268.8 and so in the upper range of values considered 

by Cooper k  Reshotko, the outer tier appears to be no longer present. Hence 

it is now possible to compare the analytical solution determined here with 

z \k =  \  and the (narrow-gap) results of Cooper k  Reshotko (their work is 

shown as two straight curves as this is a reasonable approximation and it is 

not possible to determine the numerical values from the graph of their results 

more accurately). These are shown in Figure 8.3. Comparison is restricted to 

the narrow-gap results of Cooper k  Reshotko as their wide-gap results appear 

unlikely to relate to the flow at such large radii as considered here.

As can be seen from Figure 8.3 the present analytical solution is loosely in 

agreement with the numerical results of Cooper k  Reshotko. The discrepancies 

between the two results are perhaps due to the assumption of antisymmetry 

which is not truly valid at this value of the Reynolds number and of course the 

analytic solution is based on the assumption that r\ 1 whereas the above 

comparison is made at ri «  2 as Cooper k  Reshotko’s work is limited to this 

range. The numerical predictions shown disagree far more widely with both 

other sets of data. This may also arise as a consequence of the assumption of
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of the narrow-gap numerical work of Cooper &

Reshotko (middle curve) and the current large radii analytical solution with 

Z\k =  \  (lower curve). The subsequent comparable numerical results pro

duced in §8.4.2 are also shown here (top curve). These results are taken at 

7*1 =  1.8759 and Rr = 5.76 x 106.

antisymmetry although the marked discrepancy with the analytical predictions 

and those of Cooper k  Reshotko is alarming'!’

Finally we now use this analytical solution to show how the eddy viscosity 

used by Wilson80 cannot be applied to this current problem. If such a Cebeci- 

Smith model is used it is now necessary to replace k4 with k3 = 0.105 and 

S^ = —gi{0). <7i(0 ) is then determined from the above large radii analytic 

solution for g[ using the condition g \{\) = 0. This is then substituted into 

(8.61) to determine an estimate for z \k at large radii. Unfortunately this leads 

to the solution that z \k > 1, which is clearly not possible as, by definition, z \k 

must certainly be less than unity for the outer tier to be present. Therefore 

this choice of eddy viscosity is not valid here, at least at a radial position at 

which the large radii analytical solution holds, which is the regime of interest
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8.4.2 Numerical Solution

We can now solve (8.22) and (8.23) numerically. As in Chapters 2 — 5, for the 

purposes of the numerical solution, the laminar sublayers are ignored and a 

solution for just the ITL is determined. Actually, the azimuthal momentum 

equation in both sublayers is the same as that on a rotating disc and hence an 

equivalent analytical solution is possible, although as the asymptotic behaviour 

in the matching with the ITL is different so will be the solution. Moreover, as 

the required approach is identical to tha t used in Chapter 3 it is not deemed 

necessary to repeat it here. Similarly, since the numerical method involved 

here is precisely the same as the lower half of the numerical problem solved in 

Chapter 3 no further details are discussed here. Instead a full description for 

the case where both tiers of the Cebeci-Smith model are included is contained 

in Appendix E.

8.4.3 Numerical Results

Numerical results for the ITL are now sought. Such results are shown in Figure

8.3 where comparisons are also made with the work of Cooper h  Reshotko, and 

as already noted, the numerical results differ widely from those of Cooper & 

Reshotko as well as from the large radii analytical solution. Results for varying 

step length for use with the RKF algorithm are not shown here as instead such 

a comparison is made when numerical results are generated for both tiers of the 

Cebeci-Smith model (§8.4.4), showing that once the step length is sufficiently 

small the results produced remain approximately unchanged.

Interestingly, numerical results are only possible for the approximate ra

dial range rq < 15. Beyond such values of r\ this present method seems
i

incapable of producing results. Combined with the alarming disagreement

i .  y c c d ! ^  ( I c.i-s p ^ '-jof^ .oci _!<?<■ Cv 'V I S
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between our numerical results and our analytical work, and indeed those of 

Cooper & Reshotko, there appears to be serious problems with our numerical 

formulation. In particular, several possibilities are raised as a result of these 

problems;

1. there may be an otherwise undetected flaw in our numerical algorithm;

2. perhaps (in order to produce more reliable results or to generate results 

at a larger radii) an outer tier to the eddy viscosity is required after all;

3. the inner tier used is inappropriate.

If there is an undetected flaw with the numerical scheme used, an alterna

tive method might be possible but one is not attem pted here. Instead, a ’test’ 

case is used involving a new, somewhat speculative, form of the Cebeci-Smith 

model. W ith this particular eddy viscosity it now becomes possible to generate 

results for large radial values (at least as large as r\ «  1000) and good agree

ment is found between the numerical and analytical results produced. The 

details of this test case are now described in more detail.

8.4.4 An Alternative Cebeci-Sm ith Model

Here we discuss a test case for our numerical method. This involves the use of 

an unorthodox choice of eddy viscosity which is of the same form as that used 

by Cooper Sz Reshotko but with a new definition for 5^. The particular choice 

used actually arose due to an initial mistake in the formulation of the numerical 

problem (using the same form for the eddy viscosity as Cooper & Reshotko, the 

quantity S^  was initially treated as an unknown to be determined as part of the 

numerical scheme and an extra, f A c^ rrec r, boundary condition - /(0 )  =  0, as
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well as f ( ^ )  = 0 - was imposed). W ith hindsight this mistake was eventually 

uncovered and our approach corrected. The delay in recognizing this mistake 

arose as a result of the very good agreement between the subsequent numerical 

and analytical results. On closer inspection, the results produced by imposing 

the incorrect boundary conditions correspond to using the correct conditions 

and setting <5̂  =  & with Jo =  35, ^ ©It* co^Lho* .

The close correlation which was found between the different predictions 

leads us to include these results as they provide some validation of our nu

merical approach and show tha t the numerical method can be used to provide 

solutions at very large (perhaps infinitely large) radial positions which is not 

the case when only the inner tier of the Cebeci-Smith model is used.

Employing the technique used earlier and using both tiers of the Cebeci- 

Smith model, this new decaying form for 5^  (and hence the junction position) 

produces the following solution for the case where z \k =  0.45, see Figure 

8.4. Now we compare our numerical results for the case where z ik = 0.45

Figure 8.4: Left: Azimuthal numerical results with Z\k =  0.45. Right: Radial

with varying step length. As can be seen in Figure 8.5 once the step length is 

sufficiently small our results are independent of step length. Next a comparison 

is made between the numerical and analytical results for varying values of the

numerical results for Z\k =  0.45. F iL  <,c<xLsd
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junction position z \k and hence varying values of the radius r\ (Figure 8.6).

As can be seen from the comparison of our numerical and analytical results, 

the solutions are in close agreement for the azimuthal velocity and in broad 

agreement with the radial velocity, and, as anticipated, as the radius increases, 

corresponding to z \k decreasing, the numerical results agree more closely with 

the large radii analytical solution. We can also compare our analytic prediction 

for the relationship between 5^  and z \k with that produced by our numerical 

solution. Again we find tha t particularly as z \k decreases the two sets of results 

are in very good agreement.

Interestingly, it is now only possible to produce results for the case when 

r\ >  13 and that no upper bound on the radial range at which numerical re

sults are achievable has been reached (rq «  1000 is the largest radii at which 

results have been produced but results at greater radii appear possible). The 

fact that, albeit using an otherwise unjustified eddy viscosity, it is possible 

to produce numerical results which agree well with the large radii analyti

cal solution (and a further analytical solution subsequently derived) provides 

some evidence for the reliability of our approach. However, the limitations 

of the method when only the inner tier of the Cebeci-Smith model is used is 

concerning and further investigation would be highly desirable (although not 

undertaken here). Instead a new analytical solution (based on the assumption 

of a decaying form for 6 and hence decaying junction position) is produced.
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Figure 8.5: Left: Azimuthal numerical results for Z\k = 0.45 with varying 

step length. Right: Radial numerical results for z \k = 0.45 with varying step 

length. Although the individual curves are not always discernible, in both cases 

the uppermost curve corresponds to h = —0.000001, the middle curve h = 

—0.00001, and the lower curve h =  —0.0001.
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of analytical and numerical azimuthal results with 

Z\k =  0.45 (left top), radial results with z \k = 0.45 (right top), azimuthal 

results with Z\k =  0.1 (left middle), radial results with Z\k = 0.1 (right middle), 

azimuthal results with Z \ k  =  0.02 (left bottom), radial results with z \k —  0.02 

(right bottom).
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of analytical (top curve) and numerical predictions for  

the relationship between 5^  and zi*..
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8.4.5 Analytical Solution with Decaying Junction Posi

tion

Now supposing that ^  as used in the preceding numerical results, and

tha t \g” | »  \f['\ as is expected from consideration of the behaviour at large 

radii, the ITL can be taken to be comprised of two regions: firstly the ’core’ 

layer, which is the bulk of the total layer, where g[ = 0 (1), z\ = 0 (1) and 

where the eddy viscosity is given by the outer form of the Cebeci-Smith model 

(in the core region here t is now used instead of z\ to avoid any possible con

fusion with the ITL which is sometimes also referred to as the core); secondly 

there is now a thin sublayer where z\ =  rj"1T  and which contains the junc

tion position between the outer and inner forms of the Cebeci-Smith model. 

We note that the same matching conditions between the ITL and the LS now 

apply to the matching between the laminar sublayer and this new sublayer, 

where (8.22) and (8.23) are now

and

Thus

and

ki-Jof" for T > T k,

T 2\gi\ f" for T < T k,

0 =
d_

dT

0 =

J k4Jog" for T  > Tk

\  T ’ W g 'i' for T  < Tk

h J o fi ' for T  > Tk,

T 2\9"W for T  < Tk,

kiJog" for T  > Tk,

T 2\g'l\g'l for T  < Tk,

(8.62)

(8.63)

(8.64)

(8.65)
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from consideration of the matching conditions

Si -  - \ l n T ,  

f[ -  T,

as T  —► 0. Hence as T  —̂ oo

P i
4fc4J 0 

f i  -  o.

Matching with the core region then suggests tha t in the core

<?'i -  C,

/; -  d ,

with C  and D  constants which need to be determined, as t —> 0. 

region we have

-</i =  k4 J o / r

and

f[ = hJog?,

which we can combine to yield

-P i  =  (k*J0)aa r

and

=  (M o )2/;""

This produces the solution

g[ — Re[A\ exp a\t +  A 2 exp a2t +  A 3 exp a2t +  A 4 exp a4 t]

242

(8.66)

(8.67)

(8.68)

(8.69)

(8.70)

(8.71)

In the core

(8.72)

(8.73)

(8.74)

(8.75)

(8.76)
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and

f[ = Re[B\ exp a\t + B^ exp a^t +  B$ exp a$t +  B 4 exp a4t] (8.77)

with

0/1 = ^9b T +  (8.78)ZA/4 Jo

“2 =  ( ^ r r ) " ( - 1 +  i )> (8-79)Z/C41/ Q

“ 3 =  (8-8°)

=  ( = r ^ ) * ( l  -<)•  (8.81)ZK4Jq

Inserting the solutions (8.76) and (8.77) into (8.72) and (8.73) yields

S j =  iA u  (8.82)

B 2 = ~ iA 2, (8.83)

B 2 = iA>,. (8.84)

B i =  - iA i .  (8.85)

and the boundary conditions s )( 0 ) =  C, / ( ( 0 ) =  D, g[(\) =  0 and / ' ( I )  =  0, 

are now equivalent to

A\ +  A 2 +  A% +  A 4 = C , (8.86)

Ai — A 2 +  ^13 A 4 = —iD , (8.87)

Ai exp y  +  A 2 exp y  +  ̂ 3  exp y  +  ^ 4  exp y  =  0 , (8 .8 8 )
. cli . 0,2 . . a4 , .

Ai exp ——  A 2 exp —  +  A 3 exp — -  A 4 exp — = 0. (8.89)
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Hence

Al =  2 (1 - e x p  a , ) ’ 8̂ '9°)

*  -  ( 8 ' 9 1 )

A3 =  —A iex p a i, (8.92)

A 4 = —A 2expa2. (8.93)

We now determine the unknown constants C  and D  through the conditions 

g"(0 ) =  — and / " ( 0 ) =  0  (from matching with the sublayer) and which 

leads to

C = 12.483, (8.94)

D = 0.413. (8.95)

Taking k4J0 = 2.5 (from k4 = 0.071 and Jo =  35) we have the following 

solution as illustrated in Figure 8 .8 . We can also compare these solutions with 

our earlier numerical results and our large radii analytical predictions.

As can be seen from Figure 8 . 8  the three sets of results are all in very good 

agreement at large radii as is hoped, and at the very least this work acts as a 

useful means to verify the accuracy of the three types of solution derived,
\K-a c a J U x Y  C  C l  C

U \c J r  ^ <-v .
8.4.6 Comparison of Free Disc and Enclosed Disc Results

In the two-disc problem we have concentrated on the inner, bounded, surface
A

of the rotating disc. Now we assume that the free surface behaves like the 

rotating disc of Chapter 3, so that the presence of the stationary disc has 

no impact on the flow here. Assuming that the earlier results of Chapter 3 

now apply to the free surface of the rotating disc, we can make comparisons 

between the flow on both sides of a rotating disc with a stator beneath it.

i .  w 5 c/-c £* oc- ivj lb< ro-V cAr, cU S c. h A  „  ko b <2_

V b  c) ^  cbic- lr0 UvcxT-
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Figure 8.8: Left top: Analytical result for g[. Right top: Analytical result for

. Left bottom: Comparison with numerical results and large radii limit for  

. Right bottom: Comparison with numerical results and large radii limit for  

. All results are shown for junction position z \ =  0.02.

Figure 3.8 shows the radial velocity on a free rotating disc and Figure 8.2 the 

analytical solution for f[ in the two-disc problem. As those two graphs show, 

the magnitude of the radial velocity in the free disc case is far greater than 

for the confined system. Moreover in the present problem, f[ decays with the 

radius whilst the radial velocity perturbation for the free disc, also denoted 

f[, does not. In contrast however, the azimuthal velocity on either side of the 

rotating disc is far more similar. This comparison is shown in Figure 8.9.

8.4.7 Skin Friction

In the laminar sublayer on the rotating disc we have the following azimuthal 

momentum equation,

0 = 9? + jL (r iM \9 Z ) .  (8.96)
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9

V
Figure 8.9: Comparison of the present large radii analytical prediction for the 

non-dimensional azimuthal velocity g'{z) and the numerical results for the non- 

dimensional azimuthal velocity g'{rf) on a free rotating disc, from Chapter 3. 

Results are presented for Reynolds number Rr = 106 and the two-disc results 

are shown on the non-dimensional height range 0  <  z < 1 whilst the free disc 

solution is given on the similarity height interval 1 <  77 <  1.5. In both cases 

the rotating disc is at z = rj = 1. For the two-disc flow, the stationary disc is 

at z = 0 .

As with the free disc problem we can use this equation to determine the skin 

friction through knowledge of the asymptotic behaviour of g'2. As in Chapter 

3, (8.96) can be integrated to obtain

-\=92+ril\gM, (8-97)

using the fact that g'2 —> — \  In 772 as 772 —► 0 0 . Thus as 772 —> 0 we have

- J = S 2 ( 0 ) ,  (8.98)

which leads to the following form for the skin friction Cfe,

k2f 2
c,g =  (8.99)
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where the skin friction is defined as in the free disc case and is derived in 

exactly the same way. This process can be repeated for the laminar sublayer 

on the stationary disc and, since the azimuthal momentum equation is the 

same for both sublayers and the azimuthal asymptotic behaviour is of the 

same magnitude, an identical result is achieved.

We now compare our predictions for the skin friction with the asymptotic 

behaviour as found by Cooper k  Reshotko. From above we have

0.08
C'°  = W W ’ (8-10°)

and hence
0.08

C/s “  (Ini?,)2’ (8.101)

as R,. —► oo, whereas Cooper k  Reshotko, based on the work of Coles18, 

propose the form

0.173718(— )s + lo g (— ) =  log (— ) +  log Rr + 1.13512, (8.102)
C f Q C f 0 V

which as Rj. —> oo becomes

and hence

0.173718(— )i  =  log ii,, (8.103)
cfe

2(0.173718)2
‘  ( b ,  « .)■  ( 8 1 M |

0.32
(InR ,)2’

which is the same as that on a free disc and four times greater than our predic

tions, although as can be seen from Appendix D , our results are comparable to 

those of Afzal for turbulent Couette flow. Interestingly, the asymptotic result 

of Cooper k, Reshotko provides further support for our own predictions for 

the skin friction on a free rotating disc, since, as stated, Cooper k  Reshotko’s 

prediction is based on the work of Coles for a free disc.
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8.5 Possible Extensions of the Two-Disc Prob

lem

Some brief potential extensions to this model are now considered. In particular 

the system can be modified to include asymmetry about the gap centre line 

and two new aspects which are of interest with respect to rotor dynamics. 

These are the influence of side structures on the flow and the inclusion of 

non-axisymmetry in the two-disc flow.

8.5.1 Asymmetric Flow between Two Discs

The antisymmetric case studied to date in this chapter has the distinct ad

vantage of being a simpler problem to solve as the system can be reduced to 

solving for just one half of the gap region. However the lack of a definitive 

eddy viscosity model for use here, combined with the relative unimportance 

(from an engineering perspective) of flow at such large radii means tha t the 

asymmetric phase is of more direct significance. Therefore this flow is now 

discussed.

Boundary Layer Structure

It is possible to produce numerical results based on the method used by 

Cooper & Reshotko, specifically using their choice of eddy viscosity model and 

hence <5̂ , treating (3P as an unknown parameter of the flow. As this has already 

been performed by Cooper &; Reshotko, it is not undertaken here and instead 

the boundary layer structure is discussed and the governing equations for each 

layer derived. It is supposed that in the core region of the boundary layer the 

azimuthal velocity is 0((3P) (so that the inertial and pressure terms balance in
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the leading order expansion in the IITL) where (3P is defined as

1 dp
/ r  =H p dr

(8.105)

Hence, in the ITL

r =  e ‘n , (8.106)

z =  Zl, (8.107)

g' =  0P + eg[ , (8.108)

r =  «/!■ (8.109)

(8. 109), produce the following equations for the

ITL

-Wp9[ = n
_d_
dz\

for Z\ > z lk ,
(8 .110)

and

d
W pfi -  r ig zi (8.1U)

for Z\ > zu ,

t  z K fl '2 + 9 ? ) h ’{ for z , < z lk.

Following the same matching analysis as for the antisymmetric case it is 

found that

9\ ~  “ (I -  AO In 24, 

g[ ~  f3p l n ( l - z i ) ,

as Zi —► 0 and Z\ —> 1 respectively, and likewise

(8 .112)

(8.113)

/;

/;

2/3p
n

Z \  In Z \ ,

ri
(1 -  Zi) In (1 -  zi),

(8.114)

(8.115)

In the two laminar sublayers the height scaling and velocity expansions 

are unchanged from the antisymmetric case but now the pressure gradient has
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changed and so, with 0 <  (3P < the governing equations in the laminar 

sublayers on the rotating and stationary discs are

0 2p -  1 =  + (8.116)

°  =  +  ^ ( % 2l52l92), (8.117)

and

01 = + (8.118)

0 =  S"  +  ^ ( % 2|S3'IS3'), (8.119)

respectively. As stated, a numerical solution is not attem pted here and instead 

an analytical prediction for the skin friction is now derived.

Skin Friction in the Asym m etric Flow Region

The same derivation for the skin friction used previously for the antisym

metric flow problem and in Chapter 3 for the free disc case can be extended

to the present asymmetric system. The appropriate asymptotic behaviour for 

this phase is given by (8.112) and (8.113) and yields the following form for the 

skin friction on the rotating disc and on the stationary disc respectively,

cfe =  2(1 - 0 pf k \ e 2, (8.120)

cu  = 2 0 2k2e2. (8.121)

Note that as /3P —> 0 (and hence as the flow approaches that of a free disc, or 

alternatively as rq —► 0) the skin friction on the stationary disc tends to zero, 

whilst that on the rotating disc tends to that on a free disc.
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8.5.2 An Enclosed R otating Disc

The present two-disc problem is designed to model ground effect but this is not 

the only physical interaction of interest in helicopter dynamics. The influence 

of nearby structures such as buildings are also important. Thus to try  to model 

this behaviour a horizontal cylindrical enclosure (wall) is included and which 

is taken to surround the two discs. For this problem it is assumed tha t the 

clearance from the edge of the two discs is roughly the same as the gap distance 

and both these distances are considered to be 0(e) relative to the radius of 

the discs.

In this case the flow in the gap between the two discs and the enclosure 

can be considered as a quasi 2D problem in the radial and normal directions 

with the system governed by the 2D Euler equations. Bernoulli’s equation 

therefore holds and can be used to relate the pressure on the rotating disc to 

the pressure on the enclosure:

Pe +  +  wdD = Pw  + ^ p (udw  +  ™d w ), (8.122)

where the subscripts e and W  respectively denote the values measured at the 

edge of the disc and on the wall. For ease pw  is determined at a stagnation 

point on the wall. From the earlier analytical large radii solution, ud{0) =
k  i

and w d{0) =  0. Combining these velocities with the pressure, determined 

earlier as p = ^ %D, yields

puj2a2 pcjsjj 
Psta9 = f̂  + ^ ,  (8.123)

where pstag is the pressure on the wall at the stagnation point and a is the 

radius of the rotating disc. This suggests that once the radius is sufficiently 

large (so that the analytical solution above applies) then the pressure at the 

stagnation point is approximately the same as that at the edge of the disc.
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8.5.3 A Cut-Disc and a Stationary Disc

Having examined the problem of the flow between a stationary and a rotating 

disc as a model for the flow generated by a or rotor: in ground effect, 

we now attem pt to improve our model by briefly examining the problem of 

the flow generated by a rotating cut-disc which rotates in a plane parallel 

to a stationary disc at a fixed distance, s d • This problem is of interest to 

us as it enable us to examine the influence of ground effect on flows without 

axisymmetry. Furthermore, in the same way that the NATBL on a cut-disc is 

relevant to the flow generated by a cl rotor because it is possible to reduce 

the turbulent boundary layer on a ct rotors to that on a cut-disc, we might 

also suppose that once we can understand the flow generated by a rotating 

cut-disc and a stationary disc, it will be possible to gain some understanding 

of the NATBL on a ». rotor, in ground effect. As discussed in the previous 

chapter, whilst the flow generated by a rotating and a stationary disc has been 

examined previously, leading to a range of experimental and numerical research 

on the topic, there unfortunately does not appear to be any such research into 

this non-axisymmetric problem.

The steady dimensional Reynolds equations for a non-axisymmetric bound

ary layer, in cylindrical polar co-ordinates in a frame of reference rotating with 

angular velocity, u, are taken as
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and

dvD uDvD vD dvD dvD 1 dpD
uD^ —  + -------+ ----------- +  wd ^ —  +  2uuD = ---------- —

o t d  t d  t d  0 6  o z d  p r o  o v

d2vD d — **<TŴ d v

dz2D +  dzD
for z D > z Dk, (g i25)

, * D If^- + for ZD <  ZDk-

with continuity equation

1 d(uDrD) + l_dvo + & w o = 0
To drD rD 80 dzD

Here we are using the same eddy viscosity as Cooper & Reshotko for the flow 

between a stationary and a rotating disc. Now we make the substitutions

Td
Sd

~  k f '
(8.127)

ZD =  SD Z, (8.128)

Ud = u r Df ’(r,9 ,z), (8.129)

Vd = wrDg’(r ,e ,z ), (8.130)

PD = p u 2r } ) P ( r , 0 ) , (8.131)

where the radius is also scaled against k2 for convenience and which, from the 

continuity equation, yields

WD o * df  d9 (O 1 =  - 2 /  -  rDx (8.132)u sd  drD 0 6

Equations (8.127) - (8.131) lead to the following equations
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and

2 / y  -  3 /3" +  3 ' ^  -  3 " § f  +  2 / ' (8.134)

-  +  J_ "' +  —  /  kiS^\9"(0 )\ig" z > z k
r d e  + Rs9 +  dz |  +  2 ^

Although no further analysis of this problem will be undertaken here, we 

might suppose that we have the following boundary layer structure - a laminar 

sublayer on the stationary disc; a laminar sublayer on the rotating cut-disc; 

a laminar sublayer in the wakes of the cut-disc; and a core, outer layer. This 

could then be applied to the Reynolds equations derived above in order to 

simplify the problem.

8.6 Summary

In this chapter we have examined the flow between two discs, one stationary 

and the other rotating, and concentrated on the flow at large radii. Here the 

flow is assumed to be antisymmetric about the midpoint of the gap between 

the discs.

The simplifications employed in this chapter, such as the assumption of 

antisymmetry and the slightly arbitrary decision made on the choice of eddy 

viscosity used, renders this problem rather contrived but does enable some 

initial features to be outlined. These include a description of the boundary 

layer (one which is readily extended to the asymmetric flow case) and an 

analytical solution valid at large radii (which is easily modified to include any 

suitable form for the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity). An analytical prediction 

for the skin friction follows simply from the boundary layer structure used 

here and is in agreement with that for turbulent Couette flow (as deduced by
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Afzal). Moreover, on consideration of the asymmetric flow problem, our skin 

friction prediction ’fits’ in with the equivalent prediction for the free rotating 

disc. There is substantial disagreement with the asymptotic results of Cooper 

& Reshotko regarding skin friction (which they predict to be the same as that 

on a free disc) however their work is based on that of Coles who examined a 

free disc (this suggests that the good agreement with our results for a free disc 

is not surprising and that perhaps it is not appropriate to extend the results 

of Coles to an enclosed disc flow).

More alarming is the stark difference between the present numerical results 

and those of Cooper & Reshotko (and the present analytical results) and the 

limitations of the numerical scheme used here (such as the inability to produce 

results for large radial positions when only an inner tier of the Cebeci-Smith

model is used). A more comprehensive study of this problem, in particular
±

involving a more sophisticated numerical method, is therefore highly desirable 

(the test case used in §8.4.4 may provide some insight into a more suitable 

numerical scheme and at least shows good agreement with the large radii 

analytical solution).

As mentioned, a few speculative extensions to this problem have been 

briefly considered although no major progress has been achieved (or indeed 

attempted). These are nonetheless included as they indicate the possible av

enues in which it is hoped this research may be extended and to, hopefully, 

encourage these avenues to be explored.

1 -  .  foe  1 S  hecy\.



Chapter 9

Conclusions and Further Work

9.1 Summary

The main new features described in the present study may be listed imme

diately. They are the enhanced thickness of the turbulent boundary layer on 

a moving wall; likewise that on a rotating disc; the agreements with empiri

cal and other previous methods on the above two fundamental problems; the 

boundary layer thickness on a rotating cut-disc; the effects of vertical asym

metry and of ground clearance; and the flow structures of all the above. (It 

was found after the writing up of this thesis tha t enhanced boundary layer 

thickness has also been found recently in independent work by Scheichl63 in a 

quite different setting). A more detailed summary is as follows.

In C h a p te r  2 an effective viscosity was used as a means of describing 

the turbulent stresses which occur in the flow past a flat plate with a moving 

surface, and a particular form used: the Cebeci-Smith model. The boundary 

layer height was then taken to be order k\ where h\ = 0.4 is von Karm an’s 

constant. These assumptions appear to be at least partially substantiated by

256
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the accuracy with which the current predictions for skin friction, velocity and 

displacement thickness agree with existing work.

Encouraged by the success of the description of the turbulent boundary 

layer used in the previous chapter, C h a p te r  3 proceeded to examine a rotating 

disc in an unbounded fluid, again based on a new suggestion for the boundary 

layer structure. Once more, the results generated for the skin friction and 

the fluid velocity within the boundary layer agree well with the work of other 

authors but now the displacement thickness is found to grow more rapidly (in 

fact more-or-less linearly) with radius than is found in earlier research. This 

may arise due to the assumption of a similarity solution for this flow.

C h a p te r  4 introduced non-axisymmetry into rotating flows. The appro

priate Reynolds equations were derived following the same approach as Smith 

& Cebeci66 with azimuthally dependent terms retained. These equations were 

then coupled with a four-region structure for the turbulent boundary layer. 

Crucial to the success of this new model is the existence of two ’outer’ layers 

where there is a balance between inertial and turbulent terms. For the most 

part the non-axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer (NATBL) is azimuthally 

invariant to leading order. The solution here was related to that of a free disc 

where the velocities are scaled by the parameter a s with a the surface (disc) 

solidity.

In C h a p te r  5 the flow due to a cut-disc was considered as an early model 

for a ' ro tor.. In this problem a numerical solution was produced for 

the ’buffer’ layer, i.e. the outer region which has ^-dependence. The results 

produced were for a variety of flows with the disc solidity and the number of 

blades in the cut-disc both varied. Blade inclination was then incorporated 

in a simple way (i.e. without considering the free wake shape) as a means of
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introducing interaction between both halves of the flow. Several low solidity 

limits were then analyzed. Firstly the earlier numerical procedure was used to 

study the flow profiles as a became small and these results seemed to indicate 

the existence of a limit as a tends to zero. Next an analytical solution to 

the flow in a region close to the blade was derived and which is in general 

agreement with the relevant numerical work. Moreover, this analytical solution 

tends to the solution for the flow on an isolated flat plate as found by Neish 

& Smith50 and shows how the flow past a cut-disc reduces to the flow past a 

set of isolated blades as a shrinks to zero. Finally another analytical solution 

was derived, this time for the near-wake region, and also compared with the 

equivalent numerical solutions. In this case, as a became small, the analytical 

and numerical solutions were found to be in very good agreement.

C h a p te r  6 then involved solving for a cut-disc with vertically symmetric 

blade thickness. Smith & Timoshin68 have shown th a t the Prandtl shift reduces 

such boundary layers to that on a flat cut-disc and th a t the pressure outside the 

boundary layer can be described by Laplace’s equation subject to a condition 

on the normal pressure gradient which is based on the blade shape. This has 

been verified for the particular turbulent flow of interest here and illustrated 

with a solution for a limited type of blade configuration and possible blade 

shape.

Vertical blade asymmetry has been considered in a 2D context in C h a p te r  

7. Here the work of Smith &; Timoshin69 has been extended to the turbulent 

flow regime of interest here, and in the case of an infinite number of thin 

identical blades, the global solution for the pressure and the fluid downwash is 

shown to be periodic. A global complex potential for the flow has been derived 

and used, in conjunction with an image potential, to extend the problem to one
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incorporating ground effect. As the gap between the blades and the ground 

decreases to zero, the pressure difference on the blades and the magnitude of 

the fluid downwash in the wakes doubles. This then leads to an <^2 crease in 

the p*> v^r^^ved by the blades, for a given rotation rate and in accordance 

with Bramwell and Seddon, Vo McuAVbo* Ixojo^ ,

Chapter 8 then considered ground effect over a viscous length scale by 

examining the flow between two discs, one rotating and the other stationary. 

The behaviour at large radii, relative to the gap distance between the discs, 

was investigated with the use of the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity model and 

with the flow assumed to be antisymmetric. Several analytical solutions were 

considered, in particular one where the radius tends to infinity. Initially the 

flow at large radii was determined assuming tha t only the inner tier of the eddy 

viscosity was required. This solution was found to have broad agreement with 

the numerical results of Cooper & Reshotko but disagreed quite significantly 

with our own numerical results. Moreover, our numerical procedure can only 

produce results for a small range of Reynolds numbers unless an outer tier 

to the Cebeci-Smith model is used. In this test case, assuming a decaying 

junction position between the two tiers, the large radii analytical solution and 

the numerical results agree very well as the radius increases (corresponding to 

the junction position decreasing to zero). A further analytical solution based 

on a decaying junction position also correlated well with these two sets of 

results. Predictions for the asymptotic form of the skin friction are found to 

be four times smaller than that derived by Cooper & Reshotko who predict 

that the skin friction is the same as in the case of a free disc. On the other 

hand, our results do agree with Afzal1 for turbulent Couette flow. It has also 

been possible to make comparisons between the velocity profiles in both this
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two-disc problem and the free disc case of Chapter 3. It transpires th a t the 

azimuthal velocity in the vicinity of the rotating disc is broadly similar in 

both flows but the radial velocity of the free disc is by far the greater of the 

two radial components. Three possible extensions were also discussed. Firstly 

the boundary layer structure and skin friction coefficients for asymmetric flow 

were described. Secondly the pressure at the stagnation point of a cylindrical 

enclosure surrounding the two discs was calculated and found to be broadly 

the same as the pressure at the edge of the rotating disc itself. Finally the 

governing equations for the flow between a rotating cut-disc and a stationary 

flat disc were presented.

9.2 Application to Turbulent Jets

It is now also noted that the possible application of the preceding work, on 

boundary layers attached to moving surfaces (and in the subsequent wakes), 

to the problem of turbulent jets has been considered by the author. Although 

it transpires that there appears only a little value and novelty in applying the 

turbulence model (in particular the structure of the turbulent boundary layer) 

used herein, this problem merits further consideration and is briefly discussed.

Jet flow has numerous applications in engineering including jet engines, 

exhausts and outlet gas pipes. The relevance to earlier work in this thesis 

comes from the geometry of jet flow, specifically that the typical length of 

a jet is much greater than its width (Schlichting64). This suggests that the 

boundary layer approximations may also apply here. Moreover, in the case 

of a turbulent jet, the flow is driven by an outflow of fluid in (initially at 

least) a relatively thin region. This jet then interacts with the fluid around 

it, transferring momentum to previously unperturbed surrounding layers and
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causing the jet to expand. Parallels can be drawn, in the two-dimensional case 

at least, with the flow on a flat plate with a moving surface where the non-zero 

surface velocity draws nearby areas of fluid along at (almost) the same rate, 

in turn leading to a transfer of momentum to regions of the fluid further from 

the plate. The obvious distinction to be noted here is that the centre line 

velocity of a turbulent jet (analogous to the speed of the moving surface in 

Chapter 2  say) is not maintained at a constant rate along the length of the 

flow, and, indeed, might intuitively be expected to decay as the distance from 

the jet aperture increases. Nonetheless it seems reasonable to wonder if the 

enhanced boundary layer structure used for the flow on the flat plate with a 

moving surface in Chapter 2 may also be valid here.

Jet flow is a widely examined problem and one which is discussed exten

sively, for a variety of different scenarios, including Prandtl57, Schlichting64, 

Lin43, Cebeci & Bradshaw12, Dahm & Dimotakis24, Papanicolaou & List53, 

Papantoniou & List54 and Peterson & Plesniak55. In the case of 2D jets 

Schlichting derives several properties of the flow. A similarity solution can 

be applied and shows the jet width growing linearly with distance along the 

jet, with the centre line velocity decaying as the square root of the distance. 

These results are not exclusive to Schlichting and are found throughout liter

ature on this topic. Analogous results also exist for other types of je t (such as 

round and axisymmetric jets). Crucially Schlichting also presents an account 

of the solution determined by Goertler35. In this case Goertler derived an an

alytical answer using an eddy viscosity equivalent to that in the upper tier of 

the Cebeci-Smith model used previously in this thesis. Pre-dating this work 

is that of Tollmien76 who modelled the eddy viscosity as similar to the lower 

tier of the Cebeci-Smith form (it should be noted that the mixing length used
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by Tollmien grows linearly with distance along the jet as opposed to grow

ing linearly with distance normal to the centre line as is the case with the 

Cebeci-Smith models used herein). It seems likely that it is possible to com

bine the work of Tollmien and Goertler to model the turbulent stresses using a 

Cebeci-Smith type eddy viscosity, and it would be interesting to see how such 

results compare with experimental work and the predictions of Tollmien and 

Goertler. This is not something that was attem pted here and instead the pos

sibility of the two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer (2DTBL) structure 

used in Chapter 2 is considered.

This structure involves having a thin sublayer with an order unity velocity 

and, in the formal extension to jet flow, two thicker outer layers where the 

velocity is significantly smaller in magnitude. Unfortunately this requires log

arithmic asymptotic behaviour as the je t centre line is approached. As with 

the flow in the wake of a flat plate considered by Neish h  Smith50 and for 

the non-axisymmetric turbulent boundary layer considered in Chapter 4, this 

logarithmic behaviour contravenes the condition of symmetry about the jet 

centre line. Instead the velocity decays as the square root of distance from the 

centre line. Since this asymptotic behaviour is unable to bridge the two order 

of magnitudes corresponding to the sublayer and the two outer layers, such a 

structure cannot be applied. Instead it appears that the jet is comprised of 

a large region where the velocity is of the same order as the wake centre line 

and where either the velocity in this thick layer decays to zero at the edge of 

the jet or there exists a thin outer layer at the edge in which the relatively 

large core velocity reduces to a much smaller order of magnitude. This latter 

scenario bears some resemblance to the flow between two discs (Chapter 8 ) 

with a large core region and two thin sublayers.
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However, for the types of turbulent stress model considered, this discussion 

of the 2DTBL structure is academic since it is principally used to simplify the 

Reynolds equations so that they can be solved more easily. As Tollmein and 

Goertler have shown, the full Reynolds equations taken with Cebeci-Smith 

type eddy viscosities can be solved directly without resorting to a simplifying 

structure for the flow. Hence there seems to be little direct relevance of the 

work of this thesis to the problem of 2D jets. Nonetheless, the physical sim

ilarities between these two types of flow hint that there may be applications 

of the present work to jet flows. In particular in cases where the Reynolds 

equations are not as easily solved (for instance where a different eddy viscosity 

is used, when the flow geometry is more complicated or when the je t is in the 

presence of a crossflow) then a turbulent structure for the jet may be required. 

In this scenario the earlier boundary layer structures used in this thesis may 

provide insight into the solution for such jets.

9.3 Further Work

Below are listed possible and desirable extensions to the present work. There 

are various avenues of investigation which can be explored further and these 

relate to aspects of those flows studied herein as well as to new flow prob

lems which are pertinent to helicopter dynamics and to alternative otherwise 

unconnected engineering and physical applications. The following examples of 

further work can be loosely categorized into two types: those aspects which fol

low immediately from the present investigation and those which pose a tougher 

problem and which are designed to bridge the gap between the level of rotor 

blade complexity which is admissible analytically here and that experienced 

on a daily basis in engineering. The former category of work is considered here
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first.

1. Throughout this investigation a particular turbulence model was used: 

the Cebeci-Smith two-tier eddy viscosity model. Other types of turbu

lence closure models are available however, and it would be useful to see 

how the current work compares with results produced using other eddy 

viscosity models and with more detailed turbulence (Reynolds) stress 

models.

2. It is possible to extend the work of Chapter 5 to include cut-disc configu

rations which consist of more than one blade size or where the blades have 

different fixed inclinations. These are straightforward problems which re

quire relatively little extra effort, but which would produce results which 

may be interesting to see. These options were not considered here as the 

practical use in helicopter dynamics is limited although it may be more 

relevant in other applications.

3. The cut-disc problem of Chapter 5 (and hence the rotating disc prob

lem of Chapter 3 by necessity) could be solved numerically without 

recourse to a similarity solution. Although, particularly in the inner 

inertial-turbulent layer of the cut-disc, this may be a complicated and 

computationally-intensive procedure, it would produce several benefits. 

Firstly it would enable a comparison to be made with the existing work 

on a rotating disc, especially in terms of our present predictions for the 

displacement thickness. In terms of our present work the use of a simi

larity solution leads to a linearly growing displacement thickness which 

is more rapid growth than found by von Karman or Cooper. More im

portantly though, this would allow a comparison to be made between
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the far-field behaviour of a radial cut-disc and one with perhaps more 

realistically shaped blades (as Smith & Timoshin considered in the anal

ogous laminar problem). Finally, a fully three-dimensional solution for 

the cut-disc flow would allow the symmetric blade problem of Chapter 6  

to be extended to include configurations of one or two blades and with 

more realistic lengthwise blade shape.

4. Similarly, a fully 3D solution (as opposed to the similarity transformation 

used at present) to the flow in the outer inviscid region of a L T roton 

with symmetric blade shape would enable the current problem to be 

extended to blades with chordwise^blade shape, as actually occurs in 

practical scenarios, and not just limited to those with particular blade 

curvature as is presently the case.

5. The two-disc flow of Chapter 8  could be extended to a solution for all 

radii using the same Cebeci-Smith model as that of Cooper & Reshotko22. 

This would enable comparisons to be made with the results of Cooper 

&: Reshotko for the skin friction and the radial pressure gradient, as well 

as the velocity profiles. This problem could also be developed to take in 

the related flows of co/counter rotating discs.

6 . In general in this investigation, consideration has been given to the ap

plication to helicopter dynamics primarily. However it is possible to take 

this work further by considering the possible use with respect to other 

types of rotors, such as propellers, turbines, etc.

Now we discuss those wider challenging areas of further work which are 

designed to improve the realism of the flows which can be modelled.
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1 . A crucial aspect of the asymmetric flows considered here which it has 

not been possible to address is the determination of the free wake shape 

in three-dimensional flows. Instead the present investigation has been 

limited to either specifying the vertical wake shift as in Chapter 5 or 

working in two dimensions as in Chapter 7. Thus an important further 

piece of research would be to solve for the free wake shape generated by 

a set of inclined blades and a ,er . rotor-, with vertically asymmetric 

thickness.

2. There are also numerous other aspects of rotor blade dynamics which 

have not been considered and some examples of these include:

• Spiralling downward wakes;

•  Smoothly varying blade inclination; and

• The shedding of tip vortices, as well as other edge effects.

3. The two-disc flow with a cylindrical enclosure could also be examined 

more completely to help develop greater understanding of the influence 

of side structures on rotating flows.

4. A solution to the flow between a rotating cut-disc and a stationary disc 

could also be attempted. Although this is a fully 3D problem, if it is 

assumed that the velocity in the bulk of the gap is independent of 9 

(as may be a reasonable assumption in the case of low solidity) then 

the system reduces to one in which the radius can be treated as just 

a parameter of the flow (as occurred in the two-disc problem) and the 

governing equations which result from this are similar to those for the 

inner inertial-turbulent layer on a cut-disc. That suggests that a finite- 

difference technique may also work well for this problem. This system
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has the interesting feature that, as a similarity solution is not invoked, 

there is no restriction to having radially-defined blades or thickness, and 

so realistic rotor shapes and configurations could be considered.
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Appendix A 

A Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg 

Algorithm

Throughout this thesis, Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg algorithms of varying order are 

used to solve systems of ordinary differential equations. For the reader’s benefit 

a third-order example (as used in Chapter 2) is now described (the analogous 

higher and lower order equivalents of this algorithm follow immediately from 

the definition presented below). No explanation for the validity of this algo

rithm is given, instead the reader is referred to Applied Numerical Analysis33, 

from which this algorithm is taken.

If the equations to be solved are

/ i ( t , a , 6 ,c), (A.l)

/ 2 ( t ,a , 6 ,c), (A.2 )

/ 3 (t,a,&,c), (A.3)

da
dt
db
dt
dc
dt
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and we define the following quantities (for i =  1, 2 and 3),

* i l  =  d f i ( t n , bni  O n ) ,  ( A . 4 )

ki2 = dfi(tn + d/4, a„ + fcn/4,6„ +  *2i/4 ,c„  +  k31/4), (A.5)

*i3 =  dfi(tn 4* 3d/8, un +  3*n/32 +  9*i2/32, 5n 4- 3*2i/32 4- 9*22/32, (A.6)

cn 4- 3*3i/32 4 - 9 ^3 2 / 3 2 ), 

fci4 =  4- 12d/13, (A.7)

a„ 4- 1932*„/2197 -  7200fc12/2197 4- 7296*i3/2197,

6„ 4- 1932fe2i/2197 -  7200*22/2197 4- 7296*23/2197, 

e„ 4- 1932*3i/2197 -  7200*32/2197 4- 7296*33/2197),

*,5 =  dfi(tn + d,  (A.8)

an 4- 439*n/216 -  8 * 1 2  4- 3680*i3/513 -  845*i4/4104, 

bn + 439*2i/216 -  8 * 2 2  4- 3680*23/513 -  845*24/4104,

£4, 4- 439*3i/216 -  8 * 3 2  4- 3680*33/513 -  845*34/4104),

* ,6  =  d/,(tn 4- d/2, (A.9)

an -  8*n/27 4- 2 * 1 2  -  3544*13/2565 4- 1859*i4/4104 -  l l* iS/40, 

bn -  8*2i/27 4- 2 * 2 2  -  3544*23/2565 4 -1859*24/4104 -  l l * 25/40, 

c„ -  8*3i/27 4- 2 * 3 2  -  3544*33/2565 4- 1859*34/4104 -  l l* 35/40),

where a„ =  a(tn),bn = b(tn),cn =  c(f„) and d is the step length of each 

iteration, then

On+i =  o(tn 4- d) =  an 4- 25*n/216 4" (A.10)

1408*13/2565 4- 2197*i4/4104 -  *i5 /5,

< + 1  =  «*(<„ +  d) = <  4- 16*n/135 4- (A .ll)

6656*13/12825 4- 28561*i4/56430 -  9*i5/50 4- 2*i6 /55,
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bn+1 b{tn +  d) — bn +  25&2i/216 -I- (A.12)

1 4 0 8 ^ 2 3 / 2 5 6 5  +  2 1 9 7 f c 2 4 / 4 1 0 4  -  * 2s / 5 ,  

b*n+1 =  6*(tn +  d) =  6; +  1 6 f e i / 1 3 5 +  ( A . 1 3 )

6 6 5 6 ^ 2 3 / 1 2 8 2 5  +  2 8 5 6 1  * 2 4 / 5 6 4 3 0  -  9A:2 5 / 5 0  +  2 * 2 6 / 5 5 ,

cn+1 — c(£n +  d ) — (^ +  25*31/216 +  (A.14)

1408/^33/2565 +  2197/c34/4104 -  fc35/ 5, 

c; +1 =  c*(fn +  cO =  < +  16fc3i/1 3 5 +  (A.15)

6656*33/12825 +  28561*34/56430 -  9*35/50 +  2*36/55.

The quantities an, bn and (+ are fourth-order Runge-Kutta formulae and a*, 

6* and c* are fifth-order formulae. The purpose of calculating two different 

predictions for each quantity a, b and c is to allow us to calculate the error. 

For this RKF algorithm, the error in calculating an, E a, is given by

Ea = a* -  an (A. 16)

with the errors for bn and cn defined similarly.
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Further Aspects of the 

Non-axisymmetric Turbulent 

Boundary Layer

Here we finally consider two aspects of the NATBL which were not included 

in Chapters 4 and 5. First, the matching of the asymptotic expansions in each 

region of the NATBL. Despite the relative importance of such work (especially 

in establishing the importance of the disc solidity) it is a somewhat cumber

some process and, in truth, contains no more complications than those already 

discussed in Chapters 2  and 3. As such it is included as an appendix for the 

ease of the reader.

Secondly, we consider a linearized solution to the flow in the IITL (really 

just to see if one is possible) which whilst being a model problem and one 

which lacks any direct relevance to the problems considered in this thesis, is 

considered worthy of inclusion.
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B .l Matching in the NATBL

To begin we examine the matching between the IITL and the LSB. Here we 

have

At first it appears that the leading order terms in the matching of the radial 

velocity components between these two layers are not of the same order of 

magnitude. However it must be remembered that the expansion of the radial 

velocity in the IITL is based on the asymptotic form for f  in the OITL and 

for a rotating disc. As such when 77 =  0(e)  the expansion used is correct 

but when 77 =  0(e~ 1R~1) as is the case when the flow approaches the LSB 

then the leading order term has the asymptote ~  ^ ( l n ^ ) 2. Therefore the 

asymptotic behaviour / '  ~  e2 (lne ) 2 772 should be replaced by f  ~  772 in this 

matching (since here lne is replaced by In 772 and, as is true for the rotating

/ '  — eC\ +  e2(lne ) 2 / 2  +  e2

~  eCi +  e2(ln e)2A 5Tj2 +  e2Ci In 772,

(B.l)

and

/  i  1 /g = —l — a 2em e  — eg2

~  — 1 — a^elne — eA& In 772,

(B.2)
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disc problem, when 772 =  0(e~ 1R~1), In 772 ~  e_1). This means that the two 

radial asymptotes are now of the same order. Hence = —As = 1. We

might also infer that A$ = A 7 however this later leads to a contradiction and

so is neglected. Instead we find tha t the correct asymptotic coefficients are 

determined from consideration of the governing equations for the IITL and 

the LSB, and that in fact, A 5 ^  A 7.

Now we look at the matching between the OITL and the IITL, where

f  = efl (B.3)

~  eCi +  e^i77i(ln77i)2,

/ '  =  eCi +  e2(lne ) 2 / 2

~  eCi +  e2(lne)2A3772 

=  eCi +  e(lne)2A377i,

and

g' =  - 1  +  epJ (B.4)

~  — 1 — e^42 In 771, 

g' =  — 1 — a^elne — eg'2 

~  — 1 — a^elne — eA± In 772 

=  —1 — a^elne — A4 (ln 77i — lne),

and so A\ =  A 3 and A 2 =  — A 4.
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Finally we consider the matching between the IITL and the LSW.

and

f  — cC\ +  e2(lne)2/2 +  e2^

~  eC\ +  e2(ln e)2( /4 +  A 9 (6 )r)2 3) +  ln7?2 ,

f  = e2F ' +  e2(lne)2̂ )  +  e ^ - ! ( l n e ) 2/ '

~  e2Ci ln ?74 +  e2(ln£)2/ 4(0) 

+e%R~^(\ne)2An(9)ri4%

= e
3Ci

(In rj2 +  -  In R  +  -  lne) +  e2(lne)2/ 4(0)
2 v 3 3

+e2(lne)2̂ n (^)r/4^

(B.5)

9  = ~

9  =

— a se lne  — eg'2 (B.6)

— ase lne  -  e ( -g l  +  A lo{0)r}2^),

— ase lne  +  egl(6 ) -f e^R~^g '4

— ase lne  +  egl(6 ) +  R~^ A i 2 (6 )r]4^

— ase lne  +  egl(Q) +  6^ 1 2 (0 )772^,

and so Ag = A n  and A\o = — A \2. Substituting the asymptotic forms for 

the velocity components f'(rj) and g'{r}) for each region into the appropriate
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governing equations yields

A\ = —A 2 , (B.7)

A 3 A 4 = - a , (B.8)

^4.5^6 = - a , (B.9)

ApAg = - 1 , (B.10)

- A qA io =
4

! dh
dO ’

(B .ll)

-4 ^ 1 0  -
dgl 
dO’

(B.12)

- A 11A 12 = 4

1 1—
1 1

aj (B.13)

1 a * -4 ^ 1 2  -
dgi
d$ '

(B.14)

In addition, it is also necessary for our solution to be periodic. Integrating 

(4.40) with respect to 772 leads to

r) r°°
~  yo M 0 - (B.1 5 )

and so to ensure periodicity we must have

d f°°
06 Jo 9'2dm = ° ' B̂ ' 16^

VbV>.A
Integrating with respect to 6 from 0 to 2n, and noting that thejblade area is 

equal to 27ra and a < 1, leads to

poo p2n
~  /  92drl2 = /  Vllg22]™d0 (B.17)

Jo Jo
= 2'k(A\ — o). (B.18)

So taking IA2 I =  we have

poo
/  92drl2 = 0  (B.19)

Jo
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and hence, a periodic solution. Therefore the asymptotic coefficients have been 

determined as

(B.20) 

(B.21) 

(B.22) 

(B.23) 

(B.24) 

(B.25) 

(B.26) 

(B.27)

and the following asymptotic forms are:

f[ ~  - a ^ i( ln ? 7 i)2, (B.28)

g[ ~  —a i  In 771, (B.29)

Til = 1
—a 2

to = 1
—a 2

A 3 = 1
—a 2

A 4 = 1a 2 ,

A 5 = - a ,

Ae = 1,

A 7 = - 1 ,
00 = - 1 ,

as 771 —► 0 ;

as 772 —► 0 0 ;

as 772 —» 0 over the blade;

/ '  ~  - a 2 ( B . 3 0 )  

g'2 ~  In 772, (B.31)

/2 ~  - ^ 2 , (B.32)

g'2 ~  In 772, (B.33)

f i  ~  f4 + Ag(6)r]22, (B.34)

92 ~  — 9 4  + AiQ(Q)r]2*, (B.35)
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as 772 —► 0  in the wake;

g'3 ~  - l n % ,

(B.36)

(B.37)

a s  i}3 oo; and

/ ;  ~  A n (8)m 2, 

g'i ~  A 12(9)r)4?,

(B.38)

(B.39)

as t)4 —► oo. The functions Ai, with i = 9,10,11 or 12, are given by the, as 

yet, unknown wake functions and <7 4 , by means of (B. 11) and (B. 14).

In order to test our model for the structure of the NATBL described in §4.3, we 

now examine the case where the flow in the IITL differs only slightly from that 

on a rotating disc but where the flow is now non-axisymmetric, and seek to 

determine whether a periodic linear solution exists. Since the perturbation of 

the present flow from that on a rotating disc is taken to be small, it is supposed 

that the boundary layer here is, for the most part, the same as tha t for a flat 

disc but that there exists a small layer on the surface where this perturbation is 

’felt’. This layer corresponds to the IITL. The azimuthal momentum equation

and since the perturbation is small, we suppose that the velocity in this layer 

is perturbed by just a small factor, 0 (7 ), from the asymptotic behaviour of the 

flat disc near the surface. Hence the azimuthal velocity component is written

B.2 A Linearized Solution in the IITL

for the IITL is

(B.40)
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as g'2 = In 772 +  j v  with v —> c In 772 as 772 —> 0 0 , where 7 < 1 .  This then leads 

to
dv n d , dv .

-  dV2' '

Differentiating (5.41) and letting T  =  rjr, where r  =  then results in the 

following linearized equation:

d T  d2T
9(9 _  n dr1‘2'  ̂ ^

Next, in light of the requirement of periodicity, a solution of the type

00

T  = R e [^2  fn im )  exp (in0)], (B.43)
71=0

is attem pted, and yields

- i n f n = 277/" ,  (B.44)

Vn. Due to the variation from flat disc flow we suppose that u(0) 7  ̂ 0 and

T(0) 7  ̂ 0 and that, in general, the flow would not be symmetric in 6. Thus

f n —* bn as 77 —► 0, for some constants bn ^  0 which are determined by the

particular deformation from the flat disc flow. We also require T  —> c as

77 —> 0 0 , and hence that f n —► 0, for n ^ O ,  and /o —> c as 77 —► 0 0 . A contour 

integral solution of the form

f n =  exp (ur})(j)n(uj)dLU, (B.45)
Jcn

is now suggested for n ^  0. From this we have

f n =  [  u 2 exp {urj)(t)n{uj)du (B.46)
Jcn

and so

/ in exp (urj)<t)n(u) +  2t]uj2 exp (ujrj)(j)n(uj)duj = 0. (B.47)
Jcn
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Integration by parts results in

/ m exp (ujr})(f)n(Lj) — 2(o;20n(o;))/ exp (urf)dw (B.48)
Jcn
+2[u2 exp {ujrj)(/)n(uj)\cn = 0.

Defining Cn such that

[u2 exp (urf)(f)n(Lj)]cn =  0, (B.49)

means that we then need to find 0n(a;) satisfying

in<fin -  2(u2(f)ny  = 0. (B.50)

Hence

in(f)n — 4a;0n — 2uj24>n = 0, (B.51)

in  — 4a; <f/n
2a;2 (f>n

(B.52)

in
ln<f)n = - 2  In a; -  - — h ln A n, (B.53)

2iU)
m

<j)n =  An exp ( - — )a;~2, (B.54)

where A n is an arbitrary constant, and now

f  m
f n =  A nu ~ 2 exp (ujt] — — )dw (B.55)

Jcn 2a;

subject to

[exp (ur) -  £ ) ] c „  =  0. (B.56)

This condition is satisfied if Cn is defined to be any contour on which Re[u\ —> 

—oo at one end of the contour and Im[uj] —> +0 at the other end. Thus Cn 

can be taken to be the straight line in the complex plane given by

a; =  r  exp (am)  (B.57)
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with i  <  a < 1 and 0 <  r < oo. Note that the condition on a is to ensure 

that Re[u\ < 0 and Im[u] > 0 to satisfy the conditions above. Thus f n is now 

given by

f n = A n exp (—am) f  r ~2 exp (rr}(s +  t i) — (B.58)
Jo 2r

where exp (am) =  s +  ti. This represents one of the two possible solutions to

(BAA). To ensure that it is the correct solution we need to see if it satisfies

the appropriate boundary conditions. For n ^ O  we have the conditions

f n (  0) =  bn,  (B.59)

f n ( o o )  = 0. (B.60)

Taking r) = 0 we have an exact integral for f n and find

2An e x p (—awi) = 
n(si + 1)

and since

si +  t = i exp (—am) (B.62)

we have

A„ = (B.63)

Thus defining the arbitrary constant A n by (B.63) ensures that the boundary 

condition at rj = 0 is satisfied.

For the limit as r/ —> oo we note that

\fn\ = \An\\exp(-am )\\  f  r ~2exp (rrj(s +  ti) -  +  ^  )dr\ (B.64)
Jo

and hence

|/n| < \An\ f  r 21 exp (rrj(s +  ti) -  ^  )\dr. (B.65)
Jo
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Therefore
f°° nt

\fn | <  \An| J  r ~ 2 exp (rr)s — — )dr. (B.66)

Thus as Tj —► oo, in order to satisfy f n —> 0 it is sufficient to show that

f°° nt
/ r ~ 2 exp (rr}s — — )dr —> 0. (B.67)

Jo 2 r

For this purpose we examine r = ro +  oir where a  <  1 and ro is the value of

r  at which exp (rrjs — ^ )  is maximal for a given value of 77. Substituting this

into the integral above produces

/ °° rif CvT
arQ 2 exp [(r0 +  ar)rjs -  ( 1 --------- h — ~)]dr. (B.68)

-oo zr0 r0 T'o

By definition then,
. n t, 1  ̂ .

r 0 = (------) 2 , (B.69)
TJS

and hence afrjs +  Î £f  = 0. Note that by definition of a, s < 0  and t > 0 , and *r0
as both n  and 77 are also positive, ro is real, as is necessary. Now we have

In - 7  / nt a 2 n t f 2 . .
« =  L  r °~ exp {rovs ~  2 ^  "  ~ * r )d f  (B-70)

and thus

\ = exp (rw s  -  S - j  r ° 2 exp (B-7i)

Since
f°° _2 a 2 n t f 2

J  rg exp (------(B-72)

is finite, we have
pOO
/  r _2 exp(r?7s  )dr ~  A(r}) exp (—Br]^). (B.73)

Jo

as 77 —► 0 0 , where
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By definition of n, s and t, B  > 0, and from (B.69), it is apparent that

for some constants K\  and K 2 to be determined from the boundary conditions. 

These are

This shows that a linearized solution to the flow in the IITL exists and that the 

NATBL structure described in §4.3 can be applied to a physical (if somewhat 

idealized) system.

We can now verify the analysis described above by evaluating the left hand 

side of (B.67), which is

3
A(r]) ~  exp (—7 7 2). (B.76)

Thus

/ °° n( si
r~2 exp (rr)(s + t i )    )dr —► 0 (B.77)

Jo A

as 77 —> 0 0 . For the special case n = 0, fH = 0, and so

fo = K\r) +  K 2 (B.78)

/o(0) = bo

/o(oo) =  c

(B.79)

(B.80)

and so a solution is only possible if bo = c and then

K 2

K  i = 0

fo = c.

c

(B.81)

(B.82)

(B.83)

(B.84)
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numerically. First we define the following quantities,

r

* —rjn s t

n t ’
r

(B.85)

(B.86)

thus the LHS of (£.67) is equivalent to

poo 1
ntl(rj) = I*(rf) = J r * ~ 2 exp {-r*r f  -  — )dr*, (B.87)

with the integral I* —> 0 as 77* —> 0 0 , to satisfy (£.67) for all n ^  0. Now 

r*~2 exp (—r*rj* — ^ 7 ) is numerically integrated over the range r* = 0  up to 

r* = L  where L is taken to be sufficiently large so tha t the integral

varies only negligibly if the value of L is increased. In practice L = 100 is used. 

For the purposes of the integration Simpson’s Rule is used and the calculation

evaluating the integral I* using Mathematica. Figure £ .1  illustrates these re

sults. When calculating the integral in (£.87) using Simpson’s rule it becomes 

apparent that as 77 increases the interval length required for a converged solu

tion decreases to the extent that the calculation was prohibitively slow. This 

can be seen in Figure £ .1  where two curves, corresponding to two different 

interval lengths, are included along with the values determined using Mathe

matica. Using very small interval lengths for some values of 77* we are able to 

generate accurate and converged solutions which agree well with those values 

determined using Mathematica and are presented in Table £ .1  for guidance.

Since a very small interval length is required to produce an accurate answer 

sing Simpson’s rule, such calculations were only performed at a limited number

(B.88)

repeated for a variety of values of 77*. These calculations can also be verified by
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V* I*
1

1 0

1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0.8753 
0.0653 

6.98xl0“6 
6.39x10“ 14

Table B.l: Numerical evaluation of I*{rf) using Simpson’s Rule.

0.003

0 . 0 0 2I

Figure B.l: Plot of integral I* against 77* using Mathematica (lower curve) and 

Simpson’s rule using a coarse interval length (upper curve) and a fine interval 

length (middle curve).

of values of 77*, hence the slightly jagged appearance of the two numerical 

curves.

These results (Table B . l  and Figure B . l ) indicate that —> 0 as 77* —►

0 0  as required and so the solution derived analytically satisfies the necessary 

boundary condition at infinity.
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The Prandtl Shift

The Prandtl shift is a useful tool in simplifying aerodynamical flow problems 

(see Smith & Timoshin or Purvis). As such, and since it has been used several 

times in this thesis, it is now described, using the notation used in Chapters 6 

and 7.

The Prandtl shift is defined as

h*D =  ZD — F { r D , 9 )  ( C . l )

d F  vD dF
s d  =  w d  — u p - ---------------—  (C .2 )orD rD d9

where the blade shape is given by F(r,Q). These substitutions are introduced

into the non-axisymmetric dimensional Reynolds equations:

duD duD v 2d v d  duD duD
- w -  +  u D - --------------+ --------—  +  wD-  2 v d  — 1 =  (C.3)

o t  o r o  t d  t d  o d  o z d

d2uD d duD
V dz2D 8zd VtD dzf)

and

dvD dvD uDvD vD dvD dvD
-zrr +  uD- —  + -------+  —  +  wD- —  +  2 u D = (C.4)

o t  o v d  t q  r o  o d  o z d

d2vp , d dvD
V dzp dzp VtD dzp

286
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with
/

k2ujrDS*D for zD > zDk,
VtD (C.5)

k \z l{  1 -  exp (_ |£ ( I* i i )1 ) ]* |* a  +  g a |  f0r 2d <  ZDIn

and continuity equation

1 d(uDrD) | 1 dvD | Q
r D drD rD dd dzD

Upon making this substitution we must replace the partial derivatives in the 

Reynolds equations as follows

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

(C.9)

d d
dzD dhD ’

d d d F  d
drD drD drD dhD

d d d F  d
dd dd dd d h ^

and that having replaced the partial derivatives in this way, we now find that

duD , duD v2d vd duD duD+  - -+ -^ ~  +  s d ^ t----2v d - 1 =  (C.10)
u t  o r i 5 t d  t d  o d  d f iD

82ud d ( Oud ,
V dh2D dtiD VtD dhr>

and

dvD dvD uDvD vD dvD dvD
~wr +  uD- —  + --------+  + ----- —- +  sD——  +  2 uD = (C .ll)
ot drD ro T\o od oHd

d2vD t d , dvo 
V dh2D dhd UtD dho

with continuity equation

1 d{uDrD) + J_dvD + d s o = 0  ( c  12)
ro drD rD dd dhD

The additional terms which arise from changing the derivatives are cancelled 

out by the choice of substitution for the normal velocity component. Hence the
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governing equations are unchanged but now apply to the range 0 <  Hd < oo as 

opposed to F(r, 6) < zd < oo as before. Hence we have reduced the boundary 

layer problem to that of a turbulent boundary layer on a flat surface instead of 

one with thickness. This is known as the Prandtl shift and we shall invoke this 

transformation whenever we are examining the flow past blades with shape or 

inclination. It is important to note here that the blade shape reappears when 

we consider the pressure in the outer inviscid region.



Appendix D

Turbulent Couette Flow

D .l Asymptotic Behaviour

Now we briefly consider the similarities between the flow between a rotating 

and a stationary disc and the 2D problem of the flow between a channel with 

one moving and one stationary wall. This flow has been examined by Afzal1 

and determines the following asymptotic form for u, the dimensional velocity 

component in the direction of the channel, as y —► 0

Uc ~ u 1 i m  n — ~~r~ ln 2/> (D-1)uT

where the stationary wall is at y =  0, Uc is the centre line velocity and uT is 

the friction velocity. Also

—  = -^-\nR r + 12.4 (D.2)
uT k\

where U is the velocity of the moving wall and Rr is a Reynolds number based 

on the friction velocity and defined by
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In this problem, h is the half-width of the channel (i.e. the channel width is 

2h) the channel width is 2h and v is the kinematic viscosity. Defining

e =  (In R r )-1 (D.4)

then as y  —> 0,

u =  Uc + e^-lny. (D.5)

As Rr —*■ oo, Afzal has shown that Uc —* so (D.5) becomes

/ u  x 1 e , _  .
( t7} =  2 +  2 lny (D'6)

as y  —> 0. In the flow between a stationary and a rotating disc we find that

^  wTs _

A  ( )

-  * ( " ) '  M
eAq . vs . i „  _  x

=  ~ r  —  ^  P - 94 w r

and hence as —► oo it is assumed that e w e. Thus equating (^ )  with </

our prediction for the asymptotic form for the azimuthal velocity agrees with 

that of Afzal for the asymptotic behaviour of turbulent Couette flow.

D.2 Skin Friction

Again it is now possible to compare our work with that of Afzal’s for turbulent 

Couette flow. In this case, Afzal’s prediction for the skin friction is

2n2
Of = -jjt-  (D.10)

Combining this with (D.2) leads to
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Again now assuming that e —> e as R  —» oo, as in §D. 1, our prediction for the 

skin friction is the same as Afzal’s for the flow in a channel with one moving 

and one stationary wall.



Appendix E 

Solutions to the Flow Between a 

Rotating and a Stationary Disc

In Chapter 8 we examined (in a highly simplified form) the flow between a 

rotating and a stationary disc. One of the major assumptions made involved 

the choice of eddy viscosity, specifically that the form used was simply the 

lower tier of the form used by Cooper & Reshotko. Using this assumption 

analytical and numerical results were presented for the velocity profile. These 

solutions can be extended to include a two-tier eddy viscosity akin to that of 

Cooper & Reshotko and these extensions are now described.

E .l Large Radii Limit

In the case where both tiers of the Cebeci-Smith eddy viscosity is used we have 

the following large radii analytical solution in terms of the unknown junction

292
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position Zi k : for the outer region,

r, A  A  1 / 1 \ 1 /T~\ -t \
r i / l  =  w k ~  w k ~  2 {Zl “  2 } +  2 4 ^ 1 ’ {E'1}

9i =  +  (e.2)
2 z \ k 4 z i k

for the inner region on the rotating disc,

n / J  =  z i l n z !  -  z i  -  +  ln z l t )zi +  ^ ^  +  ^ - 5 , (E.3)

9i =  “ l n z i -  + (E.4)

and for the solution in the inner region of the stationary disc,

= —(1 ~ z i ) In (1 — z i )  + (1 — Z\) + (E-5)

- l n * u )(l —* ) — 2 ~  —

9i = ^ in ( i  -  Zi) +  ^ ln z ik- (E.6 )

This solution is illustrated in Figure E .l.  Interestingly the azimuthal velocity 

seems to vary only a small amount as the junction position changes although 

the radial velocity varies far more considerably.

Note that this solution yields the relationship

c = S  (E-7)

so the unknown junction position can be readily determined from specification

E.2 Numerical Solution for the Flow Between 

Two Discs

Next we describe a general numerical scheme (capable of solving for either a 

one or two-tier eddy viscosity such as that used in Chapter 8 or by Cooper &;
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Figure E.l: Analytic solution of (top) and g[ (bottom) as n  —* oo with vary

ing junction position Z\k =  0.2 (upper curves) and Z\k = 0.5 (lower curves).

Reshotko). In practice the method varies slightly depending on whether one or 

both tiers are present and such differences will be highlighted where relevant. 

Since the numerical solution derived here will only be concerned with the ITL,
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the following boundary conditions and asymptotes are used

/ i ( | )  =  0, (E.8)

f [ { \ )  =  0, (E.9)

yf(*io) =  . (E.10)r\

5 i ( i )  =  0, (E .ll)

9 \ ( \ )  = (E.12)

s/ii* io) = - A - > (E-13)i z  io

where Zi0 <S 1. Now the following substitutions are made in (8.22) and (8.23)

f i  = JF,  (E.14)

Si =  JG,  (E.15)

n  =  -r  (E.16)

where J  is taken to be either |<7i(^)| or 5^ respectively depending on whether 

the solution is determined when one or both tiers of the Cebeci-Smith model 

are present. This yields

d [ k fy -F "  for z\ > z\
—G' =  < J k (E.17)

dzi I z 2(F"2 + G"2) iF "  for z l < z lk

and
d  f for Z\ > z\^

F ’ = f ^ - {  J (E.18)
dzi I z?(E"2 +  G"2)5G" f o r 2 i < z u
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subject to

F '( i )  =  0, (E.19)

F (  0) =  0, (E.20)

G (\)  = 0, (E.21)

1
2

F "(zlkf  + G"{zXkf  =  ( ^ f ) 2. (E.23)
JZlk

G '( b  =  0, (E.22)

Now the following substitutions are introduced so that the above equations 

can be expressed in a form suitable for solution through an RKF algorithm:

Si =  F{zx), (E.24)

*2 =  F'{Zl), (E.25)

s3 =  F"(zx), (E.26)

s4 =  G(zx), (E.27)

s5 =  G '(zi), (E.28)

s6 =  G"{zx). (E.29)
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The problem then separates into two sets of equations. The first corresponds 

to Zi < zlk,

ds4 

dz\ 
ds§
dzi
ds6
dz\

s2, (E.30)

S3, (E.31)

ds\ 
dz\ 
ds2
dzi

^  =  [s2 -  2zif\s3 +  s6|s6 -  (r 2 2s6|s3 +  Sel-1 +  r z \\s z +  s6| ) ^ ]  (E.32) dz\ cLz\
/ ( r z is 3s6|s3 +  sel-1)

sq, (E.33)

[(s2 -  2 z ir |s3 +  s6|s6)(rz i(s3|s3 +  s6|_1 +  |s3 +  s6|)) (E.34)

+ (s5 +  2zif |s3 +  s6|s3)(r2 is 3s6|s3 +  s6|-1)]/

[(fzlsl\s3 +  s61_1 +  fz \\s z  +  s6|)(r2 i(s3|s3 +  s61-1 +  ls3 +  s6|)) 

- { fz ^ s 3s6\s3 +  sel-1)2]

with boundary conditions
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dsi
dz\ = s2,

ds2
dz\ =  53,

ds3 J
dz\ k±r8\
ds/±
dz\

5 5 ,

ds5
dzi 56,

dsQ J
dzi h r  6^

with boundary conditions

The second set, corresponding to z\ > z \k, is

(E.40) 

(E.41)

-as, (E.42)
I

(E.43) 

(E.44)

:2, (E.45)

(E.46) 

(E.47) 

(E.48) 

(E.49) 

(E.50) 

(E.51)

where S3 C and selc are the unknown values at the centre line, zi =  5  (although if 

J  is taken to be |s " ( |) | then S6C =  —1). When both tiers of the eddy viscosity 

are used it is also necessary to satisfy

(~ lf )2 =  S3(zik)2 +  ssC-zifc)2 (E.52)
z ik

to satisfy continuity of the eddy viscosity. These equations are now in a suitable 

form to be solved using an RKF algorithm.

If both tiers of the eddy viscosity occur then one of the unknown parameters 

in this problem is the unknown junction position z l t . As we use an RKF

. . ( j ) =  0,

• 4 > =  0,

« ( i ) 53 C,

*<!> =  0,

» 4 > =  0,

. . ( J ) 56c >
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algorithm the height is discretized according to the step length used and this

could pose a problem when trying to determine the exact value of the junction 

position. Where necessary, to negate this problem it is assumed tha t the 

junction position varies with radius, and as such, for the sake of the numerical 

scheme a solution is sought for a given junction position and the radius r is 

iterated on until a suitable solution is found.

To begin we consider the two cases possible here, namely whether one or 

both tiers of the Cebeci-Smith model is present. In the latter case <5̂  is spec

ified and initial estimates for s3c, sqc and r are made and the RKF algorithm 

run down from z\ = \  to the junction position and a check is performed to 

see if (E .52) is satisfied. If it is not satisfied to within a suitable accuracy 

(specifically to within 10-6) we then iterate on sqc using Newton’s method 

until (£.52) is satisfied. We then proceed to run our algorithm down to a 

suitably small value for the height, Z\Q, for example 0 .0 0 0 1 , and then check to 

see if the conditions

conditions are not satisfied to sufficient accuracy, s$c and f  are iterated on 

until suitable values are determined. In the case where only the inner tier of 

the Cebeci-Smith model occurs this numerical problem is much simpler and 

now a value of f  is specified and with s6(^) =  —1 , «3 ( |)  is varied until ( £ .5 3 ) 

holds.

(E.54)

(E.53)

hold (to within an accuracy of 10 4) for some choice of S Again, if these
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E.3 Alternative Analytic Solution for the Flow  

Between Two Discs

Finally, a further possible analytical solution is discussed. 

In the inertial-turbulent layer

- 9 1 = r i
3_

dz\

and

/ ;  =  n
d__

dz\

M m /"  ft>r Z l > Z l k  

{ 4 ( f" 2 +  g f ) ^ f i  for 2 ! < zlk

for z i  >  z l k  

z l ( f " 2 + g"2)*9i for zi <  zik
which upon differentiation produces

d 2
- 9  i =  n d2zi

M m /"  for 21 > zlk

[ (̂/P + pfObf f o r z i < z lk

and

f i = n
d 2 I for Z i >  Z l k

d2zi |  z?(/"2 +  g"2) h "  for Z\ < zik■ 

Now we introduce the substitution

J "  =  R { r i ,  z \ )  cos^(ri, ^i), 

g" = R (r i,z i)sm d (ru zi),

which leads to

R  =  r\
M m (2 R f f  +  R9") for z i > z Xk

AzlRR'6' +  AzxR 26' +  z \R 20" for zx < zlk

M m ( « "  ~  R e ’2) for 21 -  Zlk

2z\RR!’ +  2 z \R i  + 8ziR R ' +  2R2 -  t 2R2e'2 for z, <  zu

(E.55)

(E.56)

(E.57)

(E.58)

(E.59)

(E.60)

(E.61)

(E.62)
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where ' denotes differentiation with respect to z\. Thus for z\ > z \k we have

U2 =  n k i 5tmR{2E!ff + R6") (E.63)

=  n k ^ R 2# ) ' (E.64)

and

R" =  Rd1'2, (E.65)

thus

*  =  ( § ) * ■  (R 6 6 )

Combining these results we have the following equation for R (ri, z\)

R 2 = r1ki 5 ^{R ^R ,,12)'. (E.67)

Whilst it is possible to solve this equation and compare with our previous 

numerical results for \f"  + g"\ = R , this substitution has not led to a sim

plification of the problem and hence there seems little value in solving this

modified problem fully.
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